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FOREWORD

The International Atomic Energy Agency has sponsored a Co-ordinated Research
Programme (CRP) which explored the application of expert systems technology for use by
the nuclear industry in matters related to safety. The various projects submitted in the CRP
addressed hazard identification, emergency operating procedures, modelling nuclear power
plant (NPP) behaviour during transients, verification and validation as well as diagnosis,
human factors and probabilistic safety analysis (PSA). This final report summarizes four
years of collective effort and addresses key issues and examples concerning the development
of safety related expert systems.
The extensive use of PSA for nuclear installations led to the accumulation of a large
amount of information relevant to safety. Expert systems techniques were examined as
effective ways to apply the information for improvement of NPP safety and reliability. A
number of approaches were envisaged by considering a wide variety of issues including the
needs of NPP personnel, costs vs. benefits, potential user acceptance, and verification and
validation problems. These issues were identified as keys to the development of viable safety
related expert systems and are discussed in the main body of the report. A number of
examples of the development of prototype expert systems are described and the issues
affecting the development of NPP safety related applications are highlighted.

EDITORIAL NOTE
In preparing this publication for press, staff of the IAEA have made up the pages from the
original manuscripts as submitted by the authors. The views expressed do not necessarily reflect those
of the governments of the nominating Member States or of the nominating organizations.
Throughout the text names of Member States are retained as they were when the text was
compiled.
The use of particular designations of countries or territories does not imply any judgement by
the publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their authorities and
institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.
The mention of names of specific companies or products (whether or not indicated as registered)
does not imply any intention to infringe proprietary rights, nor should it be construed as an
endorsement or recommendation on the pan of the IAEA.
The authors are responsible for having obtained the necessary permission for the IAEA to
reproduce, translate or use material from sources already protected by copyrights.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE CO-ORDINATED RESEARCH PROGRAMME

The Co-ordinated Research Programme (CRP) on Development of Safety Related
Expert Systems has been initiated in 1991 with the following main objectives:
(a)

To develop expert systems to be used for different applications in nuclear plants —
operation, maintenance, training, etc.

(b)

To encourage a collective learning process that will integrate the best ideas of the
technical community in the field of expert systems.

(c)

To ensure that all participating Member States enhance their knowledge and practice
in the field of expert systems.

(d)

To establish a data and information bank on known applications of expert systems.
1. INTRODUCTION

One important aspect of improvement in safe operation of nuclear reactors is the rapid
development and introduction of computer technologies. This development commenced
recently when advanced control and monitoring technology were incorporated into the nuclear
industry. This led to an increasing implementation of information display and monitoring
devices inside the control room of nuclear power plants, providing the control room operator
with a large amount of detailed information. The logical next step is therefore to organize
the collected data in a well structured display with prioritization and diagnostic capabilities.
Advancement in software development helped to transform the computerized operator
support system from a relatively simple status quo presentation into a decision aid with
capacities for diagnosis, trend analysis and checking of recovery actions. Expert systems are
a further step in this direction being designed to apply a knowledge base to solve practical
problems. These "intelligent" systems have to incorporate sufficient knowledge to reach
expert levels of importance and represent advanced man-machine interface.
Among the lessons learned from the Three Mile Island and Chernobyl accidents, the
importance of human factors and the man-machine interface was re-recognized for securing
the safety of nuclear reactor facilities. The main cause of the TMI accident was the
misjudgement and misinterpretation of the operators caused by the fact that the operators
were not accurately informed about the status of the reactor cooling systems. In the
Chernobyl accident, the operators broke rules and bypassed safety channels, while the control
system was not designed to prevent this. At the post-accident review meeting, it was stated
that the designers had more confidence in the human operators than hi the control systems.
In future, more attention would have to be given to achieve balance among automated control
systems, human actions, and diagnostics systems.

As part of the general man-machine interface technology, expert systems have
recently become increasingly prominent as a potential solution to a number of previously
intractable problems in many phases of human activity. The industrial sector has identified
expert systems as a means of:

increasing plant safety
distributing the knowledge of experts to less experienced workers
increasing industrial reliability and productivity
preserving the expertise
The world nuclear industry has also begun to examine expert systems for all of the
above reasons, but particularly to increase plant safety and reliability. The extensive
application of Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) studies to nuclear reactors led to the
exploration of using results of these studies with expert system techniques to produce
operation aids which would enhance plant safety and reliability and provide tangible benefit.
Expert systems represent a relatively new and rapidly developing technology for the
nuclear industry. It is therefore important that knowledge about designing, building and
operating expert systems is recorded, structured and made available to the nuclear power
community as soon as possible. The evolutionary nature of the technology will require that
knowledge be regularly reviewed and updated if it is to be a credible source of design
information for users. Improved mechanisms and guides for achieving this knowledge
assembly and dissemination are needed. Besides, for implementation of safety related expert
systems in nuclear installations, user acceptance and regulatory concerns must be addressed.

2. KEY ISSUES AND EXAMPLES OF THE
DEVELOPMENT OF SAFETY RELATED EXPERT SYSTEMS

2.1. INTRODUCTION

The expert systems technology has progressed from academic research to engineering
applications for nuclear plants. Enormous experience and lessons have been learned from the
progress achieved. A sound engineering approach for development and implementation of
expert systems has emerged.
The IAEA sponsored Co-ordinated Research Programme on Development of Safety
Related Expert Systems provided an international forum for exchange and learning among
the international participants. Based on their collective experience and knowledge, the present
report documents key issues and concerns relevant to the development of safety related expert
systems. The report should be useful to those in the Member States who are interested in the
lessons learned in the development of safety related expert systems.
2.2

KNOWLEDGE BASE DEVELOPMENT

The knowledge base, along with inference engine and man-machine interface, are
often considered as the three essential ingredients of an expert system. The establishment of
the knowledge base consists of a series of processes of extraction, interpretation and
organization of facts, knowledge, heuristics, and expertise in general, and the expression of
such knowledge in an established formalism.
For nuclear plant applications, the source for the knowledge base depends on
application fields, but generally includes design data, simulation calculations, technical
specifications, operating and maintenance procedures, piping and instrumentation diagrams,
and probabilistic safety assessment results, etc. For the case of on-line and real-time

applications, a knowledge base is linked to a dynamic database, such as those in the plant
process computers, or full-scope simulators. For certain applications, the established
knowledge base may be supplemented by interviews, questionnaires, observations and so
forth. This constitutes the human expert experience and heuristic knowledge. For certain
complicated cases where the representation of knowledge is not well structured for ready
codification, knowledge acquisition tools may be needed with respect to customizing rules
and frames, interfacing capabilities, knowledge editing and documentation aids, etc.
Documentation must be made to identify the source of knowledge, its justification,
accuracy and uncertainty, etc. The document will serve a basis for knowledge certification
which is an essential part of the verification and validation process. Maintenance and
modification of the knowledge base in the selected formalism should be considered from the
early stages of the design of the expert system.

2.3. METHODS AND TOOLS
The most common approach for implementation of expert systems involves the use
of PC-based software shells that facilitate the encoding of domain knowledge in the form of
objects and/or rules. Several of the CRP members utilised expert system shells to develop
prototype systems. These tools have inference engines capable of both forward and backward
chaining rules. In recent applications hi the event driven windows environment, the direction
of the processing is largely controlled by the user. Many expert system shells can now be
operated within Windows which provide similar user-friendly utilities e.g. icons in their tool
capability.

The commercially available expert system shells may not facilitate the encoding of
domain knowledge following the chosen paradigm of developers. For example, most shells
are able to handle uncertainty based on Bayesian subjecture probability approach. However,
if the developer designs a "fuzzy" representation of uncertainties in domain knowledge then
such a shell is not appropriate.
Stand-alone artificial intelligence machines have not been used widely because PCs
and UNIX workstations provide the required capabilities and are far more popular and
cheaper. Special modules employing artificial intelligence techniques are only part of a
practical application. In addition, typically conventional computer programs and commercial
software are now capable of implementing many functions of the overall expert systems.

Generic knowledge representing the first principles prevailing in the problem domain
is called deep knowledge. A qualitative model of the plant is an example of deep knowledge.
When experts are asked how to solve anticipated problems in the problem domain the results
are often general solutions produced by the experts. Such knowledge is called shallow
knowledge. Symptom specific fault diagnosis rules are examples of shallow knowledge. By
definition, shallower knowledge may be deduced from deeper knowledge but not vice versa.
Shallow knowledge are often represented as rules so that commercial expert system
shells may be employed. In some applications, system specific shells may be implemented
in the C language. Constructing an inference engine to utilize deep knowledge is more
complicated and may require domain specific inference techniques. Typically Prolog or Lisp
is used to implement such techniques. For some purposes, object-oriented languages may be
appropriate.
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The flow chart in Figure 1 shows a methodology for development of expert systems
related to nuclear applications. One of the most important elements of this methodology is
to establish feasibility of the expert system before commitment to a full production of an
application expert system for user implementations. The following section describes the
process of rapid prototyping for the purpose for achieving feasibility and leading to a design
specification.
2.4. PROTOTYPING
After obtaining a preliminary requirements specification an expert system developer
may begin to embark on the knowledge acquisition task. This will involve lengthy
consultations with domain experts and end users. These individuals may be skeptical of the
potential benefits the expert system would provide or even doubtful whether such an expert
system could be developed successfully. Also, they may be uncertain of the task they wish
the expert system to perform, i.e. the developer will have an incomplete requirements
specification.
Bearing this in mind it is advisable that the expert system developer takes a small
portion of the knowledge base and implements this in an appropriate manner so that the
feasibility of the proposed expert system is established. This process is known as rapid
prototyping.

The advantages of performing this exercise are that the domain experts can conceive
how their knowledge is represented and they can better address knowledge base deficiencies.
Similarly, if the prototype is feasible and the system is shown to be of benefit to the end
users, i.e. it provides appropriate advise or information in a simple, understandable way;
then the users will more readily contribute in refining the requirement and man-machine
interface (MMI) specification of the proposed expert system.
The prototyping exercise is generally repeated several times, thus the knowledge base,
inference strategies and MMI are gradually increased. When the domain experts and end
users are satisfied, the system developer will have a concrete requirement specification
including MMI needs prior to selection of the most appropriate software and hardware
platforms on which to develop the full prototype expert system.
To begin, the expert system developer must first analyze the nature of the knowledge
to be represented, for example, the procedural knowledge may be represented as rules.
Choice of programming language is also important e.g. declarative knowledge is suitable for
representation in Prolog language whereas C language is appropriate for on-line real-time
type applications. Next, the developer considers presentation of advice and explanation to the
end users, e.g. with special graphics, color, etc. Or, maybe interfaces to other conventional
softwares will be required, e.g. databases, FORTRAN codes. The shell chosen for rapid
prototype development should meet all these requirements. Also, the knowledge base
developed should be portable to other types of development shells, so that the developer has
the widest choice when considering full prototype design specification.
2.5. MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE
Man-machine interface (MMI) should be considered in the early stage of development
because the final output of an expert system is users interface.
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The primary roles of MMI in expert systems are input and output of computers, i.e.,
what kinds of input and output devices should be used in what fashion. Conventionally, those
include keyboard, mouse and screen. Depending on users, MMI may have completely
different levels of consideration. When expert systems are used by analysts like performing
PSA and maintenance with off-line and non real-time environment, MMI is a matter of
conveniency in using software. However, when expert systems are used in time-limiting
safety related situation such as operator support where a large quantity of information is
processed and delivered, MMI needs special cautions.
With advances in computer hardware and software, color graphical interface with
mouse is now widely used. However, some developers tend to use such colorgraphics
without much consideration of human being's cognitive ability. For example, some systems
use too many colors that human can not distinguish easily. Considering the case of operators
dealing with many alarms in a control room, well-trained operators can recognize which
alarm is on instantly just by looking at its location, of course, if there are not too many. By
this observation, it is desirable to have information to be located in a fixed position in a
screen, i.e., it should be enough just by looking, not reading in details. Changing colors and
graphs may look very impressive by developer's demonstration, but it is hardly acceptable
by operators if it is too much.
In control rooms, there are different level of operators. Therefore, the system MMI
should be designed differently depending on users. Senior reactor operators (SRO) can have
more technical information with more interaction to diagnostic systems, but reactor operators

(RO) may not have to have more than just enough information for execution.
To date, a typical pattern of information is showing piping and instrumentation
diagrams (P&ID) graphics. However, operator should be involved in the stage of creating
P&ID, otherwise, levels of details of P&IDs can be unnecessarily detail like used in typical
computer aided designs, or too simple.
Although operators should be involved from the very beginning stage of development,
familiarization of the system is very important. Elaborated training like those conducted in
full-scale training simulators should be done in using developed expert system prototypes
together with a simulator. No system will be acceptable for actual use without proper
training.
2.6. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

The concept of verification and validation (V&V) has been applied extensively in the
nuclear power industry to ensure the quality of the software product. Considerable effort has
been spent to develop V&V methods for conventional engineering software codes, such as
safety analysis codes and reload methodologies as well as on-line and real-time systems such
as the safety parameter display systems and digital protection systems.
Verification is the process of (1) reviewing system requirements to ensure that they
reflect a complete decomposition of the problem, (2) review of the design to ensure that it
meets design requirements and (3) documentation of activities and results to ensure
communication of information from one phase of development to the next. In general, it is
a process to ensure that software developed is consistent with the requirements and
specifications.
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Validation is the process of testing and evaluation of the integrated hardware and
software system to determine compliance with the functional, safety, reliability, security,
availability, performance and interface requirement. It provides overall assurance that the
capabilities specified in the system requirements are in the system hardware, software, and
firmware. In general, validation is a process to ensure that the software developed satisfies
the functions of the users as it is designed.
In simple words, verification is to "do things right", while validation is to "do right
things". Without adequate software V&V, the present state of the technology provides no
definitive after-the-fact confïrmation that the system is reliable and adequate. Only through
advance planning and performing V&V in parallel with development can a high confidence
level be assured. Thus, the V&V approach must be established prior to the system design
and implementation. Furthermore, expert systems can be categorized into several levels
depending on their complexity, uncertainty and the types of knowledge used. Therefore, the
type and the process of V&V must be adequately chosen depending on the categories.
2.7. CODES AND STANDARDS
During the planning and development of software projects, one key activity is to
adhere to appropriate V&V practices by following best applicable codes and standards.
Different experiences with digital technology in industrial and safety systems have led to
different codes and standards. Driven by different application needs and regulatory
requirements, the codes and standards call for different levels of involvement and
commitment which can cause very large differences in manpower and cost. Furthermore,
many software standards and regulations are under constant revision due to the rapid progress
of emerging technologies, techniques, and good practices.
The regulatory requirements around the world are neither uniform nor stable. Each
new digital safety system application has to face ever changing regulatory review and
approval process. At present, there exist no uniform regulatory guides for reviewing and
measuring the reliability and V&V needs of digital safety systems. Regulators around the
world, such as the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Canadian Atomic
Energy Control Board, and the French IPSN are using different requirements for the review
process. This created constantly changing environment for regulatory reviews which led to
large uncertainties and risks in costs and schedules.
Judging from these considerations, it is clear that there is a strong need for a common
and standard basis for verification and validation methodologies to be applied to software
systems for nuclear plant safety applications throughout the world.
2.8. COST AND BENEFIT CONSIDERATIONS

As the nuclear power plants are facing competitions against other forms of power
generation, capital investments and expenses are unportant business considerations for the
management and operators of nuclear power plants. As such, the benefit of an expert system
for real applications must outweigh the cost for developing and implementing it, including
the cost for delivery, user acceptance and regulatory approval, if required. It is therefore
necessary to consider in detail the costs and benefits associated with the development and
implementation of a safety related expert system intended for use in nuclear power plants.
In the following, the categories and items of possible cost and benefit are listed.
13

2.8.1. Costs for expert systems
Cost for planning
user requirement specification
scoping for the project
feasibility study
Cost for development
hardware
software
codification
rapid prototyping
Cost for verification and validation
documentation of user requirement
documentation of design specifications
design reviews
documentation of knowledge acquisition
factory testing
documentation of factory testing
user testing, including the use of full-scope simulator
documentation of user acceptance testing
Cost for implementation
production software
production hardware
software maintenance
configuration control

2.8.2. Benefits of expert systems
Tangible benefits
increase of human productivity
reduction of manpower time
increase of power production
increase of plant availability
reduction of hardware cost
Intangible benefits
improvement of regulatory compliance
increase of human reliability
reduction of human errors
reinforce learning
training and education.
To perform cost-benefit analysis rigorously, it is essential to convert benefits to
measurable quantities. It may be required to use some accounting techniques to quantify
benefits. It should be noted that the items listed hi Sections 2.8.1 and 2.8.2 are generated
from business practices. However, the business practice of cost vs. benefit evaluation is
often complicated by the fact that it is not always possible to quantify the intangible benefits.
14

Depending on the culture and conditions prevailing in each country, these intangible benefit
may carry an important weight hi the final evaluation of specific projects.
It is also important to notice that although a cost-benefit analysis is essential for
commercial implementation of expert systems, cost-benefit should not be the only criteria
with respect to research programmes. Only continuing research will allow refinement and
improvement in methods which will ultimately allow the development of viable commercial
solutions.
2.9. APPLICATION EXAMPLES

To demonstrate the potential capability of the expert systems technology for a wide
range of safety related applications, this section describes some of the application
development work which were performed by the IAEA Member States associated with this
co-ordinated research programme.
2.9.1. Probabilistic safety assessment (PSA)

PS A studies were often tune consuming, prone to making mistakes and costly. For
some cases of PSA results which were obtained by different assessing groups, the
discrepancy reached the level of several orders of magnitude. Therefore, an understandable
tendency has been noticed to computerize and standardise these analyses. The expert system
technology offers such potential possibilities. There were already some examples to illustrate
the application of expert systems as tools supporting PSA. Most of these knowledge based
systems could be characterised as prototypes aimed at automating some parts of Level 1
probabilistic safety analyses.
In addition, the knowledge accumulated by the PSA models could be used for expert
systems supporting decision making in design, operation and maintenance, regulation, and
accident management. Future benefits that might be offered by expert systems supporting
PSA are:

proper documentation of the PSA studies
improved quality assurance
accumulation, combining, and storage of relevant data and knowledge
traming and knowledge distribution.

2.9.1.1. Expert systems supporting PSA
There has been a growing interest in standardizing the procedures for performing PSA
of nuclear installations and their corresponding computerised support tools. Performing PSA
with an aid of an expert system could enable:
reduction of user effort and some less skilled activities (drawing, searching for data,
feeding data to computer, etc.),
reduce tune and cost of analysis,
combining information from different sources including experts and users,
assure completeness and scrutability of analyses,
give explanation how results have been obtained,
distribution of data and knowledge to teams in other plants or decision makers,
updating of data and knowledge as new information or evidence is available.
15

Several approaches in designing of knowledge based systems for supporting of PSA
may be considered. Among them, there are some common basic software features, in
particular to enable:

easy documenting and updating of data and knowledge;
It could be accomplished by the design of adequate editors in text, symbolic and
graphical format with an access to various data and knowledge bases. Computer
aided design (CAD) and database management software that are commercially
available on the market may be considered as graphical editor of P&IDs.
semi-automatic generation of logical models;
PSA are usually based on construction of the fault trees (FTs) and the event trees
(ETs). Applying the success trees (STs) may also be considered.

access to components reliability database;
Reliability data should be stored in an independent project reliability database which
can be filled manually or programmatically from external reliability databases through
relevant interface and correction modules.
adequate modelling of human reliability;
Human reliability analysis (HRA) based on the expert systems technology should
enable the evaluation of human error probabilities (HEPs) and to give some advise
how to place human related actions and errors in the equipment oriented logic
structure of the plant model.

including the common mode failures (CMFs) and common cause failures (CCFs);
The expert systems should give advice how to evaluate such kind of failure events and
to include them in the logic structure of the plant model.
uncertainty representation and treating;
Current PSA/HRA and probabilistic evaluations are based on a Bayesian subjective
probability approach. In expert systems applications, other frameworks for
representing and treating uncertainties may be considered, e.g. based on the fuzzy set
theory or Dempster-Shafer's theory of evidence. Their practical application in
PSA/HRA expert systems require, however, additional research.
quantitative probabilistic results interpretation including sensitivity and importance
analyses;
The PSA expert systems should give the user some advise concerning cut criteria for
the minimal cut sets (order and probability). Due to considerable uncertainty involved
the expert systems should include a module for sensitivity analyses and offer related
advice. Reliability importance analysis is a basic information source for reliability and
safety related decision making.

2.9.1.2. Expert systems using PSA models
The PSA models (fault trees, event trees, reliability data, etc.) have an abundent
knowledge which may be incorporated into expert systems for supporting decision making
hi plant risk management. The area of applications for this type of system can be
categorized into:
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design applications
regulation applications
operation and maintenance applications
accident management.
Some of the tasks which may be performed by a PSA based expert system can be
summarized as follows:

Systematic generation of risk data and presentation (initiating events, accident
sequences, components failures, human errors description and contributions).
Design evaluation (identification of the design deficiencies; single active components
failure, single human actions or reconfiguration errors, single passive components
failures not detectable under normal testing, path-sets having not all the components
tested or monitored).
Risk-based quality control (systematic approach on performing sensitivity studies on
failure rates for given model structure).
Risk-based accident management (identify and rank the success paths according to
operator requirements, select the success paths to define accident management
procedures).
Other risk-based applications (configuration management, data collection, precursors
evaluation, maintenance prioritization, aging evaluation).

Because a large amount of data and knowledge are embedded hi the models which
may be used for a variety of applications that produce huge results (cut-sets, path-sets,
contributions, importance, etc.), a special attention has to be paid to the user interface.
Especially, it is important to provide means for ranking and selecting information on user's
need.
In the frame of PSA based expert systems, two kind of systems can be taken into
account: (1) systems to be used by expert providing full access to the model, processing
options, and results presentation options and (2) system to be used by plant personnel
(operators, maintenance staff, etc.) who have limited access to the model with processing and
presentation options fixed by the experts. This type of system can be part of a "living PSA"
system in which the PSA models can be updated either using data provided by the users or
hi connection with automated data collection systems.

2.9.2. Expert systems related to human factors
Human error is often implicated in major disasters, significant incidents and personnel
injuries. Although engineers and managers hi the NPPs and other industries have been aware
of the considerable influence of human reliability on plant safety, there are still lack of
integrated methodology for the analysis of human errors. The method of knowledge base
elicitation for analyzing human factors may help guide the selection of correct choices of a
human reliability analysis technique, to generate human errors probabilities required to
incorporate in the fault trees and event trees of a PSA, and to make suggestions for error
reduction.
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Some reasons for the development of a knowledge base for expert system elicitation
to evaluate human factors can be: (1) to assist and guide in the human factor analysis, (2)
to standardize the knowledge, and (3) for training purposes.
One important benefit that the knowledge base may provide is the identification of
likely error modes together with the guidelines for the reduction of errors by training,
procedures changes and modification of equipment designs.
The expert system may help quantify the probability of occurrence of the error
identified and provide specific cost-benefit analysis to assist in choosing the appropriate error
reduction approaches. The knowledge base of such expert systems can be generally divided
into two areas: human reliability analysis (HRA) and error reduction strategies (ERS).

2.9.2.1. Human reliability analysis (HRA)

In general, HRA is incorporated into the PSAs by recognizing that PS A is one of the
most important tools for assessing the effect of human interactions on plant safety and for
understanding many issues related to the man-machine interface.
An important reason that justifies the use of expert systems in HRA is the absence of
a consensus among the PSA experts about the best method to perform HRA in a PSA. As
an example, for the purpose of analyzing human reliability, an expert system that takes into
account the Rassmussen's mental processing model to classify human action behaviors is a
valuable tool to facilitate the HRA. To summarize, practical uses of expert systems hi HRA
may consist of the following items and features:

Human Error identification and classification
Decomposition and representation of tasks
Incorporation of HRA in PSA
Quantification models
Analysis of potential coupled failures
Human error database.
There exists more than ten HRA models or techniques. Only some of them are well
experienced and documented. Among them, the most used in PSAs projects are THERP for
technique for human error rate prediction and HCR for human cognitive reliability.
THERP knowledge base include different stages like identification of recovery factors,
selection of basic human error probabilities, dependency assessment and the annunciator
response model.
HCR knowledge base stages the input knowledge like time available for diagnoses,
the median crew response, the cognitive process, crew experience, stress level and the
Weibull distribution representation.
From an analytical perspective, current HRA modelling is characterized by a large
number of different technical approaches and scarce data to support implementation of these
approaches. To make the models useful, the expert systems must be able to select the most
appropriate model and data hi a responsible and scrutable way and must also be aware of the
limitations in the methods and data being used.
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2.9.2.2. Error reduction strategies (ERS)
With the help of an expert systems technique, it might be possible to apply the HRA
results to obtain error reduction strategies. These are very specific recommendations dealing
with procedures, training and equipment design which will improve the human reliability.
Some of the recommendations can lead to safety audits, plant automation, improved training,
and redesign of tasks, procedures and equipment.
2.9.3. Expert systems supporting maintenance
It is evident that well done and well documented maintenance are important to safety.
It indicates that the maintenance knowledge and data may directly support the plant operation
by providing information about the manoeuvering options in a given situation. There are
several methods and tools to support maintenance, for example, the framework of reliability
centered maintenance and root cause workstation showed the potential of expert systems
applied to support maintenance.

Within the scope of the maintenance related systems and activities, the vibration
diagnostics gives special advantages. Using diagnostic techniques, the mechanical behaviour
of the equipments can indicate a set of problems before their propagation can damage the
safety and availability of the plant.
One should distinguish between the vibration monitoring and vibration analysis based
diagnostics. The monitoring is directly related to the operational activity. There are several
parts in the primary circuit of a nuclear power plant where vibration monitoring is necessary
and economical, for example the steam generator piping. The important rotating equipments.
e.g. main circulating pumps and valves, particularly, in the case of old WWER-400 MW
plants, need diagnostics.
The requirements for vibration analysis based expert systems for main circulating
pumps intended to support the nuclear safety through the support of the maintenance are:
(1)

It should analyze measurements which are continually refreshed to validate the
vibration data to indicate significant changes of the vibration patterns.

(2)

It should have connection to the plant information computers to get the values of the
technical variables which may affect the vibration pattern.

(3)

It should have a user interface which gives clear information about the state of the
pump for unskilled persons, gives full support for skilled users in deciding on the
necessary maintenance actions and produces documentation of evaluation and
diagnoses.

2.9.4. Operation diagnostics
When plant upset condition appears, many signals and other information are
displayed. The operators need to make their judgement on what has happened in the plant
and what to do to bring the plant to the safe condition. However, they are facing the shortage
of time, the complexity of information including spurious sensor signals, the lack of perfect
knowledge and possibly lower reliability during emergency conditions.
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The computerized support is needed to assist the operators particularly in managing
such process anomalies on-line. Expert systems may be useful aids to the NPP operators in
diagnosing of abnormal event or failure. However, this is one of the most challenging
application of the expert system technology.

To make correct diagnostics, the whole spectrum of signals should be considered. The
order of signal appearance is important because different orders of appearance of the same
set of signals may indicate different root causes. Expert systems should be able to deal with
the dynamic changes of signals. Even though the initiating event has the greatest importance
to the diagnosis, expert systems should also investigate the non-initiating events.
It is desirable that expert systems have a capability to explain the conclusions and to
show the whole inference process. So the user of expert systems would not only be told but
also could understand how and why conclusions are reached.
It is desirable to divide the whole knowledge base of a target system to small
independent pieces. These pieces of knowledge can be developed by different domain experts
independently, i.e., the whole knowledge base is composed of many modules of knowledge
bases and each of them are relatively simple so that they can be easily verified. Also, by
using this approach, one can easily construct different knowledge base for different operation
cases. However, one should be cautious about the consistency among the modules of the
knowledge bases.
The spurious sensor signals are important factors leading operators to make wrong
decisions like in the TMI accident. The imperfectness of knowledge also affects operator's
correct judgement. In fact, sometimes the signal is judged to be spurious due to insufficient
knowledge to explain the signal. Thus, the spurious sensor signals and imperfectness of
knowledge can be viewed as equally important. A difficult problem is the verification and
validation of such an expert system. A critical element of verification and validation of such
systems is to test using full scope simulators of the plant processes and equipment.

The future of this type of expert systems development depends significantly on the
support from utilities. The Nuclear Power Plant personnel must be involved in the
development of diagnostic systems at the earliest possible stage.
2.9.5. On-line data collection and processing

When an expert system works in an on-line way, the hardware connection between
the control system or simulator and the computer which runs the expert system must be
established, so that all on-line available information such as sensor values, signals, etc., can
be received directly by the expert system. This kind of connection, the so-called
machine-machine interface, may have the following advantages:
FAST, it enables the expert system to work in real-time on-line way.
ACCURATE, any mistakes induced by manual data inputs can be avoided.

COMPLETE, all information available in the control room can be received and
selected for use by the expert system.
TRACEABLE, all information arrived at the expert system during the abnormal state
can be recorded by the expert system for later uses, e.g., post-accident review the
results and on-line displaying of the progressing of abnormalities.
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Some experiences have been obtained within the framework of this CRP. Two
modules, called signal adapter and signal checker, were developed as important components
of the expert system for the purpose of data collection and processing.
The signal adapter continuously monitors the concerned signals sent from the data
collection system of the simulator or the power plant. The signal checker continuously
checks the plant parameters and component state signals obtained from the signal adapter so
that any abnormal signals can be identified immediately.

First, the group of normal parameter values are recorded automatically by the system
as a base line for checking the signals. Then, the allowable deviation ranges which
correspond to the on-line plant operation modes are established in the signal knowledge base.
The signal checker compares the received signals. Once a signal is out of its normal ranges,
this signal is identified to be abnormal.
It should be pointed out that because of the automatic control functions of the reactor,
a plant parameter may first deviate from its normal values in one direction when an
abnormality occurs and then return to its normal value or may even deviate in me opposite
direction. In these cases, only the original signal deviation indicates the root causes and the
later deviation or normalization does not. Besides, the reactor trip, start-up of standby
systems and actions taken by operators during accidents will also greatly affect the signal
values so that the root cause information could be submerged. Thus, the signal checker
remains only effective in the first stage of the abnormally before the reactor trip, start-up of
standby systems or actions taken by operators. The relevant parameters for root cause
diagnosis are the maximum signal deviations in the first stage of abnormalities and the
directions of the deviations.
2.9.6. Knowledge base - plant control system
The knowledge base for an expert system dealing with diagnostics of control system
problems must take into account

state of sensors (including accuracy of measuring),
state of control system power supply,
-

functional requirements on the control system (set points, sensitivity, requirements on
transients, and operational modes, etc.),
control system structure, and
influence of controller system parameters on transients.

With the system knowledge base, the development of an expert system should include
the following capabilities:
Diagnostics of sensors.
In power plants, the information is mostly provided by the supplier of the
instrumentation systems. Suppliers of modern computerized instrumentation and
control systems supply the software for sensor diagnostics. This information is a part
of the system knowledge base.
Control system power supply system diagnostics.
It is mostly provided by the supplier. This information is also a part of the system
knowledge base.
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Control system structure analysis.
This includes the analysis of the structure of the whole control loops and their
control systems. The task is to recognize the influence of the individual controller
parameters and their links in controller block schema on their functions in steady state
conditions and in transients.

Knowledge to diagnose controller parameters during steady state conditions.
The knowledge of some important parameters can be collected during steady state
operating conditions. It is the diagnosis of real controller set points, sensitivity, valve
position, etc. by comparing the designed and the measured values.
Knowledge to diagnose controller parameters during transients.
The diagnosis of some important parameters may be performed in non-steady state
conditions. This knowledge base can be produced using the expert's or operator's
knowledge, though their knowledge is limited, and using simulation techniques. By
means of simulation technique it is possible to obtain the knowledge base for a wide
range of operational conditions. The simulation must be very accurate to account for
very small deviations between measurements and simulated technical parameter values
to be usable for the knowledge base development.
2.9.7. Knowledge base - operator support system
The knowledge base for an expert system intended for use in supporting the operator's
decision making in an emergency, in general, includes:

Emergency operating procedures (EOPs)
On-line acquisition of plant parameters
Plant topology and functions of components
Failure probability of components
Event trees
Success paths
System operability and unavailability.
Care should be taken for the licensing issues of the computerized operation procedures
to ensure the consistency with respect to the current written procedures.
2.9.8. State of the art

As lessons learned from the state-of-the-art of the current expert systems development,
one of the most important issues is acceptance by both users and regulatory bodies. To date,
though several safety related expert systems have been developed, acceptance levels by the
users and regulatory bodies are still low mainly due to difficulties in V&V and justification
of benefits. Especially, regulatory bodies have shown strong hesitation to utilize on-line
safety related expert systems installed in the mam control room such as emergency operator
support systems and alarm prioritization. As a strategy to resolve this problem, it is
recommended that easily acceptable non-safety critical expert systems should be first
delivered to users to prove the usefulness and effectiveness of the systems including cost
vs.benefit consideration. This is such an important issue that through gradual acceptance by
users and regulatory bodies would ensure the continuation of further development of more
sophisticated expert systems.
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Many expert systems with off-line and relatively simple rules combined with proven
conventional techniques have shown some success with a promising future when there are
rooms for human expert opinion in not fully automated systems. In those successful cases,
resulting information obtained from the expert systems did not directly affect plant safety.
The users who were well-trained human experts were able to partly evaluate the correctness
of information generated from the system. As such, they did not totally rely on the expert
systems in their decision making.
It can be pointed out that the knowledge of expert systems can not be proven to be
complete. This leads to problems of quality assurance. Within the framework of expert
systems, there may be no theoretical approach to complete knowledge base. Under this
situation what is required is to use pre-analysed and already accepted knowledge such as
EOPs to supplement the incomplete knowledge by human experts. Hence, a justification of
knowledge completeness can be partially resolved.
Also, an important trend in the development of expert systems is the use of objectoriented programming techniques. These techniques have many advantages both for
developers and users.

2.10. OTHER RELATED TECHNIQUES
The traditional approach for expert systems development has been to use knowledge
engineers to extract knowledge and experience from domain experts. The knowledge is
obtained through interviews and questionnaires by an interactive and iterative process. Once
the knowledge engineer has a good understanding of the problem, he or she has to translate
the domain knowledge into the formalisms required by the expert system inference engines.
Usually, this involves the generation of a large number of IF-THEN-ELSE type rules.

The knowledge elicitation process of such expert systems is a challenging and time
consuming problem. In addition, the boundaries between the normal and the abnormal
conditions are not always very well defined. Also, the information available to the expert
systems can be either incomplete or contain incorrect information due to malfunction of
sensors, for example.
Due to the problems mentioned above, traditional expert systems may not have the
complete capability to handle the complex problems involving nuclear safety. It is envisioned
that the next generation of expert systems will include modules containing one or more
paradigms that have the potential of automatic knowledge acquisition. Among the techniques
being considered are: case based reasoning, rough sets, inductive and model based reasoning
and neural networks.

2.10.1. Model based reasoning
In industrial process plant applications, the deep knowledge on the problem domain
can be represented in a from of a plant model. Applying deep knowledge has implication on
knowledge elicitation and validation as well as on performance of the system. Elicitating deep
knowledge may be easier than elicitating shallow knowledge because the first principles
governing the plant behaviour are compact and carefully validated and documented.
Shallow rules reflect the range of the experts experience and thus can not cover new
situations. Deep knowledge base reflects the understanding of the first principles of the
problem domain and should be capable of applying these basic principles to novel situations.
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Applying deep knowledge offers the following benefits:
Versatile problem solving based on the plant model constructed from mathematical
equations and logic clauses.

Flexible problem solving is important because of the large variety of the type of
problems encountered. Deep knowledge and model-based reasoning are the best way
to construct a dependable system for flexible problem solving. The knowledge
representation formalism must be flexible enough to allow the use of both
mathematical equations and inequalities and clauses of first order logic.
Proper handling of systems having both continuous and discrete dynamics.
There are both discrete and continuous control inputs and measurements. Sometimes,
part of the plant is convenient to model having discrete dynamics and some control
functions are implemented as discrete event systems. But, significant parts may still
have continuous-time dynamics.
Knowledge representation on different levels of abstraction.
When solving design problems the plant behaviour is not always considered as a real
valued function of time but a more abstract view is taken.

Unfortunately, there are limitations both in principle and practice which dictate
whether a qualitative reasoning approach, such as that adopted by the SOFIE code, will be
suitable for some applications. A number of criteria may be used to test that the proposed
application domain is rich enough to support qualitative reasoning. These criteria include:

Existence of an underlying model be it mathematical, e.g. a differential equation,
physical or a set of constraints, etc. It is likely that this model will suggest the nature
of the qualitative reasoning approach to be adopted.
Understanding of what the basic principles of some domain are such that the level of
granularity of the qualitative model may be expressed hi terms of these principles.
That is, where one such principle assumes one or more underlying principles the
granularity of the qualitative model should reflect this.
The data to be manipulated within the application domain should be qualitative in
nature, e.g. causal explanations for system failures.
The system response time should not be critical since reasoning qualitatively may take
longer than the real time.
Another tool for knowledge base development is a software simulating steady state
and transients of the whole plant or its technological components. The simulation must fulfill
many requirements, such as complexity, fidelity, etc. There, the simulation technique can
serve as a tool for production of reference plant parameter values in phase of expert system
knowledge base development.
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2.10.2. Neural networks

Of all the alternative methods, neural networks have received wide attention in the
international community. More than one hundred papers on potential applications of neural
networks, to nuclear safety have been published to date. Some of the reasons for this interest
are:
Neural networks learn from experience. Thus, they can in principle produce systems
that improve their performance over time, as more experience is accumulated.
Neural networks are highly parallel systems. They have the capability to emulate very
complex systems with real-time response.
Neural networks are very efficient classifiers, and can therefore be used to classify
complex vector states into simple groups.

Neural network are fault tolerant and degrade their performance slowly with partial
failures. A characteristic that is highly desirable for safety related systems.
Neural networks are capable of predicting future events given previous history and
current state. Thus, they can be used in applications like sensor validation.

Neural networks can handle incomplete or distorted information, a condition required
for performance under real-life conditions.

In spite of all the potential advantages described above, it is important to stress that
the quality of the results will depend strongly on the quality of the input data, the adequate
preprocessing of the data and the network's architecture.
Neural networks can often provide an accurate answer, but they cannot explain how
this answer was derived. However, hybrid system architectures where more than one type
of expert systems are combined to solve a particular problem can help to develop adequate
solutions. For example, a neural network could be used to provide an answer to a specific
problem, while an expert system explains the networks response.
2.10.3. Fuzzy logic

Fuzzy logic was developed as an attempt to model variables or processes where
precise boundaries can not be defined. For example, the boundary between "high pressure"
and "normal pressure" may not be a unique value but rather a transition region and a given
pressure can have a membership in both the normal and high pressure sets with different
degrees in each set. This technique has a very good potential to represent systems in a more
realistic manner and help in the development of expert systems that are "well behaved" even
when our knowledge is somewhat incomplete or not sharply defined.
In process industry, fuzzy logic is used to control processes which are difficult to
control with conventional PID-type controllers. In nuclear power plants, it might be difficult
to introduce fuzzy logic controller into control loop due to licensing issues. In diagnostic
applications, fuzzy logic provides a more flexible way to present expertise than systems.
There are diagnostic applications of fuzzy logic in other fields.
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Fuzzy logic can be used to develop models of complex systems using simple linguistic
terms. These models are compact and easy to understand. A system that would require
thousands of rules to be represented by a conventional expert system can often be modeled
with less than fifty rules. This compactness of the knowledge base can alleviate many of the
validation and verification problems.
Fuzzy logic is also adequate to handle conflicting evidence and it can produce
compromise solutions, thus exhibiting a human-like reasoning process.
It is clear, however, that fuzzy logic is not the answer to all problems. Again, the
future success in building intelligent systems will depend on our ability to integrate the
available tools to produce viable solutions to real problems.
3. SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The results of the CRP indicate that expert systems can be used for safety related
applications. This view is supported by the findings of those individual projects submitted
in the CRP. These projects are summarised, briefly here; whilst a more detailed account are
given in Chapter 4 and hi the Annex.
ARGENTINA
An Expert assistant prototype for the Treatment of Human Reliability Analysis for
probabilistic safety analysis (ETHRA) was developed. ETHRA was developed hi an expert
system shell based on question and answer interactions that provided a guide for analysts of
probabilistic safety analysis to perform human reliability analysis according to the type of
problem and the availability of data. ETHRA generated human error probabilities for PS A
applications.
CANADA

A method to generate alarm patterns using the results from Probabilistic Safety
Analysis was developed. The method was applied to a sample system, and the generated
alarm patterns were used to develop both a rule-based and a neural network-based diagnosis
system. The neural network system showed the capability of producing a correct diagnosis
under realistic conditions where only incomplete or partially incorrect information may be
available.
CHINA

A prototype version of Frequency-Based On-Line Expert System (FBOLES) for fault
diagnoses in Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) was developed. The main steam and feedwater
condensate system (MSFCS, namely secondary loop) of a NPP (950 MW, three loops) was
modelled as a target system. The knowledge bases for MSFCS were constructed. A total of
62 signals from a simulator were processed by the FBOLES during 33 separate experiments.
21 faults were detected accurately by FBOLES, immediately after the first abnormal signal
was received. The remaining 12 faults were detected accurately within three and a half
minutes as the abnormality developed. These experiments included not only the failures of
MSFCS components such as pumps, valves, pipes, etc, but also a number of failures outside
MSFCS. Three of these involved non-initiating events.
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CROATIA

Two methods for diagnosis of nuclear power plant transients were developed. The
first method was based on solution of the inverse problem of fuzzy relational equations. It
was shown that application of fuzzy theory allowed to use imprecise (fuzzy) symptoms and
"soft" relations between events and symptoms. The diagnosis problem was formalized and
reduced to an inverse problem. The second diagnosis used not only plant measurements but
also signals, status of the equipment etc. Two computer codes were developed to demonstrate
these methods. For testing purposes, the simulation of NPP Krsko transients were performed
by using RELAP5/Mod 2 computer code. Several events were analysed and the diagnosis
was shown to be correct.
CZECH REPUBLIC
The structure of a prototype expert system which was intended to support operators
during transients was considered. The knowledge base contained knowledge of cumulated
failures of the control system and was tested using data from the actual operating unit. To
acquire the knowledge, a general code MODYS for the plant simulator DYJE was developed.

FINLAND
Deep knowledge was studied especially because of its potential to facilitate systematic
verification and validation. Computerised support for action planning and for the design of
interlocking and automatic control sequences were considered as application domains. The
principles of utilisation of knowledge about plant topology and laws of physics were
demonstrated using a prototype algorithm developed for the purpose.
HUNGARY

The prototype of ARGUS-E expert system for main coolant pump diagnostics was
developed. It was an expert system to support maintenance personnel. Its diagnoses were
based on vibration data combined with the values of significant process variables as well as
with data from a maintenance event database.
KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

KOSSN (KAERI Operation Supporting System for NPP) was developed to support
decision making during an emergency. KOSSN had three major features: (1) Emergency
Operating Procedures (EOPs) were reorganized into three hierarchical levels with different
level of actions depending on the roles of operators, (2) The optimal success path was
suggested based on the path's operability. (3) The future courses of accident progression
were displayed in the form of event trees. KOSSN obtained positive results from expert
evaluations, including those by operators.
POLAND

A prototype software system was designed to facilitate the probabilistic safety analysis
of complex systems and to support the safety oriented decision making, during the design
phase and operation of these systems. The software system consisted of Computer Aided
Design modules, databases, a shell for building expert systems with several possible
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applications and other modules. These modules facilitated effective communication with the
user, data and knowledge acquisition, initiation of inferencing to support logical modelling
of safety related systems, selection of reliability models with input parameters and
quantitative probabilistic evaluation of accident sequences.
ROMANIA

The prototype of a "Risk-Based Systems Configuration Monitoring System" was
developed. It was a computerized tool based on probabilistic safety analysis techniques, that
could be used to assist in controlling plant systems configuration, taking into account the
risk.
RUSSIA

A number of safety related expert systems were developed according to a general
concept of increasing the NPP safety operation by implementing Diagnostic Expert Systems.
These were Regime Diagnostic Systems which accomplished the diagnostics using the
indications of standard control system instruments. Noise Diagnostic systems, which detected
defects by means of measuring the levels of noise or small fluctuations of process variables
were also included. Vérification and validation of Regime Diagnostic Systems was performed
by using an analytical simulator with a full scope mathematical model of an NPP unit. The
expert diagnostic systems were in experimental operation at the NPPs.
UNITED KINGDOM
A methodology, Goal Oriented Failure Analysis (GOFA), for performing hazard
identification using an expert system was developed. The methodology could be employed
by PS A analysts to generate Fault Trees and Event Trees according to the nature and severity
of the hazard. A sofware for the Simulation of Failures and Interpretation of Effects
(SOFIE) — a diagnostics toolkit, was evaluated to determine its usefulness, both for hazard
identification and for automatic knowledge acquisition. This involved individuals becoming
familiar with various Artificial Intelligence (AI) approaches, including qualitative reasoning
and rule induction. Such familiarization with emerging AI techniques continued and the
experience gained was documented.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Summary descriptions of examples of expert systems and the process of software
verification and validation were provided, including a discussion of cost and benefit for
expert systems development. Codes and standards for digital software based safety systems
for nuclear power plant applications were discussed. It was pointed out that there was no
uniform international standards on software verification and validation methodology to guide
user acceptance and regulatory review. Without a clear guide, development and
implementation of safety related computer systems would face a large uncertainty in costs
and scheduling.
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4. SUMMARY OF RESULTS BY COUNTRIES

4.1.

Country:
Chief Sc. Investigator:

ARGENTINA
G. Caruso

Title:

An Expert Assistant for the treatment of Human
Reliability Analysis (HRA) for Probabilistic Safety
Analysis (PSA) purposes

Research Contract No.:

6065/RB

4.1.1. Objectives
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)

Detailed analysis of different models used in HRA.
Characterization of the problems met in the application of the models in specific
cases.
Analysis of the artificial intelligence for the elicitation and representation of the
knowledge generated.
Structural concepts to develop an expert system prototype that accounts for human
interactions in PS As.
Knowledge base development
Development of a KB for each module of the ETHRA (Expert for the Treatment of
HRA) code structure, definition of the question-answer interactions, and construction
of the knowledge tree with the variables involved hi the process.
Shell selection
Selection of the most suitable rule based expert system shells to represent the
knowledge base.
Prototyping
Development of a prototype selected to represent the knowledge base generated.

4.1.2. Accomplishments
According the HRA state of the art, the detailed analysis of the models was to identify
and evaluate existing methods and frameworks to estimate the human error probabilities.
Basically, the methods used were SHARP, THERP, HCR, Confusion Matrix and TRCs.
These methods were applied to specific accident sequences and fault trees hi order to test
each for suitability hi providing HRA for PS As and make comparisons of the results. An
expert system shell named Level 5 Object was selected to develop the ETHRA prototype and
the methods and procedures selected were incorporated into the shell by mean of rules,
methods and demons.
ETHRA provides a guide for PSA analysts to perform HRAs according to the
standard models used and to generate human error probabilities for PSA applications.
ETHRA is prepared to be used in PSAs for nuclear power plants and other nuclear
installations because a database of basic human error probabilities of nuclear plant activities
is included.
ETHRA is a user-friendly prototype that includes an on-screen help facility based on
the code operation help and terms definition help. A report is generated after finalizing the
calculations taking into account all the parameter defmitions, assumptions and results
obtained. It can therefore be externally assessed.
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4.2.

Country:
Chief Sc. Investigator:

CANADA
M. Schwarzblat

Title:

The Use of Probabilistic Safety Analysis/
Assessment Results for the Development of
Diagnostics and Alarm Processing Expert Systems.

Research Agreement No.:

6992/CF

4.2.1. Objectives
To conduct a systematic study on the Use of Probabilistic Safety Analysis/Assessment
Results for the Development of Diagnostics and Alarm Processing Expert System. To apply
the proposed methodology to a sample system for illustration purposes.

4.2.2. Accomplishments

A method to generate alarm patterns using the results from probabilistic safety
analysis was developed. The method consists of extending the original fault trees developed
hi a PSA by adding an AND gate below each primary event. The input to each of these AND
gates are the alarms and indicators triggered when the particular primary event occurs. The
cut sets of the extended tree represent all possible combinations of alarms and indicator
readings that may appear given the occurrence of the TOP event for a particular fault tree.
A similar approach can be followed when intermediate events in a fault tree are of interest.

The condensate system of a BWR nuclear power station was used to illustrate the
principles involved. Using the fault trees developed for the station's PSA we obtained the
corresponding alarm patterns. These patterns were used to develop two diagnostics systems:
A rule-based expert system, and a neural network diagnosis system.

For the rule-based expert system, the derived alarm patterns were used to generate
1579 production rules. A computer code that includes user interaction, inference engine and
explanation facilities was used to test the system. For the neural network diagnostics system,
the derived alarm patterns were subdivided into 37 groups, and a neural network was trained
for each group.
Both systems show excellent recognition capabilities when complete and accurate
information are provided. However, the neural network diagnostics system has the additional
advantage of recognizing events even when incomplete or distorted alarm patterns are
presented to the system.
From the results of this study, we can conclude that fault trees can be used to
generate stimulus-response alarm patterns to construct a neural network-based diagnostics
system capable of providing a correct diagnosis even with incomplete or partially incorrect
information.
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4.3.

Country:
Chief Sc. Investigator:

CHINA, People's Republic of
Qin Zhang
Gang Xie

Title:

Expert System for Fault Diagosis of Nuclear Power Plants

Research Contract No.: 6067/R1/RB

4.3.1. Objectives
To develop a prototype version of expert system for on-line and/or off-line fault
diagnosis of Nuclear Power Plants. A full scale NPP simulator has been used to develop such
a prototype version of the Expert System. The main Steam Feedwater and Condensate
System (i.e. the secondary loop) is chosen as the target of diagnosis. The major works are
focused on:

development of methodology;
construction of the knowledge base along with a lot of experiments on the NPP
simulator;
software development including signal adaptor, inference engine and man-machine
interface;
on-line test of the software with NPP simulator.

4.3.2. Accomplishments
-

Development of methodology that considers
spurious sensor signals
imperfect knowledge bases
correlations between imperfect and identical knowledge bases
uncertainties existing in the knowledge bases and inference process
sequence of signal appearance
difference between the initiating events and non-initiating events.

-

Construction of information bases that include
the knowledge bases for the diagnosis of initiating events
the knowledge bases for the diagnosis of non-initiating events
signal normal and abnormal ranges
expected and non-expected signals for every fault events
Piping and instrumentation diagrams (P&ID)
failure frequency/probability for every fault event
descriptions of basic events and signals for the secondary loop system of a nuclear
power plant simulated by a full scale simulator

-

Inference engines

-

Information base compiler
Adaptor between the simulator and the expert system

-

Graphical man-machine interface that includes
display of fault events by blinking a square associated with the fault events in the
P&ID on the screen
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•
•
•

-

signal state display including the signal curves with respect to time
bar chart for display of probabilities of possible fault events
acknowledgement for user's modifying and recovering the signal input and diagnostic
output
33 fault experiments with the simulator to test the ability of the expert system.

4.4.

Country:
Chief Sc. Investigator:

CROATIA
N. Cavlina

Title:

An Approach to Computer Aided Nuclear Power Plant
Accident Diagnosis

Research Contract No. : 6075/R1 /RB

4.4.1. Objectives

To develop methodology for computer aided diagnosis of nuclear power plant
transient. The basic idea is to use previously extracted knowledge about plant behavior during
the transient in order to help in diagnosing of some new transient.
4.4.2. Accomplishments
Two methods for diagnosis of nuclear power plant transients are developed. The first
method is based on solution of the inverse problem of fuzzy relational equations. It is shown
that application of fuzzy theory allows to use imprecise (fuzzy) symptoms and "soft" relations
between events and symptoms. Plant measurements are transformed to symptoms by using
p -transformation. That way the symptom vector is formed. Based on previously extracted
knowledge about plant behavior during the transient the matrix of the relationship between
events and symptoms is established. The diagnosis problem has been formalized and reduced
to an inverse problem: if matrix R is known and symptoms have been noted, i.e. the
components of vector b are defined, then the vector of events a is being looked for so that
the expression b = a • R holds true. The second diagnosis method uses not only plant
measurements but also signals, status of the equipment etc. The second diagnosis is made of
the logic rules: observation rules and diagnostic rules.

Two computer codes have been made to demonstrate the method described. The first
code is written hi Pascal (deals with numerical data) the second one hi Prolog (deals with
symbolic data). The results of the first diagnosis is the degree of membership for each event
from set of events.
For testing purpose the simulation of NPP Krsko transients were performed by using
RELAPS/Mod 2 computer code. Several tests were performed with the different events. The
diagnosis was satisfactory and correct corresponding to the tested event.
4.5.

Country:
Chief Sc. Investigator:

CZECH REPUBLIC
J. Rubek

Title:

Advanced operator response to NPP transients comprising
cumulated failures related to control system

Research Contract No.: 6058/R1/RB
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4.5.1. Objectives

(1)
(2)

Prototype of knowledge base of the safety related expert system
Texting and correcting of the knowledge base by means of measurements from
operating unit.

4.5.2. Accomplishments

1.

Assessment of experience from transients of safety relevant failures at NPP Dukovany
and possible operator support.
Transients with large and fast reactor and turbine power reduction were analysed.
Cases of cumulated failures were taken into account (latent failures, failures in
information system, control system, etc.).

2.

Function of the expert system resulting from the assessment.
Function for individual parts of transients have been specified.

3.

Strategy of the operator support during abnormal unit states achieving these function.

4.

Kind of knowledge which will present the expert system was summarised.
Structure of the expert system to the operator support during unnormal transients
control.
The system will include the following main subsystems:
-

4.a.

subsystem of the technical process simulation
subsystem of process on-line assessment
subsystem of process post mortem assessment.

Subsystem of technical process simulation
Structure of the subsystem was proposed. Necessary requirements to the simulator
module were defined (extent of simulation, accuracy, speed, etc.). Main effort was
paid to the development of automated tool MOD YS (Modeling of Dynamic Systems)
for the simulation. Then the simulator of NPP Dukovany using software DYJE was
developed. Software DYJE was developed within the CRP as well. Much effort was
paid to the simulator tuning by using many measurements from NPP Dukovany.

At present the simulator is developed. New activities concerning the usage of the
simulator for predictive simulation have been started.
4.b.

Subsystem of process on-line assessment
Structure of the subsystem was elaborated. The subsystem is based on binary signals
initiation and their consequence assessment, and on usage of thermal-hydraulic
relations within technical parameters during transients. The usage of thermalhydraulic relations to the operator support was the relevant expert knowledge base
development. This knowledge base will produce information about control system
function when the transient starts. The way of knowledge base development is very
similar for the subsystem of process on-line assessment and the subsystem of postmortem control system assessment. Therefore, the results are summarized in item 4.c.
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4.c.

Subsystem of post-mortem control system assessment

The structure of the subsystem was developed. Main effort was made to the
knowledge data development. This process includes:
-

structure of main controllers
Functional structures of main controllers were analyzed from the point of
influence of their parameters on unit transient behaviour. Importance of
parameters and links in the controller diagrams were defined.

-

Experience of operating utility was used to define the operational condition and
modes important for control system check. Mainly more complicated transients
initiated by cumulated failures or malfunctions were taken into account.

-

simulations of NPP dynamics
The knowledge base is under development using the simulation technique. By
simulation of transients during different initial conditions the features of incorrect
control system function were summarized. For the simulation the general tool
(system MODYS) has been developed. Using this system the code DYJE
simulating steady and unsteady plant states was developed and successfully tested
using many measurements from the operating power plant. The achievement of
high accuracy of the simulation during steady state and transients was important
task. Using the simulation technique the knowledge base was developed for the
following control loops:
Steam pressure control by means of condenser steam dump valves control.
By using measured values of first maximum steam
pressure and pressurizer pressure, the real steam flow through condenser
steam dump valve and opening time of the dump valve can be determined.
Steam generator water level control.
By using measured steady states water level deviation, level minimum and
level gradient (hi some cases), the opening time of the control valve and
the gam of the controller can be checked. The water flow control can be
checked as well.
Primary pressure and reactor power control.
By using measured values of first minimum steam pressure and minimum
pressurizer pressure, the first minimum of pressurizer pressure and water
level, the functions of the reactor power control, water injecting system,
pressurizer sprinklers and heaters, and turbine power control can be
determined.

-

5.

Development of symptom base
The mathematical formulation of knowledge base obtained by means of unit plant
simulation has been used for the symptom base development.

Final expert system state
The developed prototype of knowledge base was tested by using many measurements
from the operating NPP Dukovany. System implementation is assumed at NPP
Dukovany control system modernization which should start in 1996.
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4.6.

Country:
Chief Sc. Investigator:

FINLAND
Heikki Valisuo, VTT

Title:

Model-based reasoning supporting the design of plant
operations

Research Agreement No.: 61121CF

4.6.1.

Objectives

Expert systems utilizing heuristic shallow knowledge cause verification and validation
problems. However, for example, action planning and the design of plant control system is
based on the knowledge on the first principles of how plant works, not on heuristic
knowledge. Such first principles are laws of physics, plant topological information, etc. The
first objective was to develop a method to utilize such first principles to overcome the V&V
problem. Action planning and control system design were seen to involve a lot of mechanistic
reasoning based on the first principles. The second objective was to develop a method to give
computerised support on the accomplishment of such mechanistic reasoning tasks.

4.6.2. Accomplishments
A prototype implementation of an inference engine for model-based reasoning in the
domain of industrial process plant control has been constructed. Proof-of-the-principle tests
have been accomplished. The prototype utilizes some of the central principles of the QSIMalgorithm which is an algorithm for qualitative simulation, although it is based on quantitative
internal computation. The prototype is implemented in the constraint logic programming
language CLP(R) running in a UNIX workstation.
4.7.

Country:
Chief Sc. Investigator:

HUNGARY
Z. Bessenyei

Title:

Development of a Vibration and Maintenance Data Based
Expert System for Main Circulation Pumps of WWER
Type Nuclear Power Plants

Research Contract No. : 6069/RB

4.7.1. Objectives
Development of a man-machine interface (MMI) for the system, which is designed
to satisfy the requirements of the maintenance personnel.
Development of a preliminary knowledge base (KB) related to the behaviour of the
MCPs of WWER type NPPs.
Development of a prototype expert system using the KB and MMI mentioned above.

4.7.2. Accomplishments
we have developed a prototype expert system that gives direct support to the
maintenance personnel in planning the maintenance actions, and gives to the operator,
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through the maintenance personnel, a qualification of MCPs data about the availability
of the pumps.

we have
• verified the rules in the KB,
• examined the effects of the technical variables,
• developed a maintenance event database,
• finished the MMI,
• tested the system,
• worked out a proposal, how to operate the system.

we have developed the system with respect to the needs of the maintenance personnel
of Paks NPP and the operational environment which is supported by the existing
ARGUS vibration monitoring and diagnostic system.
4.8.

Country :
Chief Sc. Investigators:

KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
Chang K. Park
Jaejoo Ha

Title :

Development of An Expert System for Success Path
Generation and Operator's Action Guide in NPP

Research Agreement No. :

6071 /CF

4.8.1. Objectives
(1)

Development of a prototype expert system for supporting emergency operation of
NPP including:
Operator's action guidance,
The suggestion of the optimal success path, and
The prediction of the future plant status.

(2)

Evaluation of the prototype including user acceptance.

4.8.2. Accomplishments
(1)

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) has developed a computerized
operation supporting system called KOSSN (KAERI Operation Supporting System for
NPP) to support the decision-making of the senior reactor operator (SRO) during an
emergency.

(2)

KOSSN has the following three major features:

Action guidance
Two parts of emergency operating procedures (EOPs), i.e., the optimal response
procedures (ORPs) and the functional restoration procedures (FRPs) of Kori Units
3&4 are implemented as knowledge base.
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EOPs are reorganized into three hierarchical levels of actions, and different level of
necessary actions are suggested based on the current plant status and roles of SRO
andRO.
Success path generation and recommendation
Success paths are generated for the operation to restore the challenged safety
functions, and ranked according to the respective operability which is estimated based
on PS A results.

KOSSN suggests the optimal success path based on the rank and the current plant
status.

Prediction of possible plant trends
According to the current plant status, an appropriate event tree is suggested in order
to show possible future courses of accident progression.

(3)

For the evaluation of the prototype KOSSN, KAERI performed several
demonstrations of selected scenarios and gathered feedbacks from experts of various
fields including plant operators and researchers. The followings are the major findings
in evaluation:
The reorganized three levels of EOPs would enhance operator's understanding
and execution of the current EOPs without changing the current licensed
contents of EOPs.
The use of success paths and event trees hi graphical form were useful
additional information for the understanding of how to restore safety functions
and the possible future accident progression, respectively.

(4)

The architecture and features of the prototype KOSSN are evaluated as acceptable
by users and experts.

4.9.

Country:
Chief Sc. Investigator:

POLAND
K.T. Kosmowski

Title:

Reliability Evaluation and Probabilistic Safety Analysis
- Level 1 - Expert System: REPSA1ES

Research Contract No.:

6070/R2/RB

4.9.1. Objectives
1.

Development of a methodology for performing reliability evaluation of complex
technological systems and PSA using an expert system.

2.

Development of a design concept of the expert system including data and knowledge
bases, data and knowledge acquisition, inference strategy and engines, explanation
component.
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3.

Selection of a shell and programming languages.

4.

Selection of hardware for a prototype expert system.

5.

Developing and testing of a rapid prototype expert system for generation of event and
fault trees.

6.

Knowledge acquisition and programming the software system for semi-automatic
event and fault trees construction to cover various specific cases (topological and
functional-logical); the development of methodology and software for the construction
of fault trees based on the diagrams of systems consisting of loops.

7.

Integration of the expert system with databases: hardware reliability database through
a correction module and human reliability database with an access to human reliability
modelling techniques.

8.

Improving the graphical interface of the REPS AIES system to the user; development
of a graphical module for presentation of fault and event trees.

9.

Integration of the software system with a numerical probabilistic analyser based on
SETS software package under cooperation with IAEA.

10.

Testing of the first version of the REPS AIES software system.

4.9.2. Accomplishments

1.

Development of methodology for performing probabilistic safety analysis (PS A) using
an expert system including:

data and knowledge representation,
data and knowledge acquisition,
inferring to construct logical models of systems (fault and event trees)
modelling the human factor reliability,
modelling dependent failures,
probabilistic evaluation of fault and event trees.
2.

Development of CAD modules for graphical representation of diagrams and logical
structures integrated with databases including:
topology of systems (the Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams)
topology of functional objects (P&IDs)
functional-logical diagrams (for representing dependencies between functional
objects),
event trees,
fault trees.

3.

Development of two general knowledge bases: systems knowledge base (for
constructing event trees) and components knowledge base (for constructing fault
trees).

4.

Implementation of a software module for the human reliability analysis using
simplified THERP technique.
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5.

Development of a software module for probabilistic quantification of fault and event
trees.

6.

Integration of the expert system modules with databases.

7.

Testing of the first version of the REPSA1ES software system.

4.10. Country:
Chief Sc. Investigator:

ROMANIA
G. Georgescu

Title:

Risk-Based Systems Configuration Monitoring System

Research Contract No. :

6993 /RB

4.10.1. Objectives
Plant's design and regulation knowledge acquisition and classification;
Expert system development techniques updating;
Technical specifications for the monitoring system development;
General software design taking into account the requirements of the design, operation
and regulation;
Detailed software design;
Prototype software implementation;
Intensive prototype testing.

4.10.2. Accomplishments
1.

User Requirements acquisition
The system will be used by:

the plant operators in managing different normal and abnormal plant systems
configuration changes;
the designer for early design improvements;
the regulatory experts in developing normal, abnormal or emergency operating
procedures;
The system will be designed and implemented taking into account the following
requirements:
the system will store data and knowledge about the plant system and system
components;
the system will generate the logic model of the plant system (fault tree,
success tree);
the system will provide minimal cut-sets and path-sets determination;
the system will produce advice based on the generated model:
risk evaluations (risk knowledge systematization, contributions)
design evaluations (single active components, checking of success paths);
risk-based quality control;
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risk-based accident management (ranking of success paths, defining accident
procedures based on success paths);
risk-based operation applications (configuration management, data collection,
precursor evaluation, etc.).
risk-based regulatory analysis;
2.

The system will have the following features:
off-line use;
single users with no multi-user features;
implemented on a PC;
user friendly interface (selector, ranking of information, graphical interface,
windows capability, etc.)
For the system development the following methods and techniques were selected:
the conceptual model will be done using the hierarchical Data Flow Diagrams
(DFD) method;
the detailed design will be done using the Informational Structure Diagram
method;
the software will be implemented hi C+ +OOP language.

3.

Conceptual model development

The system conceptual model was developed taking into account the requirements
presented, using the DFD method. The system is composed of four functional
modules:
a storage module to store data about system topology and components;
a logic model generation module for generation of the fault tree or success
path tree;
a logic model for solving and advice producing;
user interfaces.
4.

Detailed software design using informational structure diagrams methods.
The software was designed taking into account the initial requirements and the
conceptual design previously done. The design was done in sufficient details to allows
the software for prototype implementation.

5.

Prototype software implementation using Visual Basic language under Windows
environment.

The Visual Basic language was selected due to the high power of this language for
the development of the user interface. The implemented prototype has the following
features:
store data and knowledge about components and human factors;
store data and knowledge about the plant system and systems components,
providing facilities to modify and search the data and the knowledge
generate the logic model of the system;
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provide minimal cut sets and path sets determination;
provide information to be used by the user for configuration risk management;
provide user friendly interface with graphical interface under windows.
The prototype can be used even for defining/modifying the general knowledge to be
used for plant systems modeling, even for modeling of a given plant system.
The prototype has no multi-user features. The prototype can be used only off-line.
The module providing the on-line is included into the prototype, but the development
of this module was not completed. The prototype can be independently used as an
operator support system or for other on-line or off-line applications.

6.

Software testing
The prototype was tested using high complexity inputs. The testing of the prototype
leads to the following conclusions:

the developed software could be one of the most useful tools for designers,
PS A analysts, operators and regulators for evaluation of the safety and
reliability of the plant systems;
during the system implementation and testing some new possible applications
of the developed methodology were detected. Further research become
necessary;

The structure of the General Knowledge Base included into the prototype
offered the possibility to combine knowledge introduced by different users.
This feature could be the basis for the development of a knowledge acquisition
system;
The developed software and methodology could offer the basis for the riskbased data collection system development;

Further testing of the prototype is necessary.
7.

The first draft of the software documentation, the program description and the user
manual as well as the on-line help were developed.

4.11. Country:
Chief Sc. Investigator:

RUSSIA
V. Dmitriev

Title:

Express Diagnostic Expert Systems

Research Agreement No.:

6073/CF

4.11.1. Objectives
1.

Analysing and classification of operational diagnostics' goals, methods and tasks on
the NPP with WWER-1000 type reactors;
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2.

Knowledge acquisition and formalization for knowledge base development;

3.

General construction of operational diagnostics and expert systems main algorithms;

4.

Development and testing of experimental prototypes of express diagnostic expert
systems.

4.11.2. Accomplishments

1.

Development of concept and methodology for creation of express diagnostic expert
systems for operators support in early identification of equipment defects and
abnormal situations during the plant operation.

2.

Development and Implementation of the prototypes of operational diagnostic and
expert systems at the NPP:

Development and implementation at the NPP with WWER type reactors the
acoustic and vibration diagnostic systems: loose parts in primary circuit
detection diagnostic system, acoustic leak detection system, vibration
monitoring system for breakdown of structures, attachments and joints of
equipment elements diagnostics;
Definition of the emergency processes' symptoms and development of
knowledge database for emergency Express Diagnostic System using full
scope mathematical simulation of power unit;
Development of knowledge base and algorithms for fatigue stress diagnostic
system including: database of thermal-hydraulic, heat transfer and stress
expansion equation solutions for simple étalon linear processes and database
for registration of actual parameters in transients;

Creation and testing the experimental prototypes of emergency express
diagnostic expert system;

Development of the fatigue stress diagnostic system for the practical use on
the NPP.
3.

Development of dialogue system for cyclic loading stress analysis.

4.

Analytical Simulator creation on the base of full scope mathematical model of power
unit for testing, verification and validation of regime diagnostic expert system.

5.

The mam features of express diagnostic expert systems are:
operation in real time
accomplish the regime diagnostics by using the indications of standard control
system instruments.
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4.12.

Country:
Chief Sc. Investigator:

UNITED KINGDOM
J. Cole
S. Eden
G. McHugh
AEA Technology Consultancy Services

Title:

Goal-Oriented Failure Analysis (GOFA)

Research Agreement No. :

63 81 /CF

4.12.1. Objectives
(i)

To produce a knowledge-based tool for hazard identification based on a system
analysis approach to failure analysis

(ii)

To develop a prototype of the knowledge-based tool and produce a specification for
the final tool during the first year of the co-ordinated research programme.

(iii)

To document experience gained through designing, building and operating expert
systems intended for use by the nuclear power community.

4.12.2. Accomplishments
The first year programme of work involved:
Development of GOFA prototype,
Design specification for final tool.
These activities were completed. The second year programme of work involved:

Implementation of final tool,
Development of guidelines for applying the GOFA methodology hi order to determine
the hazard potential of complex technological systems.
These activities were not completed due to the departure of key staff from the
institute. Rather the institute undertook to include some aspects of a project to exploit
software for the Simulation of Failures and Interpretation of Effects (SOFIE), as part of the
CRP. SOFIE comprises a number of tools that facilitate construction of causal, qualitative
models of systems. When faulty behaviours are introduced in the model, SOFIE generates
diagnostic information that may readily be encapsulated within a fault management expert
system. The SOFÏE concept was illustrated with reference to an Excess Flux Trips Channel
(EFTC), used with mean current ionisation chambers, to initiate a reactor trip.

The third year programme of work involved:

Undertake further development of SOFIE,
Develop guidelines for applying the SOFIE concept,
Design specification for a knowledge base containing rules produced by SOFIE.
These activities were not complete due to the unavailability of funds to continue the
SOFIE project. Rather the institute undertook to summarise the experience gained through
involvement with projects where:
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a reactor commissioning knowledge-based assessment tool,
a fusion research device — neural netowork on-line control system,
a criticality accident dosimetry expert system were developed, as part of the CRP.

4.13.

Country:
Chief Sc. Investigator:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
B. Sun
Electric Power Research Institute (presently, Sunutech,
Inc.)

Title:

International Exchange on Nuclear Safety Related
Expert Systems — The Role of Software Verification
and Validation

Research Agreement No.:

6074/CF

4.13.1. Objectives

To describe examples of expert systems development and approaches in software
verification and validation to help planning, development and implementation of expert
systems for nuclear power plants safety application
4.13.2. Accomplishments

1.

Documented summary descriptions of US developed expert systems projects.
Examples are:
Control Rod Sequence Advisor
Welding Manual Advisor
Emergency Operating Procedure Tracking System.

2.

Documented the description of the process of verification and validation for nuclear
plant application software as well as the codes and standards for digital safety
systems.

3.

Described the various cost items associated with the development and implementation
of safety related expert systems, including manpower, software, hardware, and
documentation, etc. Justifications for the benefit of using expert systems were also
described. Benefit descriptions included intangible ones such as education and
learning, and tangible ones, such as increase of productivity and reduction of reactor
scrams.
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Annex
FINAL RESULTS BY COUNTRIES

AN EXPERT ASSISTANT FOR THE TREATMENT OF
HUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS (HRA) FOR
PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ANALYSIS (PSA) PURPOSES

G. CARUSO
National Board of Nuclear Regulations,
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Abstract

The value of Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) for nuclear safety is well known and
recognized. However, PSA methodology has limitations, particularly when the
operator actions are involved in the PSA models. The results of the PSA performed
up to now show that human actions are the main contributor to the core damage
probability. The HRA intent to provide a framework to identify, analyse, quantify and
incorporate the human actions into PSAs. An expert assistant for the treatment of
HRA: ETHRA prototype was developed to provide a guide for PSA analysts to
perform HRA's with the standards and most widely used methods to determine and
quantify human actions for PSA applications and these human actions are then
incorporated to fault trees and event trees. ETHRA is a system based on methods,
rules and demons that include a question/answer user interface by means of
checkboxes, valueboxes and forms. Subject discussed in this report is dealing with the
practical implementation and use of ETHRA prototype to PSA applications.

Among the several technical areas of PSA, the human reliability analysis (HRA)
is considered an essential part due to the results of different PSA's applied to
NPP's and the lessons learned by means accidents and incident in the nuclear
industry.
The incorporation of HRA into PSA's has emerged with great interest during the
last years and it leading to the emergence of the framework models. The most

typical of them is Systematic Human Action Reliability Procedure (SHARP), mat
adopted the HCR and THERP as standard methods of evaluating cognitive and
procedural errors respectively.
Tbe IAEA has established guidelines to facilitate the use of PSA in member
countries and these technical documents intent to encourage uniformity and a
kind of standardisation of the PSA activities. As an example, the document
"Procedures for Conducting HRA in PSA's" is another framework of a practical
and nearly standardised methodology.
The ETHRA expert system prototype intent to help the PSA practitioners (nonHRA specialists) how to perform a HRA with acceptable methods and data
sources for analysing the human actions and to facilitate the HRA integration into
PSA's based on the IAEA "Procedures for Conducting HRAin PSA's and the
SHARP frameworks.
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ETHRA conceptual framework

The figure 1 shows the ETHRA structure. The prototype was developed with
Level 5 Object expert system shell mat use a high-level language called PRL
language implemented on a PC.The main features are the toolbox and the object
editor and the methods, rules and demons editor.

ETHRA

HUMAN ACTIONS
IDENTIFICATION
CLASSIFICATION

SCREENING

QUALITATIVE
QUANTITATIVE

TO
QUANTIFICATION
MODULE

HUMAN ACTIONS
DETAILED
ANALYSIS

TO NOMINAL HEP
MODULE

FIG. 1
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PSA CODE
CUT-SETS
IMPORTANCES

Object editor: Create and Edit Classes, Attributes and Instances
• Class: reserved word for defining properties and structure of a group of
objects
• Attributes: defines the qualities of a class and the type of information that
comprises a class

• Instances: creates a specific occurrence of a class
Methods, rules and demons editor create and edit When Change, When

Needed, Rules and Demons
• When change: specifies a procedure immediately executed when an attribute's
value change
• When needed: spécifies a procedure for determining an attribute's value
(useful for controlling me application itself).
• Rules: express the logic, or cause-effect relationships between the facts and
conclusions of the application (useful to defining the knowledge)
• Demons: test for patterns in data based on series of conditions and men
executes an action based on the conditions.
The initial display offer the possibility to make some short-cuts if the user wants

to use the system for specific applications models or values instead of to go step
by step the whole HRA methodology.
All the user interface is designed by means of buttons» valueboxes and
checkboxes. The following sections describes the modules of the system:
Human actions identification and determination module (HAID)

The objective of the human actions identification is to help the user to identify
key human interaction are included in the logic structure (fault/event trees), with
a set of questions about how the humans interact with each system as starting
point to find human actions.
The human actions determination consists in the classification of human action
types according with the following:
Pre-accidental actions: testing and maintenance associated actions or errors that
degrade the system unavailability.
Initiators: actions mat contribute to initiating events or plant transients
Post-accidental actions: procedural, aggravating and recovery actions
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Screening and initial values module (SCR)
This module consists on aie set of values and methods for the initial
quantification. Basically there are two ways to get the initial values. The first is
to use the generic values recommended by the literature like NUREG/CR 1278,
NUREG/CR 4772, EPRINP-3583 and experience values like NSAC/60
OCONEE NPP US, ASCO NPP SPAIN etc. To obtain these values is necessary
to define for each human action the type of cognitive behaviour based on the
Rassmusen model.

Skill: highly practised activities mat can be performed with little apparent
thought
Rule: performance of less familiar tasks but within the normal experience and
ability of the particular individual
Knowledge: performance of novel tasks where familiar patterns and rules can not
be applied directly.
If the user is not familiar with this model there is a help by means a set of
questions to aid in characterising the expected behaviour.
In case of {»re-accidental actions the values are dependent of the action type like
calibrations, tests, maintenance and realignments. Post-accidental actions are
dependent of time (less than 5 minutes, less man 1 hour or more).
The procedures for screening are basically based on the Accident Sequence
Evaluation Program (ASEP) method for pre-accidental and post-accidental
actions carried out by a set of questions.
Nominal quantification module (NOMINAL)

This module consist on the nominal quantification of human actions selected by
means of cut-sets importances, relative values or relative importance within the

logic structure based on the best available data and models. Basically to quantify
pre-accidental actions the ASEP or Full THERP methods are apply and to
quantify post-accidental actions ASEP or HCR are used As human performance
is very context-dependent any performance shaping factors (PSF's) may have a
strong impact on human reliability. The PSF's are used for all models and also
they are used to modify the basic human error probabilities.

The dependency module consider the dependencies between the test and
checking activities. A set of questions answers is presented to evaluate the
dependency levels, from zero (independent) to complete dependency.
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AN EXPERT ASSISTANT FOR THE TREATMENT
OF HUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
PURPOSE:
TO DEVELOP A PROTOTYPE OF AN EXPERT
SYSTEM THAT ACCOUNTS INTERACTIONS IN
PSA's
OBJETIVES:

TO PROVIDE A GUIDE FOR PSA ANALYSTS TO
PERFORM HRA ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF
PROBLEM AND DATA AVAILABILITY
TO GENERATE HUMAN ACTION PROBABILITIES
FOR PSA APPLICATIONS ( FAULT/EVENT TREES )
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PRE-ACCIDENTAL GENERIC VALUES
FOR INITIAL QUANTIFICATION

ACTiON TYPE

SKILL

RULE

CALIBRATION

3X 10-3

3X 102

TEST

2X103

2 X 1C'2

MAINTENANCE

1 X103

3 X 10-2

5 X 10-2
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1 X 10-1

KNOWLEDGE

VALUES BASED ON NUREG/CR - 1278 AND NUREG/CR - 4772
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ßispVays
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Attributes
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OBJECTS EDITOR:
Create and Edit Classes, Attributes and Instances

- CLASS: Reserved word for defining properties and structure of a group of objects
- ATTRIBUTES: Defines the qualities of a class and the type of information that comprises a class
- INSTANCES: Creates a specific occurrence of a class

METHODS, RULES and DEMONS EDITOR:
Create and edit When Change, When Needed, Rules and Demons
- W HEN CH ANGE: Specifies a procedure inmediately executed when an attribute's value change

WHEN NEEDED: Specifies a procedure for determining an attribute's value (useful for
controlling the application itself).
RULES: Express the logic, or cause-effect relationships between the facts and conclusions of the
application (useful to defining the knowledge)
DEMONS: test for patterns in data based on series of conditions and then executes an action
based on the conditions.
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Abstract

A method to generate alarm patterns using the results from Probabilistic
Safety Analysis was developed. The method consists of extending the
original fault trees to include the alarms and indicators corresponding to each
primary events. The minimal cut sets of the extended tree are the desired
alarm patterns. These patterns can be used to construct the Knowledge
Base of a diagnosis expert system, or the stimulus response patterns to train
a neural network.
The Condensate System of a BWR station was used to illustrate the
proposed method. Both the rule-based and the neural network-based
diagnostics system work well when complete and accurate information is
available. However, the neural-based diagnosis system can work under
realistic conditions producing a correct diagnosis even when only incomplete
or partially incorrect information is available.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A considerable effort has been devoted in the last few years to research and
development of diagnosis and alarm processing expert systems. In the first case,

given the knowledge that an undesirable event has occurred, the goal is to determine
the root-causes of the problem. We know what the problem is, but we ignore the
causes.The interest in this problem goes from medical applications to troubleshooting
of equipment and machinery. A different situation arises when we know the
symptoms of the problem, but we ignore what the problem is. For example, the
purpose of an alarm processing is to provide a process plant operator with a tool for
rapid diagnosis of plant "upset" conditions. Consider that if a major process failure
occurs at a nuclear generating station, many alarms will be triggered in the control
room. In such cases, operators need help to determine which alarms are most
significant, what the actual upset is and what needs to be done to correct it.
Expert Systems have been used to attempt to solve these difficult problems. In most
cases, the knowledge-base is derived from a large amount of empirical evidence,
without including a model to represent the structure and functional behavior of a given
system. In these cases, the derivation of the knowledge base is a long and time
consuming process. In addition, maintaining the integrity and consistency of the
knowledge-base, when new rules are added, is a formidable task.
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This paper explores the use of Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) results for the
development of two systems: a Diagnostic Expert System and an Alarm Processing
System. For both systems, the Condensate System of a BWR Nuclear Power Station,
described in the next section, is used to illustrate the principles involved.

2.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Condensate System includes all components from the condenser's Hotwell to the
discharge of the low pressure feed water heaters (see figure 1 ). The functions of the

system include the supply of a continuous source of water for the feedwater system,
the initial pre-heating of feedwater, maintaining feedwater within the required purity
conditions and to provide a margin to deliver water to the suction of the feedwater
turbo-pumps during transients.
The main components of the system are:
The main condenser (shell side).
Three 50% capacity Condensate pumps.
A vapor seals condenser.
Two off-gas condensers (tubes side), each with 100% capacity.

LG-1016

PI-0987 Q

°£

CONDENSATE
PUMPS

cm
l~^~]

PI-0985 O

LG-1015

PI-0912

LOW PRESSURE
HEATERS
VAPOR SEALS
CONDENSER
OFF-GAS

CONDENSERS

EJECTORS
CONDENSERS

BOOSTER PUMPS

FR-1023

Figure 1 - BWR Condensate System
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Two condensers for the air ejectors, each with 100% capacity.
Seven condensate demineralizers (up to six operating in parallel and one
for reserve).
Two low pressure feedwater heater trains; each train, with 50%
capacity includes five heaters.

For the purposes of this study, the system's boundaries were defined as follows:
The input to the condensate system is the suction head of the
condensate booster pumps.
Only some of the level detectors in the condenser hotwell are
considered.
The discharge of the condensate system is the suction header of the
feedwater turbo-pumps.

The demineralizers are not included for the purposes of this study.

3.

DEVELOPMENT OF A DIAGNOSTICS EXPERT SYSTEM

The methodology used for the development of the diagnostics expert system has been
described in previous papers (1,2). The architecture of the Condensate System
Diagnostics Expert System, CONDE (3) is shown in figure 2.

Knowledge Base Constructor
Knowledge Acquisition

Minimum Cuts Sets
Huma»
Expert

|——————————————
! Condensâtes System
Faul) Tree Construction

Generator
Production Rules
Generator____

Symptoms and Basic

IT

Events Probabilities

Graphic Explanation
Module
User Interface

Menu Generator

Q
A

Operator

Text Explanation
Module

Conclusions Display
Module

CONDE's

Knowledge
Base

Module to generate

Alarm Pattern
Recognition Strategies

Forward-chainning
Module
Inference Mechanism

Figure 2 - Architecture of ihe CONDE System
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3.1

Knowledge Acquisition

The base for knowledge acquisition are the system's fault trees generated during the
plant's PSA studies. The Top-Event was defined as "insufficient flow at the discharge
header of the condensate system". The rule-base was generated automatically by the
GENESIS code (2). This code takes as an input, the systems fault trees, and for each
basic event in the fault tree the symptoms (alarms, meter readings and indicators) that
are present when the basic event occurs. GENESIS solves the fault tree using FTAP
(4). Once the minimum cut sets have been obtained, it replaces each basic event with
the associated symptoms and performs an additional boolean reduction to obtain
"symptom cut sets". GENESIS uses these symptom cut sets for the automatic
generation of the rule base. For the system under consideration, GENESIS generated
1579 production rules. An example of the generated rules is shown below:
IF

PI-O912-LOW ANDLG-1015-NORMALANDLG-1016-NORMALANDPI0903-LOW AND PI-0902-HIGH AND A3{1-6}-ON AND A3(1-8)-ON AND
MV-0908-CLOSED AND PI-0906-HIGH AND PI-0907-HIGH

THEN
P-001A FAILS TO OPERATE AND MV-0908 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN

Where PI, LG, A3, P and MV represent pressure indicator, level gages, Control Room
Alarms, pumps and motor operated valves, respectively.
3.2

Inference Mechanism

CONDE uses a very efficient algorithm (1,2) to recognize alarm patterns without
having to evaluate a large number of rules. The search strategies consist of an initial
list, containing of symptoms in descending order of their probabilistic importance
function, and a number of sub-lists containing search strategies for each element in
the main list. The algorithm proceeds by inspecting each element in the initial list. If
that symptom is not present, one can eliminate from the search space, all the rules

where the symptom appears. If the symptom has occurred and it is linked to other
symptoms in one or several rules, the algorithm will select the corresponding rules
from one or more of the sub-lists.
The first levels of the search strategy used by CONDE are shown in figure 3. As one
can observe, given that the condensate system has failed, the search strategy
recommends checking if PI-0938 is HIGH or LOW, because it is trying to determine
if the problem is in the low pressure heaters section (PI-0938-HIGH), or if it occurred
at an earlier stage (PI-0938-LOW). For the later case, the system asks if FR-1023 is
NORMAL or LOW. If it is normal, the problem is located in the booster pumps section.
If it is low, this would indicate that the problem occurred at an earlier stage.
It is important to note that the search strategy generated by the expert system
emulates the way an operator would try to diagnose the problem by analyzing the
symptoms. In fact, figure 3 represents an automatic classification of failures of the
condensate system grouped by subsystems.
CONDE uses a forward chaining module to perform the required diagnostics. In its
present version, CONDE interacts with the operator requesting information until it
generates a diagnosis.
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Figure 3 - Initial Levels of the Diagnostics Strategy followed by CONDE

3.3

User Interface

The user interface in CONDE requests information from the user and displays the
conclusions reached by the expert system. CONDE has diagrams at the system and
at the subsystem levels. Once a diagnosis of the probable causes of failure has been
reached, it displays the system diagram, indicating the subsystem where the problem
occurred and the reasons it had to formulate its conclusions. Then, it presents the
subsystem diagram, and it displays a more detailed explanation of the formulated
diagnosis.
3.4

Validation

The validation of an expert system is, in general, a lengthy process and it requires
extensive testing and verification. The initial results of the validation process are very
encouraging. After the completion of the validation process, a new version of CONDE
will be developed. The new Version will interact directly with the data acquisition

system.

4.

A NEURAL NETWORK-BASED APPROACH TO ALARM PROCESSING

As discussed in the previous section, an expert system can be used successfully for
alarm pattern recognition. However, the development of CONDE was done under the
assumptions that all the information provided to the system is correct. Thus, CONDE
does not have the capability of diagnosing when incomplete or incorrect information
is given to the system. This can easily occur in the case of malfunction of alarms or
indicators. Although the knowledge-base could be modified to take into account this
situation, it would be a formidable task, given that the rule-base would have to be
considerably expanded. The algorithm in CONDE that allows the evaluation of a small
subset of the rules in the knowledge base, in order to reach a diagnosis, works only
if the information provided to the code is complete and accurate. The efficiency of the
diagnosis algorithm would be lost, and the inference mechanism would be slow for
knowledge-bases that have a large number of rules.
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In order to develop a system capable of diagnosing from incomplete or partialiy correct
information, we investigated the use of Neural Networks. Neural networks are a
means of using a computer to emulate human thought and learning processes, and are
patterned after the human brain as a structure of cells and interconnections.
As such, they work very well in applications involving pattern recognition. Alarm

processing is such an application.
The alarm processing expert system involves more than just the neural network for
the overall process. Initially the alarm patterns, which will occur for various plant
upset conditions, have to be generated, and this was where the use of the
probabilistic safety assessment results were most useful. Then the alarm patterns and
the upset conditions have to be modelled in a stimulus/response form that the
network can handle. That is, the alarm pattern provides the stimulus, and the proper
diagnosis is the response. Then the neural network has to be set up and trained.
Finally, there has to be some post-processing to present the results in a form an
operator can use to diagnose the upset.

Modelling the alarms and the upset conditions as a stimulus/response pattern involves
presenting the alarms as a set of binary inputs, indicating whether a particular alarm
is on or off, and presenting each unique upset condition as a coded identifier. Alarm
patterns become the stimuli, the upset condition identifier is the desired response.
Neural networks offer some additional advantages over more conventional techniques,

in that they can also recognize incomplete or distorted patterns, rather than just the
complete or defined patterns on which they have been "trained". Also, because
neural networks are structured as highly-interconnected parallel paths, rather than
simple, serial paths, they rarely fail catastrophically. A failure of a neural net pathway
will lead to degraded performance, but not outright failure.

4.1

ALARM PATTERN GENERATION

The alarm patterns to train the neural network were obtained from the knowledgebase of CONDE. The production rules were processed to obtain the stimuli-response
patterns, as well as the possible states for each parameter. All the elements that

appeared in the Left Hand Side (LHS) of the production rules are considered stimuli,
and all the elements in the Right Hand Side (RHS) of the rules are treated as

responses.
Using this approach, the production rules were converted to a set of 288 patterns. A
total of 85 stimuli and 86 responses were identified. Stimuli have three possible states
(codified as -1, 0 and 1}, and responses have two possible states (O and 1 ). Examples
of stimuli are HIGH, NORMAL and LOW for Level Gages, Pressure Indicators, Flow
Transmitters, Temperature Elements, Flow Recorders, and Differentia! Pressure and
Temperature Transmitters; CLOSE, NORMAL and OPEN for Flow Control Valves and
Motor Operated Valves, ON and OFF for Control Room Alarms, etc. Some of the
responses considered were, for example, for Filters, Obstructed and Unavailable due
to Maintenance; for Manual Valves, Fails to Remain Open, Fails to Remain Open
During Startup and Closed due to Human Error.
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A classification of the derived pattern set was done with three objectives in mind:
Detect inconsistencies or redundancies
Break down the problem into sub-problems. This facilitates the learning
process, although it increases the number on neural networks to be
trained.

Eliminate the stimuli that have no relationship, according to the patterns,
with a given response. For this purpose, we consider that a stimulus has
no relationship with a response if for the set of patterns that have a
given response, the stimulus is not present.
Using the criteria described above, we generated 37 stimuli-response subsets.
4.2

TRAINING OF THE NEURAL NETWORKS

For this problem, we selected the Holographic Neural Network paradigm (5), HNeT,
to train the stimuli-response sets. At this point, it is worthwhile digressing to
explain the term "holographic" as applied to neural networks. Its use does not imply
that optical methods are used to implement the network. Rather, the
mathematical principles, upon which HNeT is based, are similar to those which
describe holography through numerical expression of electromagnetic wave potentials.
These principles are based on the properties of complex numbers, and result in a
unique method of mapping stimuli (inputs) to responses (outputs), which results in
very fast training, when compared to conventional, "back-propagation" networks.
Conventional networks generally require an input cell for each input, an output cell for
each output, and an intermediate layer of cells between them to facilitate the

interconnections and processing. HNeT's particular mapping method permits the use
of a single cell which can handle multiple inputs and outputs. In effect, a network is
encapsulated in a single cell.
We trained a Single-cell Holographic Neural Network for each of the 37 stimuliresponse sets. The 37 nets are interconnected to form the alarm pattern recognition
system, SYCONET.
The system is now being tested extensively. The initial results show that SYCONET

is capable of diagnosing with 100% accuracy in the presence of compiete and
accurate information. Thus, under these conditions, it is equivalent to the CONDE
system, but with a much faster' response time. The initial tests indicate that the
diagnostics capabilities of SYCONET under incomplete or partially incorrect
information are very promising. However the quantification of the accuracy of the
system is laborious under these conditions, given that a "distorted" pattern might
become similar to another "real" pattern. For example, lets assume that an alarm
pattern A is associated with event X. We then distort pattern A by introducing some
false alarms or eliminating one of the stimuli. Let's call the distorted pattern A'. If we
use A' as a stimulus and the neural network gives X as the associated response, we
know that the network was able to recognize the distorted pattern. However, if the
network's response to A' is Y, we can only assume that the network failed to
recognize the distorted pattern only if A' is not similar with a pattern associated with
Y.
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A graphical user interface is being developed for SYCONET. This will allow the plant
operators to interact directly with the system in a manner that is transparent to the
underlying methodology used for the pattern recognition.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown in this paper that Fault Trees can be viewed as a representation of
a knowledge-base that includes both the structure and functional behavior of a system
as well as empirical information. Each gate of the fault tree represent a rule in the
knowledge-base. The inputs to the gate are the antecedents or LHS of the rule and
the output is the RHS of the rule. The graphical characteristics of the fault tree allow
for a logical development and consistency verification of the knowledge base. We
have also shown how fault trees can be used to automatically generate the production
rules for an expert system, and how the solution of the fault tree can be used to
generate very efficient algorithms to traverse the knowledge base and obtain
conclusions based on the evidence supplied to the system.

We have also shown that Fault Trees can be used to generate stimulus-response
patterns to construct a neural network-based diagnostics system. The advantages of
using neural networks are that they can provide diagnosis even with incomplete or
partially incorrect information. Neural-based systems have a very fast response, even
for large systems and they are fault tolerant.
The results we have obtained are very encouraging. By extracting the knowledge
contained in fault trees developed for risk studies, it seams feasible to develop sound
diagnostics systems, with-a relatively modest effort.
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Abstract

A prototype version of Frequency-based On-line Expert System (FBOLES) for Fault
Diagnoses in Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) has been developed under the framework of
this CRP. This report will summarize the work done during the contract years. The basic
concept of a FBOLES approach for the on-line fault diagnosis of NPP is introduced,
although is has been previously presented in our companion papers [1,2]. The software
developed, namely FBOLES, is a expert shell which can be used for different systems
and/or different operating modes. The related work of software development has been
documented in this report, which includes its features, functions, software structure,
knowledge base, and man-machine interface. The real-time on-line experiment results
show many positive features of FBOLES. The main steam and feed water condensate
system (MSFCS, namely the secondary loop) of a NPP (950 MW, three loops) simulated
by the Tsinghua simulator has been selected as a target system. The knowledge bases for
MSFCS have been constructed. Total 62 signals from the simulator have been selected
as the on-line evidences for the diagnosis. 33 fault experiments were performed in which
21 were detected accurately (unique candidate) by FBOLES immediately after the first
abnormal signal was received and the other 12 were detected accurately within half to
three minutes as the development of abnormality. These experiments include not only
the failures of pumps, valves, pipes, etc. of MSFCS itself, but also the failures outside
MSFCS. Three of them involve non-initiating events.

1. Introduction

It has been noted that the operators in the control room of a nuclear power plant play an
important role when an abnormality occurs. If they can quickly and correctly judge the
real fault cause of the abnormality and take the correct actions in time to control it, its
consequence may be greatly reduced; otherwise, it may lead to an unnecessary forced
outage or even a serious accident such as happened at Three Mile Island. However,
facing the large amount of information, including spurious sensor signals, the lack of
perfect knowledge for diagnosis, the complexity of plant, the shortage of time and other
factors affecting human reliability, operator may feel difficult to make their judgment in
time or may make mistakes in their judgment.

An expert system can be such an aid that deals with a large amount of information in a
very short time and has much higher reliability than a human being has. Its knowledge
bases can be constructed in advance by experts through detailed discussions, so that it may
be more knowledgeable than a single operator. Since an expert system has these
advantages, many efforts have been made on the development of its theory and software,
although the task is rather difficult.
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In the framework of CRP (Contract No. 6067/RB) we have developed a frequency-based
on-line expert system (FBOLES) for the on-line fault diagnoses of nuclear power plants.
The Main Steam, Feed water and Condensate System (i e., the secondary loop) of a
nuclear power plant simulated by a full scale simulator (This simulator was bought from
the United States by Chinese National Nuclear Safety Administration (NNSA) in 1986,
and was made by Singer-Link Company for Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant Unit
One) was chosen as a target of diagnosis The scheme of this system is shown in Fig 1
The implementation of this project is as following
1990.9.1
1991.1-1992.12

1993.i-1993.12
1994

Starting of project
- Familiarization the Main Steam, Feedwater and Condesate System
of the 950 Mwe NPP simulator
- Developing the corresponding knowledge bases for the first stage
diagnosis
- Developing the software for pilot expert system
Testing and modification FBOLES

Finalizing FBOLES software and documentation

This report will summarize the works which have been done under this project

Fis.l The scheme of Main Steam. Feedwater & Condensate System
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2. Description of the methodology

Suppose E = P|" et is a set of evidence collected on-line and H={hi,h2. • • . hm} is the
exhaustive and exclusive plant states or hypotheses, where, in the present application,
&e{0,l, 2, 3, 4} indicates the state of the process parameter monitored by sensor / or the
state of the component /; k=Q means that the signal is normal, k=\ means that the signal is
very low, k=2 means that the signal is low, k=3 means that the signal is high and A=4
means that the signal is very high. In the pilot system FBOLES, a continuous signal is
classified into only these five states. It can be extended into more states easily.
It is noted that, for a given set of evidence £, most members of H becomes impossible.
Only a small part of H is consistent with E. Denote the consistent part of H as H*. Thus
Besides the evidence E, one also knows the time interval in which an abnormality occurs.
Let (t, t + dt} denote the event that an abnormality occurs between / and / + dt. Since dt is
small, we get

h,f}
'

otherwise Pr{hj\E/l(t, t+dt)}=0, where Fr{.}

when/,,.//

(1)

is a frequency function.

For simplicity, the time variable t will be ignored below because the different time of
occurrence of abnormality does not affect the diagnostic results significantly.
H" is associated with E and must be found on-line after E is received. To find H*, we have
- SA + R, Xlk
lk

(2)
(3)

(4)

where '+' is the exclusive "OR"
operator; Ia*Ja - {!,—, n}; R, denotes that sensor /' is
reliable; Xlk denotes that what e,k indicates is true; SF,k denotes that sensor / is
malfunctioning (when A^O) or failed to function (when k=0);
IK,k indicates the
imperfectness of the mini-knowledge base that is intended, but actually failed to explain X,k
due to its imperfectness; Slk indicates that signal / should be ignored because either the
sensor has failed or the corresponding mini-knowledge base is imperfect so that the signal
appears in conflict with others.
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For the further development of//*, in principle, we may treat each element in a term of the
modified Eqn. (4) as a top event of a mini-knowledge tree (an example tree is shown in
Fig. 2) that serves as a mini-knowledge base. These trees are constructed in advance and
their minimal cut sets are found and stored in a computer as the knowledge bases. In the
present version, SA and R, are treated as basic events and only X& are treated as top
events. First, by using only the abnormal parameter signals and their associated mini
knowledge trees, Eqn. (4) can be further expanded in terms of minimal cut sets. This
expanding is performed in Inference Engine I (see Fig.3). These minimal'cut sets are then
the detailed H* conditioned by only the abnormal parameter signals. During this
expanding, the recognition that more than one independent initiating event rarely occur
simultaneously is effectively employed to reduce the amount of computation
In practice, it is very difficult to ensure the completeness of the knowledge bases
Fortunately, our approach has the capability to handle this case by treating the imperfect
knowledge bases in the same way as one treats the spurious sensor signals, i.e. simply
ignore them. This treatment is based on the assumption that for a given event, most
signals and mini knowledge bases are correct"1' m. Of course, the signals ignored are
flagged by FBOLES and a degrade factor Pr{S,*} (e.g. 0.01) is multiplied when calculating
the associated probabilities One may analyze the ignored signals to see the detailed
reasons (sensor failure or imperfect knowledge bases), but this function is supposed to be
done by people instead of FBOLES Since the probabilities of knowledge bases being
imperfect are usually much larger than those of sensor failures, the degrade factors reflect
mainly the degree of the imperfectness of the knowledge bases
In some cases, the imperfectness of more than one mini-knowledge base under similar
signals is due to a common cause. In these cases, only one degrade factor should be
multiplied because of the dependence
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Fig.2 Mini knowledge tree of "Low Steam Pressure in Line A"
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Fig. 3 Illustration of on-line diagnosis

To calculate Pr{E\h,}, suppose hi is generated from

, we have

where S,k and R, are treated as basic events and have already been included in hi and can
be ignored in the equation Suppose C/^ included in hj is the pth cut set of X}k, then

Define CF,^ = Pr£Ç*| Cjkfi} as the certainty factor of C}kft which quantifies the confidence
or belief of experts on the event that CjkfJ will cause Xjk . In our approach, it is realistic to
assume that when experts are asked to give CF,^, they do not consider the contribution of
Cjkft to other top events. Thus, CFjkfJ are mutually independent of each other, i.e.
(5)

This treatment is similar to that in Ref. 3 in which the certainty factors are defined as
Pr{Xjk | hi} directly.
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For example, suppose /?/ ^SiBiBjB^ Si results from SiX^XiSs where B3Bj and 6284 are the
cut sets of Xj and X3 respectively (subscript k is ignored), then
Pr{/7/} = Pr{S,^}Pr{£,}Pr{£,}Pr{ B4}.
By assuming that Si and Si are independent,
?r{h,} = Pr{S,}Pr{B2}Pr{B3}Pr{B,}Pr{S5}.
If Si and Si are correlated,
Pr{/7,} = PT{S,}Pr{B3}Pr{B3}PT{B<}
Meanwhile,

where CF/sPrfJGIA^} and CF2=Pr{ X$B2B4}.
3. Description of FBOLES

FBOLES is a Frequency-Based On-Line Expert System. This software is a shell which
can be used for different systems or same system but operating in different mode, for
example, different power rate for a nuclear power plant, with the respective knowledge
base. In this project the knowledge bases of the pilot expert system are developed based

on the Main Steam, Feedwater and Condensate System of full scale simulator for 950
MWe three loops PWR Shearon Harris NPP Unit One. This simulator is located in the
campus of Tsinghua University, so it makes possible that the developed expert system can
be on-line tested easily. The advantages of the FBOLES approach are as following:
(1) it is a real-time on-line system, in which the dynamic change of the fault states are
used as the basis of the diagnoses;
(2) all kinds of uncertainties are taken into consideration, which include spurious sensor
signals, uncertain expert opinion in knowledge base, and imperfect knowledge;
(3) it is possible to add useful information, e.g. operator's judgments, in an on-line way at
any time;
(4) rapid diagnosis of the root cause of abnormalities is possible, so that it may help the
operators to control/accident in time;
(5) if provides an off-line working mode, which may be useful if you want to use it as an
operator training too/and/or a post-accident analyzer.
(6) its knowledge bases are well-structured, ease to understand, and convenient for
modification.
(7) a very powerful graphic interface is implemented so that the users can work with it in a
very friendly way, and all kinds of information can be shown on the screen clearly.
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3.1 Functions of FBOLES

•

Diagnosis of initiating events

These initiating events not only include the failures of components inside this
system, but also can be the root causes of abnormal signals outside this system. In this
way, a very large complex system, like a entire nuclear power plant can be divided into
several sections, each section is diagnosed by a separate expert system. This way makes
the practice more easy.
•

Diagnosis of non-initiating events.

A non-initiating events is defined as failure of a automatic respondent function
which is triggered by a initiating event. The non-initiating events do not cause abnormal
signals unless a specific initiating event occurs. For example, decreasing turbine load is an

initiating event, which will trigger to adjust the feedwater control valve. Frozen of this
valve is a non-initiating event in this case. FBOLES has the capability to diagnose not
only initiating events but also non-initiating events.

•

Toleration of spurious sensor signals

A sensor can fail to function or can be malfunctioning. For the first case, diversity
and redundancy are usually being used to solve this problem. In case of sensor
malfunctioning, namely spurious sensor signals, usually it will cause a conflict of signals.
The diagnostic result would be a null set if we trust all of them. Thus when a null set is
reached, there must be at least one spurious signals, given that our knowledge-bases are
perfect. In this case, if we do not have other means to determine which signals is
spurious, we have to ignore these signals one by one to see if any non-null set is reached.
If not, there must be at least two spurious signals and we have to ignore two or more of
them group by group until a non-null set is reached. When a signals is ignored and a nonnull set is reached, this signal is likely to be spurious. If there is more than one candidate,
we need to rank them according to their probabilities of associated hypotheses to see
which is more likely. This result is reasonable because it just reflects the state of
knowledge. To locate the spurious signal accurately, further information must be
provided.
In contrast to the conflict signals, it is possible that spurious signals do not lead to conflict.
In these cases, a non-null set is reached but it is a spurious diagnosis. Unless new
information is provided, there seems, as far as we know, no way to realize these spurious
signals. Fortunately, these cases are very rare.

•

Toleration of imperfect knowledge bases

There are three types of imperfectness in our mini knowledge-bases: (1) a true potential
root cause for an abnormal signal is not included in the knowledge-base; (2) a false
potential root cause fpr an abnormal signal is included in the knowledge-base; (3) the
values of confidence factors, degrade factors or failure rates (probabilities) of basic events
are inaccurate. Type 3 can only affect the rank of a root cause and is therefore not
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serious. Type 2 may provide false root cause together with the true root cause. This will
cause the diagnosis to be less accurate, but it will not shield the true root cause. So it is
not serious either. The first type of imperfectness will cause a null set in the diagnosis. Its

effect is the same as that of the conflict signals. So it is treated as if the associated signal
is spurious. In fact, when a null set is reached, we usually do not know whether it is
caused by the conflict signals or by imperfect knowledge-bases. But this does not matter

because the action taken to ignore this signal or to ignore this mini knowledge-base is the
same. Which is the true cause can be determined later.
It must be emphasized that some imperfect knowledge-bases are due to a common cause
and should be treated as one, i.e. ignored simultaneously.
•

On-line and off-line diagnosis.

FBOLES can be worked with either on-line diagnosis mode or off-line diagnosis mode.
For on-line diagnosis mode the on-line signals (evidences) are sent periodically (once per

4s in the pilot system) from the data collecting system of simulator or plant to the
computer where FBOLES is working. The FBOLES will process these data continuously
and diagnose the fault automatically once abnormal signals appear. Once an abnormal
signal occurs the following signals will be stored on hard disk sequentially and the system
will keep the recent half hour's signal at the hard disk. Users can view the changes of

signal at any time. FBOLES also provides the possibility of off-line diagnosis mode which
is used for reviewing the process of accident and diagnosis itself. The off-line diagnosis is

similar to the on-line diagnosis. The only difference is that the signals are from the data
stored on hard disk during on-line diagnosis or from the keyboard by users, instead of
from the plant or simulator directly.
3.2 Outline of the FBOLES.

The outline of FBOLES is illustrated in Fig.3 and Fig.4. The key blocks are
described as following:
•

Signal Adapter and Signal Checker

The Signal Adapter continuously monitors the concerned signals sent from data
collecting system of simulator or power plant. These signals can be both shown and not
shown in-the control room.

The Signal Checker continuously checks the plant parameter and component state signals
obtained from the Signal Adapter so that any abnormal signals can be identified
immediately.
The first group of normal parameter values are recorded automatically by the system as a
base line for checking the abnormal signals. The allowed deviating ranges corresponding

to the on-line plant operation modes are established in Signal Normal and Abnormal
Ranges Knowledge-Base. What the Signal Checker does is to compare the signals
received with their normal values. Once a signal is out its normal range, this signal is
identified to be abnormal.
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Fig.4 Structure of FBOLES

It should be pointed out that because of the automatic control functions of the reactor,
when an abnormality occurs, a plant parameter may first deviate from its normal value in
one direction and then return to its normal value or even deviate in the opposite direction.
In these cases, only the original signal deviation indicates the root causes and the later
deviation or normalization does not. Also, the reactor trip, start-up of standby systems

and actions taken by operators during accidents will greatly affect the signal values so that
the root cause information is submerged. Thus the Signal Checker should only retain the
maximum signal deviations in the first stage of abnormalities (before the reactor trip, startup of standby systems or actions taken by operators) and in their early directions. The
Inference Engines I and II will only use these signals as the on-line evidence in diagnosing
the root causes.

In this pilot system, 62 signals are currently used and shown in Table 1. Among them 34
are parameter signals (for example, measurements of pressure, temperature or water level)
and rest of them are component state signals (valve open or close, pump on or off).

•

Inference Engine I

After the signal analysis, Inference Engine I begins to diagnose the possible root causes
based on the abnormal parameter signals. According to our frequency-based point of
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view, more than one independent initiating event in a union is impractical. Thus by
identifying common initiating events shared by all X& in a union, the possible root causes
can be found rapidly.
Table 1. The descriptions of 62 signals currently used in the pilot system
No.

Description

No,

Description

1
2

Reactor trip
Pressure of steam line of steam generator A

32
33

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Pressure of steam line of steam generator B
34
Pressure of steam line of steam generator C
35
Steam flow rate of steam generator A
36
Steam flow rate of steam generator B
37
Steam flow rate of steam generator C
38
Feedwater flow rate of steam generator A
39
Feedwater flow rate of steam generator B
40
Feedwater flow rate of steam generator C
41
Level of steam generator A
42
Level of steam generator B
43
Level of steam generator C
44
Pressure of main steam header
45
Pressure of first turbine stage
46
Level of hot well
47
Pressure of hot well
48
Level of water storage tank
49
Discharging pressure of condensate pumps
50
Pressure between low pressure heaters*
51
Suction pressure of main feedwater pumps
52
Discharging pressure of main feedwater pumps
53
Discharging pressure of high pressure heaters8
54
Discharging feedwater temperature of high 55
pressure heaters
Pressure of pressurizer
56
Level of pressurizer
57
Discharging pressure of heat .drain pump A
58
Discharging pressure of heat drain pump B
59
Nuclear power
60
Turbine (generator) power
61
3
Turbine speed ____ ___
________62

Lubricating oil pressure8
Signal of high pressure safety
injection"
Turbine run back

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

V21 position
V22 position
V31 position

VI position
V2 position
V26 position
V27 position
V28 position
V3 position
V4 position
Speed of main feedwater pump A
Speed of main feedwater pump B
Speed of condensate pump A
Speed of condensate pump B

Valve position of PCV400C
Valve position of PCV400A
Valve position of PCV400B
Valve position of RA
Valve position of RB
Valve position of RC
Valve position of PCV308A
Valve position of PCV308B
Valve position of PCV308C
Valve position of MSI V-A
Valve position of MSIV-B
Valve position of MSÏV-C
TV valve position
GV valve position

The reason for using only the abnormal parameter signals here is that at the beginning of
an abnormality, some of the parameter deviations may appear later while other appear
immediately after the occurrence of the root causes. For example, the steam generator
level increases gradually after the steam generator tube ruptures, while the steam pressure
and the steam flow rate may increase immediately. Thus the 'normal' signals may not
reflect the features of the abnormality and should not be used at the beginning of
diagnosis. In the first stage of abnormalities, all abnormal signals must reflect an initiating
event such as the loss of turbine load (LOTL) or feedwater pump fails off (FPRO). They
can be identified easily when first stage knowledge-bases are constructed. For example, it
is easy to identify that FPFO is one of the initiating events in the top event that feedwater
flow rate is abnormally low.
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It should be pointed out that some of the initiating events may not be a component failure.
For example, LOTL is an initiating event but not a component failure. These initiating
events should also be included in the knowledge-bases. Thus, the task of the first stage
diagnosis is to find the possible initiating events. To find the initiating events we need to
identify the common initiating events shared by all the top events related to only the
abnormal signals. This is because the simultaneous occurrence of more than one
independent initiating event is impractical.
•

Inference Engine II

By using the component state signals and the normal parameter signals, the possible root
causes can be further reduced by Inference Engine II.

First, Inference Engine II checks if there are such events among the output of Inference
Engine I whose all expected and non-expected signals have already matched the on-line
received signals. If yes, these events become the output of Inference Engine II. This is
called case A. If no such events Inference Engine II will check if there are such events
among the output of Inference Engine I whose non-expected signal states do not conflict
with the on-line received signals. If so, these events become the output of Inference
Engine II. This is called case B. If no such events, the output of Inference Engine I will
be taken as the output of Inference Engine II directly. This is called case C.
In general, when an initiating event occurs, some of the plant signals states will change to
abnormal (out of the steady state range), but these changes will occur sequentially.
Therefore, in the early stages, the output of Inference Engine II will be in case B. As the
development of the event and receiving more abnormal signals case A will finally appear.
Case C will appear only when non-initiating events exist, or there are spurious sensor
signals or errors in the expected signal knowledge base, which are not detected through
Inference Engine I. When case C appears, users should start Inference Engine IV to check
if there are non-initiating events.
The non-initiating events do not cause abnormal signals unless another initiating event
occurs. For example, after an initiating event LOTL occurs, many signals are expected to
change dynamically, e.g. the feedwater flow rates are expected to decrease. If an
feedwater control valve fails frozen in one of the feedwater trains, the feedwater flow rate
of this train will not decrease as expected and this phenomenon may not be recognized by
the above procedures. To identify all these non-initiating events, a non-initiating events
knowledge base is employed.

•

Inference Engine III

The outputs of Inference Engine II are then the inputs of Inference Engine III. In practice,
the plant signals can be classified into two types: One is the parameter or alarm signals.
These signals are usually functional and are not associated with specific basic events. The
mini fault tree knowledge bases are constructed to explain these signals. The other one is
the component state signals that directly indicate specific basic events. A component state

signal knowledge base is associated with these signals. In this knowledge base, the
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component signals and their associated basic events are described. According to this
knowledge base, Inference Engine III checks the output of Inference Engine II to see if
there are such basic events that are confirmed by the on-line received component state
signals. If yes, those events become the output of Inference Engine III. This is called case
1. If no such events, Inference Engine III will check the output of Inference Engine II
again to delete the events which are conflict with the on-line received component state
signals. The remainder are then the output of Inference Engine III. This is called case 2.
If there are only such events that are conflict with the on-line received component state
signals, Inference Engine III will take the output of Inference Engine II as the output.
This is called case 3. Case 3 will only appear when spurious sensor signals or errors exist
in the component state signal knowledge base.
•

Inference Engine IV

As mentioned above, the result of case C by Inference engine II or case 3 by Inference
engine III indicates the occurrences of non-initiating events. Responding to the command
of the user, Inference Engine IV will be started, which first checks if there are any new
abnormal signals for a given initiating event that can be chosen by the user. In other
words, Inference Engine IV checks the expected and non-expected signals and marks the
inconsistent signals. For example, when Decrease of Turbine Load occurs, the feedwater
flow rate and level of each steam generator are expected to decrease and not rise,
respectively. If a non-initiating event, Feedwater Control Valve of Steam Generator A
Fails Frozen, exists, this feedwater flow rate will remain the same, and the level of steam
generator A will be high. Then, the new abnormal signals will be (1) the feedwater flow
rate of steam generator A is abnormally high (because it does not decrease), and (2) the
level of steam generator A is abnormally high. Based on the new abnormal signals,
Inference Engines I, II and III are sequentially started again by using the mini noninitiating event knowledge bases. The mini non-initiating event knowledge bases are
similar to the mini initiating event knowledge bases. The only difference is that the top
events of the former are the new abnormal signals.
3.3 Knowledge bases

The knowledge bases needed for diagnosis are described as follows
•

Signal normal and abnormal ranges

The first group of input signals are recorded by the system and set up as the base-line of
each parameters. There is a file named RANGE.SIG, in which each line corresponds the
boundary values of very low, low, high, very high for each parameter. The boundary
values can be defined as percentage of normal value or as an absolute deviation.

•

Initiating event knowledge base.

A initiating event mini knowledge base is used for defining an abnormal signal with it all
possible root causes (initiating events). A fault tree is used to describe the logic
relationship between the abnormal signal (as a top event) and the initiating events (basic
events). An example of the mini fault tree is shown in Fig.2. By using traditional fault
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tree techniques these trees are constructed and their minimal cut sets are found.
Combining all the mini trees the initiating event knowledge base is formed and used for
diagnosis in Inference engine I. This approach makes it more easy to construct and
modify the knowledge bases.
•

Non-initiating event knowledge base

The structure of a non-initiating event mini knowledge base (mini fault tree) is as same as
which of an initiating event, but the top event is an abnormal signal corresponding to the

expected signal after an initiating event occurs.
» Expected and non-expected signals for every fault event.
The file named CONSEQ.SIG specifies the expected and non-expected signals for all
initiating events. This knowledge base is expressed by an array with L x M dimension,
where L is the number of initiating events and M is the number of signals. Each element
of this array is assigned with an integer INT. It indicates the expected or non-expected
state of the signal for the given event. Suppose i,je{I, 2, 3. -/} and i^j. The meanings of
INT are given below:
INT=/:
INT= -/':
INT=/7:

INT=//:
INT=-ij:
INT=10:
INT=0:

it is expected that the signal will finally be in state /';
it is expected that the signal will never (non-expected) be in state /;
it is expected that the signal must be in state / or, in other words, will never
(non-expected) be in other states except state /, (e.g. 22 means that the signal
must be in state 2);
it is expected that the signal will be in state /, but never (non-expected) in
statey (e.g. 34 means that the signal will be in state 3, but never in state 4);
it is expected that the signal will be neither in state /' nor in statey (e.g. -14
means that the signal will be neither in state 1 nor in state 4);
it is expected that the signal must be normal or, in other words, will never
(non-expected) be in other states except normal;
the signal behavioris unknown.

This knowledge base is used for Inference engine II.

3.4 Graphical man-machine interface

FBOLES has made a great efforts on a friendly graphical man-machine interface. When
there is no abnormal signals, a 'Normal" message is displayed at the bottom of the screen,
which shows the Pipe & Instrumentation Diagram of the diagnosed system, and everything
on the screen stays steady except the blinking of the signs of the monitoring points (see
Fig. 1). When the first abnormal signal appears or new abnormal signals are added in, the
Inference Engines I, II and III are started automatically to diagnose the root causes (basic
events) that trigger all the abnormal signals. As a result, the most possible event is
displayed graphically on the screen by reversing the color of a specific rectangle on the
screen, along with a continuos bell alarm until a keyboard is hit or the appearance of new
abnormal signals. The bottom area shows the name of the currently shown event and its
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description. Users may then choose one of the following functions' Bar Chart, Fault List
and Modification, Signai View and Modification, Case Selection of Inference Engine II or
Case Selection of Inference Engine III, to get specific information or modify the
information of the diagnostic results

•

Bar Chart function

It can be turned on and off at any time. When it is turned on and the diagnostic results are
not zero, a bar chart will be displayed on screen in a position away from the rectangle of
the currently shown event, which illustrates the probabilities of the possible candidates
(see Fig 5)
*

Fault List and Modification function

It allows users to view the names and descriptions of the possible events in a ranked order
(see Fig 5) If some events have been disconfirmed by users, they can be deleted and
FBOLES will recalculate the probabilities and rank events again Users may also give up
the deletion and recover the original events

Fig.5 Illustration for Graphical Display of Diagnostic Results. Bar Char, and
Fault List and Modification functions
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Fig.6 Illustration for Signal View and Modification. Signal Curve Dispia\ and

Comparison, and ignored Signal Display

•

Signal View and Modification function

It allows users to view signals in both states (marked with different colors and symbols
like L, H, LL and HH, etc) and curves versus time, to compare signal curves by
displaying the desired signals together in desired colors, and modify the signal states (if
wanted) in a paged signal list (see Fig 6). If the signal states are modified, FBOLES will
response to the modification and new diagnostic results will be inferred based on the
modified signal states Meanwhile, FBOLES remembers the original signal states and
enables users to recover them

When there exist signals ignored, the ignored signals will be marked with a '?' m the
signal list (see Fig 6). A sign 'Ignored with the number of groups of signais ignored will
be shown on screen. Moreover, users may choose to show the results associated with a
specific group of ignored signals. In this case, the currently selected group of ignored
signals wili be marked with highlight "?' in the signal list.

When Fault List and Modification function or Signal View and Modification function is
turned on, the inference process is forbidden. However, the signal receiving process is stili
active, and if new abnormal signals are detected, a sign will appear on screen informing
users to return to the diagnosis state.
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*

Case selection of Inference Engine II function

It allows users to force Inference Engine II to give results in case A, B or C, which ever is
desired, instead of being automatically selected by FBOLES.
•

Case selection of Inference Engine III function

It allows users to force Inference Engine III to give results in case 1, 2 or 3, which ever is
desired, instead of being automatically selected by FBOLES.
4. Test of FBOLES

We have initially developed an information base for the first stage fault diagnosis (before
reactor trip, start of standby subsystems or any action taken by operators) of a Main
Steam, Feedwater and Condensate System (MSFCS) simulated by the Tsinghua NPP
Simulator. With this system, we have initially tested FBOLES through 33 experiments, as
shown in Table 2. These experiments include not only the failures of pumps, valves, pipes
and other failures within MSFCS, but also the root causes of abnormal signals outside
MSFCS. Moreover, three of the experiments involve non-initiating events.
The results of the tests have shown the following features of FBOLES:

(1) In the most cases, FBOLES can find the fault events immediately. For the other cases,
the fault events can be located within 0.5-3 minutes. The tests prove that FBOLES
can give out correct judgments which consist with the expected results.
(2) It can identify and distinguish the abnormalities of the secondary loop operating
parameters which are caused by the other systems in NPP.
(3) After the initiating events have been found, it can further look for non-initiating events
if they are existed.
(4) Some other positive features have been observed during the tests, such as off-line fault
diagnosis, displaying of various valuable information (fault states, signal curves,
diagnosis results, bar charts, descriptions, operator's interrogations and interventions,
etc.), compelling of the knowledge buses, and so on.
5. Conclusion

The development of pilot diagnosis expert system (FBOLES) and the results of real time
on-line test show that the approach adopted in this project is feasible for development of a
on-line diagnosis expert system with the toleration of uncertainties both in spurious signals

and imperfect knowledge bases. A tree-type knowledge base has the advantage to
construct, review and modify the knowledge bases. An extremely large and complex
system, like a nuclear power plant, can be separated into several sections to be monitored
by several expert systems respectively and these expert systems can be combined together
for the entire system. The results of on-line test also show that diagnosis by the expert
system is much faster than which by operator.
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Table 2. The experiments description and results

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
8
29
30
31
32
33

Description
_____________________________Results
Mam feedwater pump A fails off
Aa
Mam feedwater pump B fails off
A
Condensate pump A fails off
A
Condensate pump B fails off
A
Heat dram pump A fails off
A
Heat dram pump B fails off
A
Discharging valve VI of condensate pump A fails closed
A
Discharging valve V3 of main feedwater pump A fails closed
A
Bypass valve V21 of low pressure heaters fails open
A
Bypass valve V22 of low pressure heaters fails open
A
Bypass valve V31 of high pressure heaters fails open
A
Level set point of steam generator A increases bv 10% causing the abnormal opening of
A
feedwater control vahe FCV478
Level set point of steam generator A decreases b\ 10% causing the abnormal closing of
A
feedwater control valve FCV478
Feedwater isolation valve V26 of steam generator A fails closed
A
Tube rapture in steam generator A (2271 1pm)
Bb
Tube rapture in steam generator C (2271 1pm)
B
Tube rapture in steam generator C (1100 1pm)
B
Steam pipe rupture of steam generator A
A
Mam steam isolation valve MSIV-A fails closed
A
Main steam isolation valve MSIV-B fails closed
A
Pipe rapture in mam steam header
A
One of GV valves fails open
A
Decrease of turbine load from 100 to 5%
A
Decrease of turbine load from 100 to 80%
B
Decrease of turbine load from 100 to 70% while feedwater control valve FCV478 of
B
steam generator A fails frozen
Decrease of turbine load from 100 to 80% \\hile fecdwaler control valve FCV488 of
B
steam generator B fails frozen
Failures m primär) loop cause high reactor power from 100 to 103%
B
Failures m primary loop cause low reactor power from 100 to 70%
B
Normal increase of reactor power from 50 to 80% while feedwater control valve
B
FCV478 of steam generator A fails frozen
Generator frequency decrease from 60 to 58 5H? causing increase of turbine load
B
Loss of hot well vacuum
A
Mam feedwater pumps A and B fail off simultaneoush due to common case
A
Condensate pumps A and B fail offsimultaneoush due to common cause____________A

"'A ' represents the diagnostic result that once the first abnormal signal is received, FBOLES gives the
true root cause as the onlv one candidate of possible events
b
'B' represents the diagnostic result that, after the introduction of the event FBOLES gives the true root
cause as the onlv one candidate of possible events within 05 to 3 nun as the development of the event
occurs

Except where specified, the normal operating power before the introduction of initiating events is 100%

For further development of this system it is recommended that the software is better to be
rewritten in WINDOWS form and the development of knowledge bases has to have a joint
efforts with the utility personnel
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AN APPROACH TO COMPUTER AIDED NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT ACCIDENT DIAGNOSIS

N. CAVLINA
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Zagreb, Croatia
Abstract

The objective of the research is to develop methodology for computer aided diagnosis of nuclear power
plant transient. The basic idea is to use previously extracted knowledge about plant behavior during the
transient in order to help in diagnosing some new transient.
Two methods for diagnosis of nuclear power plant transients are developed.
The first method is based on the solution of the inverse problem of fuzzy relational equations. It is shown
that application of fuzzy theory allows to use imprecise (fuzzy) symptoms and "soft" relations between
events and symptoms. Plant measurements are transformed to symptoms by using u. -transformation. In
that way the symptom vector is formed. Based on previously extracted knowledge about plant behavior
during the transient the matrix of the relationship between events and symptoms is established. The
diagnosis problem is reduced to an inverse problem.
The second diagnosis method uses not only plant measurements but also signals, status of the equipment
etc. The second diagnosis is made of logic rules: observation rules and diagnostic rules.
Two computer codes have been made to demonstrate the stated methods. The first code is written in
Pascal (deal with numerical data) the second one in Prolog (deal with symbolic data). As the result of the
first diagnosis, the code for tested time step brings the degree of membership for each event from the set
of events.

1. System for diagnosis
The concept of computer supported System for diagnosis is presented in Fig.l. System for
diagnosis (SD) has four major parts: symptom vector forming (SVF), estimation of the plant operation
(E), the first (Dl) and the second diagnosis (D2).
In the SVF process information (measurements) relevant to diagnosis are treated using fuzzy
logic. This approach enables different measurements (i.e. pressure, temperature, level, flow, etc.) to be
handled in the same way.
The matrix of relationship between possible accidents in NPP and symptoms characterizing
those events have to be established based on safety analyses, plant operational experience etc.

Knowing the current symptom vector and relationship matrix the, first diagnosis gives the degree of
membership for each event from the set of events.
The second diagnosis (D2) is initiated after the first diagnosis indicates a potential accident.
The purpose of carrying out the second diagnosis, by a method independent from the method in Dl, is
to confirm or reject the diagnosis made in Dl.

The basis for making D2 are measurements and operational state of the equipment. It is
assumed that the SD gets those pieces of information either through the link of the computer with the
plant, or in communication with the user.
In D2, in addition to the current state, the previous NPP state is also being taken into
account.
The diagnosis D2 is made of logical rules: observation rules and diagnostic rules. Based on
measurements, measurement attributes (deviation from the nominal value, trend or sign of derivation,
exceeded deviation upward or downward, exceeded value of positive or negative derivation,
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Fig. 1 Structure of the System for diagnosis (SD)

oscillation) and the state of the equipment, the observations are made. Using those observations, the
history of the accident is being considered. Based on the observation, the diagnosis D2 is made.

1. The Method for the First Diagnosis
The method for the diagnosis Dl is based on the application of fuzzy subsets, for the
formulation and solving of the inverse problem.
Fuzzy Subset Definition

Let E be a set, and x an element of the set E. The fuzzy subset A of E is a set of ordered pairs
where jo.^ (x) is the degree of membership. An element can more or less belong to a subset, which
represents the basic concept of the fuzzy theory.
The application of fuzzy theory in nuclear power plant transient and accident diagnosis
allows:
- the use of fuzzy (imprecise) symptoms, which, nevertheless, contribute to making a sufficiently
reliable diagnosis
- the formation of "soft" relations between events and symptoms, which are close to human reasoning
in making a diagnosis.
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Inverse Problem Formulation

Let us assume that a given NPP has a defined set of events (transients and accidents) and
mark it as U= {uf \ i - 1, .., m}.
According to the fuzzy theory, the fuzzy subset A can be defined, characterized by the
function of membership u^fw) : £/-> [0, 1], by which each u being is assigned the value from the
closed interval [0, 1]. Consequently, the fuzzy subset A is a set of ordered pairs (u, \i^(u)), V u e U,
that is
A = {(ui, y.A (uj)) \i = l,..,m}
The value u.^ (u) shows the degree to which u has characteristics which are attributed to A,
i.e. U^CHJ shows the degree to which the element u belongs to the subset A.

A/ = (uf, \JL£ (uj)) can be worded as "the ith event occurred at \i^(uj)n. For example, we shall
state: for A; = («z- ,0) "the ith accident did not occur"; for Az- = (»/ ,0.6) "the ith accident occurred
partially, i.e. the ith accident occurred with the degree of membership 0.6"; for A/ = (M/ ,1) "the ith
accident occurred to the full degree".

Fig. 2. illustrates the set of events t/and the fuzzy subset of events A.

;t of events

Fig. 2.

Fuzzy subset of events

Set of events t/and the fuzzy subset of events A

Let us then assume that the NPP has the defined set of symptoms V = { vj \ j=l,. .,n}. In that
case we can define the fuzzy subset B characterized by the function of membership
]ig(v) •
V^ [0, 1].
B; = (vj, \ag (v;)) can be worded as "there has been noted the ]th symptom with the degree of
membership Ujj (vj).

The basis for the deduction of symptoms are measurements carried out in the monitored NPP,
which are time-dependent. Plant measurements are inputs to the system for diagnosis, which have to
be transformed in a way to give the symptoms.
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For given sets U and V, the fuzzy relation R of U x F can be defined as
R= { («j» vj)> V-R («i> Vj)\i = l,..,m,j = l,..,n}
where HR (u, v) : (U, V) —» [0, 1] is the function of membership. We can say for u^ (M,- , vJ s 7-^
that it is the degree to which the relation expressed by R is true for the ordered pair (u^vp.

Let us now assume that for given nuclear power plant we can define vector of events a = aj
(1 x m), where aj is the degree of membership in the set of events, and the matrix of relationship
between the ith accident and the jth symptom R= [rjj] (m x n). Let the composition a ° R be
defined as
b =ao R
where b is the vector of symptom b = bj (1 x n), and the elements of vector b are the degrees of
membership in the set of symptoms:
bj = v (aj A r i j ) , l < j < n
The inverse problem can be formulated as: for given b and R, we have to find a so that the
expression b = a ° R holds true.
Fig. 3. illustrates the relations between the set of symptoms and the set of accidents.

Set of symptoms

Sei of events

[0,1]

Fig. 3.

=0

no relation

>0

relation exists

Relations between the set of symptoms and the set of events

The diagnosis problem has been reduced to an inverse problem: if matrix R is known and
symptoms have been noted, i.e. the components of vector b are defined, then the vector of events a is
being looked for so that the expression b = a ° R holds true.
Pappis and Sugeno's method Ref. l. is used to solve the inverse problem.
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Inverse Problem Solution

For a given fuzzy relation R and fuzzy subset B, all fuzzy subsets A such that
are defined as
V(<j>(Rob)) T <a< A (Rccb) T , V<|>(RSb)e <D(R6b)

A ° R =B

where there is at least one such A, where there is R matrix corresponding with the fuzzy relation R,
and a and b are vectors corresponding with the fuzzy subsets A and B.
A
Superscript T states for transpose. A R: r\ A r2 A
rm . The a composition of a
scalar x with a scalar y, denoted by x a y is 1 if x < y, y if x > y. Given mxn matrix R and a row
vector Ixn b , let r; be the/th column vector of R. Then the a composition is defined by the mxn
matrix Rot b = [ r; a bj ,r2 ab2, ... , rn a bn] Other notations and definitions connected with
inverse problem solution can be found in Ref. 1. and 2.

A

(R a b)T is the least upper bound of solution vectors of the inverse problem. Further in the
text, the expression A (R a b)T will be termed as "the upper solution". The upper solution will
accept or reject the assumption about the occurrence of some events from the set of accidents.

The Application of Inverse Problem in Making a Diagnosis

The matrix R is formed on the basis of performed deterministic analyses, operational
experience and familiarity with the NPP system. The matrix R at some point (i j) is being assigned the
value rjj from the closed interval [0, 1], depending on the existence of the relationship between the
Ith event and jth symptom. The more the jth symptom is indicative of the ith event occurrence the
closer is the rjj value to 1.

To define the vector of symptom b, relevant measurements have to be chosen on the basis of
which the symptoms will be formed. Then, we have to define for each measurement the utransformation through which we obtain b; element of the vector b, i.e. the degree of membership of
bj. When developing the diagnostic system, we have to foresee continuous updating of chosen
measurements with actual values.

Based on the defined matrix R and symptom vector b (obtained for some moment tn), the
described procedure is used to determine vector of events a (which is also relative to the moment
An example will illustrate the procedure and the diagnosis Dl. We have taken for the
example a PWR plant.

There has been assumed that the set of events is formed of only three accidents (steamline
break, small LOCA and primary loop overheating) and only a limited number of measured values is
available (reactor-coolant average temperature, pressurizer pressure, pressurizer water level, steamgenerator water level and the containment radiation ).

Let for this example the set of accidents «,- , i = 1,2,3, be defined as:
-HI = " main steamline break"
-u2 = " small LOCA"
-MJ = " the primary system overheating"
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Let from the set of symptoms V, the symptoms v,-, j = 1, ...8, be defined as :
-v] = " reactor coolant temperature too high"
-\2 = " reactor coolant temperature too low"
-vjj s " pressurizer pressure too high"
-v/f = " pressurizer pressure too low"
-vj s " pressurizer level too high"
-v<5 = " pressurizer level too low"
-v7 = "SG level too high"
-vg s " too high radiation in containment"
Let then, applying ^.-transformation from the measurements, the symptom vector b be
defined, where bj, j = 1, . . , 8, represents the degree of membership \ig (vj), and B is a fuzzy subset
of the set of symptoms F.

Now, we have to determine the matrix R = [ry], which indicates the relationship between the
\th accident and jth symptom, in the given example i = 1, . ., 3 , j=l, . ., 8. The matrix R is
determined on the basis of previous estimations, transients and accident analyses, and any other
information about the NPP behavior during the transients. The determination of matrix R is the most
difficult part in developing the diagnostic system for a.NPP.
Let us assume that the matrix R is:

0
0 0 0.6 0 0.6 0 0.8Ï
R = 0 0.8 0 0.8 0 0.8 0.5 0
0.8 0 0.8 0 0.8 0 0.6 0
Let us now apply the diagnostic procedure employed in Dl , for three different symptom
vectors b.
a) Let us assume that the symptom vector b = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]

1 0 l T
R a b= 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
J) 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
'0'
A(R a b) T = (0 0 0
A (R a b) = 0
1

1

l

U

If none of the symptoms has been noted, the least upper solution for a • R = b is
00) i.e. the diagnosis is as expected "accident did not occur".
b) Let us assume that the symptom vector b = [1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1]

R a b=

A
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i i i i i i r
i i i i i i i i
i i i i i i i i

(R a b) = 1

A (R a b)T = ( 1 1 1 )

a<(0

If all the symptoms have been noted with the degree of membership 1, the least upper solution of the
equation is a < ( 1 1 1 ), i.e. the diagnosis is "each single accident from the set of events has
occurred".
c) Let us assume that the symptom vector b = [0.9, 0, 0.8, 0, 0.8, 0, 0.4, 0]

'11

1 0 1 0 1 0 ^
I 0 1 0 1 0 0.4 1
1 1 1 1 0.4 1
v II

A (R a b) =

o

A (R a b)T = ( 0 0 0.4 )

In this case, when some of the symptoms have been noted with the degree of membership indicated in
vector b, the least upper solution is a .<, ( 0 0 0.4 )....
This diagnosis can be interpreted as U3 s " the primary system overheating" with the degree of
membership 0.4.

2. The first diagnosis
The first diagnosis described here refers to the NPP Krsko. The way of forming the symptoms
on the basis of chosen measurements in the NPP Krsko has been described. Then, there has been
shown how the accident and symptom relation matrix is formed.

Forming the symptom vector from the measured values

The first task performed by the diagnostic system is forming the symptom vector on the basis
of chosen measurements.
We form the symptom vector b from the measured values by ji-transformation (we take only
those plant measurements which are important for diagnosis). Each measured value taken for the
diagnosis is transformed by (i-transformation, where the value of the measured value is mapped on
the interval [0,1] , and that is the way in which the degree of membership in the set of symptoms is
determined, i.e. the symptom vector b is formed.

The functions of (a-transformations have been chosen as linear functions, therefore, it is
enough to determine the lower and the upper bound (Ljj and Ujj). When the value of the measured
value mjc is less than or equal to Ljj, then b; = u. (m^) = 0, which is interpreted as "the symptom b;
has not been noted". If the value of the measured value mj^ is equal to or greater than U^, then
bj ~ ji (mjf) = 1, which is interpreted as "the symptom bj has undoubtedly been noted". If the value of
the measured values is within Ljj and Ufc, than it is interpreted as "the symptom bj has been noted
with the degree of membership u^im,)".
The functions of ^.-transformations are essential for further diagnosis. If the lower bound is
set too high, a considerable deviation of the measured value from the expected one could be
unnoticed. If the lower bound is set too low, the diagnostic system could unnecessarily be activated
and, still worse, different causes could unnecessarily generate same symptoms and prevent making a
diagnosis.
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We shall take the NPP Krsko to illustrate how the functions of ^.-transformation have been
determined for one measurement.

The measurements carried out in the NPP Krsko have been chosen as being important in
diagnosing transients and accidents, Table 1.

Table 1. MEASUREMENTS IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANT KRSKO
m1
m2
m3

- PRESSURIZER PRESSURE
- PRESSURIZER LEVEL
-REACTOR COOLANT AVERAGE TEMPERATURE

m4
m5

- COLD LEG 1 TEMPERATURE
- COLD LEG 2 TEMPERATURE

m6
m7
m8

- HOT LEG 1 TEMPERATURE
-HOT LEG 2 TEMPERATURE
- SG 1 PRESSURE

m9

- SG 2 PRESSURE

mlO
mil
m!2
m!3
m!4

- SG 1 LEVEL
-SG 2 LEVEL
- FEEDWATER FLOW SG 1
-FEEDWATERFLOW SG2
- STEAM FLOW SG 1

ml5
m!6

-STEAM FLOW SG 2
- HIGH RADIATION SIGNAL SG 1

m 17
ml8
m!9
m20

- HIGH RADIATION SIGNAL SG 2
- HIGH RADIATION IN CONTAINMENT
- CONTAINMENT PRESSURE
- REACTOR POWER

The symptoms (Table 2) are formed based on those measurements.
Table 2 :
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SET OF SYMPTOMS

b1

- PRESSURIZER PRESSURE TOO HIGH

b2

-PRESSURIZER PRESSURE TOO LOW

b3
b4
bS
b6
b7

-PRESSURIZER LEVEL TOO HIGH
-PRESSURIZER LEVEL TOO LOW
- REACTOR COOLANT AVERAGE TEMPERATURE TOO HIGH
- REACTOR COOLANT AVERAGE TEMPERATURE TOO LOW
- COLD LEG 1 TEMPERATURE TOO HIGH

b8

- COLD LEG 1 TEMPERATURE TOO LOW

b9
blO
b 11
b 12
b 13
b 14
b 15
b 16
b!7
b 18

-COLD LEG 2 TEMPERATURE TOO HIGH
-COLD LEG 2 TEMPERATURE TOO LOW
- HOT LEG 1 TEMPERATURE TOO HIGH
- HOT LEG 1 TEMPERATURE TOO LOW
- HOT LEG 2 TEMPERATURE TOO HIGH
- HOT LEG 2 TEMPERATURE TOO LOW
- SG 1 PRESSURE TOO HIGH
- SG 1 PRESSURE TOO LOW
-SG 2 PRESSURE TOO HIGH
- SG 2 PRESSURE TOO LOW

b 19
b20
b21

- SG 1 LEVEL TOO HIGH
- SG 1 LEVEL TOO LOW
-SG 2 LEVEL TOO HIGH

b22
b23
b24
b2S
b26
b27

-SG 2 LEVEL TOO LOW
- FEEDWATER FLOW SG 1 TOO HIGH
- FEEDWATER FLOW SG 1 TOO LOW
-FEEDWATERFLOW SG2TOO HIGH
-FEEDWATER FLOW SG 2 TOO LOW
- STEAM FLOW SG 1 TOO HIGH

b28

-STEAM FLOW SG 2 TOO HIGH

b29
b30
b31
b32

- TOO HIGH RADIATION SG 1
- TOO HIGH RADIATION SG2
- TOO HIGH RADIATION IN CONTAINMENT
- CONTAINMENT PRESSURE TOO HIGH

For example, the symptom bl is indicative of high pressure in the pressurizer. This symptom
is determined on the basis of the measured pressure in the pressurizer and (i-function. For this case jnfunction is formed as linear function so that: up to the pressure of 158.6 bar, the symptom bl is not
present, over the pressure value of 164.4 bar, the symptom ".pressurizer pressure too high" has
positively been noted. For example, if the measured pressure = 160 bar, then the degree of
membership is |j.g (bj) = 0.2. In other words, if the pressure value s 160 bar, the symptom bl =
".pressurizer pressure too high" is present with the degree of membership 0.2.

The matrix of relationship between possible accidents in a NPP and the symptoms
characterizing those accidents will be determined from the results of the deterministic analyses.
The matrix R (/, j), where i is the number of events and y is the number of symptoms, has to
be defined for a group of accidents (applying to the NPP Krsko).

Having defined the number of accidents (/') and the number of symptoms (j), we have
determined the value of matrix R. All the points where rjj > 0, i.e. where the accident / is related to
the symptom j, have been indicated, and the value r y has been estimated. That is the way in which
the matrix R has been obtained (Fig. 4.). The rows of the matrix R indicate accidents (from 1 to 11),
and columns indicate symptoms (from 1 to 32). The accidents from 1 to 11 are noted in Table 3.
Table 3 :

SET OF ACCIDENTS

- OVERCOOLINO (LOOP 1)

- OVERCOOLING (LOOP 2)
- OVERHEATING (LOOP 1 )
- OVERHEATING (LOOP 2)
-SLB(SGl)
-SLB(SG2)
-FLB(SGl)
- FLB (SG 2)
-LOCA
-SGTR(SG 1)
- SGTR (SG 2)

2 3 t
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0.6
0.6
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0.6

0.6

0.6

0.8

Fig. 4. R matrix for NPP Kräko
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3. Computer codes in SD
The flow chart logic of the System for diagnosis is presented in Fig. 5. Two computer codes are-,

developed on the basis of methods for the diagnosis (Dl and D2). The codes have been made with
the aim to demonstrate the operation of the System for diagnosis on a selected example of NPP
Krsko.
Two computer codes of the System for diagnosis (Dl and D2) differ in the character of the problem

and the character of the analyzed data. While the first computer code works with numerical data, the
second computer code works with symbolical data. That is why the first code is written in Pascal and
the second one in Prolog.

The first code is divided into three parts: symptom vector forming, estimation of the plant operation
state and solution of the inverse problem. The results of the first diagnosis are used in the second
computer code, the second diagnosis is carried out, and certain instructions are then given and the
results of the diagnosis are explained.

Recorded data from process instrumentation

Simptom forming

Estimation

Results

Dl:

Inverse problem solving

Results

D2:

Fig.
94

-second diagnosis
-accident dependent operator guidelines

5 Flow chart logic of the System for diagnosis

First, the code Dl is started. After sampling a set of measurements, the code evaluates the NPP state.
Then, based on the current measurements and previously defined ^-transformations, the symptom
vector is determined. If the value of a symptom exceeds a given value, which means that the
measured parameter of NPP goes beyond the limits foreseen for normal operation, the parts of the
code are activated, where inverse problem is being solved. As the result, Dl brings the degree of
membership for each event from the set of events. This part of the code can as well be activated at the
user's request.
If a diagnosis is being indicated by the solution of the inverse problem, then the second code of the
System for diagnosis is activated (D2). Rediagnosing is now carried out, additional information
relevant for the diagnosed event are given to the user. Code D2 can also be activated at the user's
request. Code D2 gives advices on the basis of the findings from Dl, as well as on the basis of the
rules determining how to use the observations and facts in giving instructions and making new
conclusions. The application of Prolog as the declarative language is a good solution here. Facts and
rules are the basic elements of the Prolog language, and conclusions are simply established by the
unification method.

4. The Application of PSA Results
Probabilistic safety analyses are a part of NPP safety analyses. They answer the following questions:
which are possible accidents in NPP systems, what is the probability of their occurrence and what are
the consequences.
A PSA models all the scenarios of possible accidents in NPP. The way the accident can occur is called
accident sequence. An accident sequence consists of an initiating event and system failures that may
lead to core damage.
Fig. 6 shows the main steps to provide PSA: plant familiarization (assemble procedures, drawings and
data), identification and grouping of the accident initiators (initiating events), developing of the
accident sequences (i.e. event tree modeling), developing of the system failure models (i.e. fault tree
modeling) and evaluation of the whole linked event and fault tree models (i.e. accident sequences).
The results of probabilistic safety analyses, specifically fault tree and event tree in NPP, will be used
in SD after the diagnosis is made" in order to provide the SD user with the relevant additional
information.

A PSA provides valuable information regarding NPP vulnerabilities to various kinds of initiating
events and accidents. The results of a PSA can be used to identify and prioritize the importance of
hardware, human actions and NPP operating procedures to plant safety.
Results from the PSA actually provide description of core damage frequencies value and initiating
event contributions, individual sequence contributions to the core damage.
Here, we will discuss how a living plant specific PSA, with some modification and adaptation, can be
used to give additional information for the decision-making person in the situation when an initiating
event (accident) occurs.
When it is recognized which event has occurred, it would be very helpful to have additional
information regarding the specific event tree (list of most probable and/or worst sequences, list of
currently operable equipment important to safety, advice concerning expected safety improvements
from restoring inoperable equipment). For this purpose it is needed to have living PSA model that is
updated and which can be calculated in very short time.
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Fig. 6 Probabilistic safety assessment methodology

For current plant status it is needed to resolve whole PSA model or related part, which is connected to
the occurred initiating events (accident).

PSA model needs to be carefully optimized for fast solution with, for example: linked event tree - fault
tree model restructuring (optimization, i.e. Boolean reduction of the accident sequences that are not
minimal) in one big fault tree for every end state (i.e. core damage state and release categories).

5. Testing the System for diagnosis
In order to test the System for diagnosis, simulation of measurements in NPP is needed. The NPP
Krsko is used as an example. The results of RELAP5/Mod2 code calculations are used to simulate the
measurements in NPP Krsko. Nodalization of NPP Krsko used in RELAP5/Mod2 calculation is
presented in Fig. 7.

Instead of being connected with the plant, the System for diagnosis is connected with the RELAP
code output file. During calculation with the RELAP code, calculated values are stored in file with
related time. Having completed the calculation with the RELAP code, this data file is taken,
rearranged and then used in testing the System for diagnosis. Each data file contains time and 20
measurements.
For testing purpose, feedline break analysis is performed with RELAPS. Then, the results of
calculations are rearranged in the stated manner to be given to SD.
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Fig. 7 RELAP5/Mod2 nodalization of NPP Krsko

The results of the diagnosis Dl are presented graphically in two ways:
a) value of the degree of membership for each event from the set of events during the whole testing
period , Fig. 8.
b) as the current value of the degree of membership of a certain event.
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Fig. 8 Dl : degree of membership for each event from the set of events
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It can be seen from Fig. 5 that SD correctly diagnosed that feed line break took place and that there
was overheating of primary loop.
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ADVANCED OPERATOR RESPONSE TO NPP TRANSIENTS
COMPRISING CUMULATED FAILURES TO CONTROL SYSTEM
J. RUBEK
EGUPraha a.s.,
Prague, Czech Republic
Abstract

The summarized results achieved within the CRP, contract No. 6068/R1/RB
are presented. The goal of the contract was to develop the prototype of knowledge
base of the safety related expert system and to perform testing of the knowledge base
by means of measurements from operating unit.
The report summarizes experience from transients at safety relevant system
failures at NPP Dukovany and possible operator support. Further the function of the
expert system and strategy of the operator support during abnormal states is specified.
Finally, the structure of the expert system to the operator support during abnormal
transients control and some results of the knowledge data base production as
presented.
1.

INTRODUCTION
The expert system being under development should help the operator during

unnormal transients to minimize the activation of safety system. The system should be

computerized and implemented into existing plant information system.
It is assumed that the system will be used at the NPP Dukovany equipped with

WER 440 and at the NPP Temelfn equipped with WER 1000. The Temelin NPP is at
present under construction and will be equipped with the new control and information
system of Westinghouse company. The Dukovany NPP modernization is under preparation
and will performed during next years. The control and information system will be
improved as well.
These conditions have influenced the work direction performed within the
framework of the project.
It is expected that the advanced control system should be equipped with an
extensive diagnostics. This diagnostics should include internal functions (hardware self
diagnostic of all control level, measuring channels and actuators) and external
(operational) functions, i.e. diagnostics of the running technological process and
technological systems. The concept of the diagnostic system must be dynamic, i.e. the
diagnostic conclusions must be used for operational and safety support of the operational
staff. The recommended support to the operator resulted from the diagnostics must
correspond to the unit operational procedures and must have priority to obvious control
actions of the operator.
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This type of diagnostics should be used to the unit control support at unnormal and
relatively fast unit transients. The type of transients could be specified as follows

transients with larger technological parameter deviations (pressures, temperatures,
levels etc)
transients initiated by the technological systems failure and by "latent" failures in
the control system
There are considered the transients running for several ten's second or several

minute at which the unsuitable manual control could lead to the divergent or periodical
process development (which represents the occurrence of needless temperature or pressure
gradient or risk of unit shut down).
The support at relatively fast transients running for very short time (several
second) is not considered. An example of this type of the process could be the first
transient phase after fast turbine power reduction (before the maximum of parameter
deviations is achieved). In this case the role of the automatic control system is
unreplaceable.
The failure of the system or it parts evokes than the reactor trip or safety valves

undesirable opening.
The expert system with mentioned functions above could produce the necessary
information enabling the operational staff to minimize the activation of safety system, to
reduce the temperature and pressure load of technological components during transients
and reduce risk of needles unit trip.
The another way, how to improve the plant behaviour at unnormal states, i.e. to
improve the control system functionality to be able act satisfactorily not only at the basic
technological systems trip but- at failures in the control system is not in this study

considered.
The first part of the study demonstrates the present experience from unnormal
transients at NPP Dukovany and indicates how the expert (support) system could aid the

operator.
Further the function and structure of the expert (support) system is described. The
examples of the system knowledge base production is indicated as well. Finally, next work
process on the expert system development and its implementation is described.
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2.

SOME EXPERIENCE FROM TRANSIENTS AT SAFETY RELEVANT SYSTEM
FAILURES AT NPP DUKOVANY AND POSSIBLE OPERATOR SUPPORT

During the NPP Dukovany operation more transients occurred which led to the
undesirable reactor trip. However, suitable support to the operator could prevent the
unfavourable process development. This chapter demonstrates and indicates the causes
and indicates as well, how the appropriate support could help to the operator during the
transients. Finally, it formulates the functionality of the support system which is under
development.
At first the attention is paid to transients evoked by the unit disconnection from
the external electrical network. It is relatively often failure at the NPP Dukovany.
Thirteen transients of this type have occurred during the period since 1.10. 1987 to 11.
1.1991 (three years approximately). In two cases both turbine stop valves were closed and
the reactor was tripped in consequence of the electrical protection system activation. In
other eight cases the units reduced the power to the without load level (the home
consumption was supplied from the reserve source). One half of these transients were
stopped by the reactor trip initiated by dependant and independent disturbances occurred
during the transient. The chapter shows some important parts of the transients and
control actions of the operational personal during the process.
There is very interesting the transient evoked by disconnection of the 3rd unit from
the external network at nominal power on April, 30th and repeated immediately on May,
1st 1988. The unit operational staff in the both cases was not the same. However, in the
second case the staff had a rough information about the first unit transient.
Fig. 1 shows the comparison of some basic technological parameters during
transients in both cases. The unit time behaviour is identical till 70 s approximately. The
turbine bypass was closed unexpectedly at 30 s. The reactor power controller changed the
operational mode and controlled the steam pressure. The control rods were inserted to the
same level in both cases. The speed of reactor power reduction was the same in both
cases. However, the operational personal assessed in both cases the transients as
inadequate.
In the first case the operator switched the reactor controller into the manual
control mode. This action activated the reactor power limitation system (HO-III) (acted
for 20 s) immediately in consequence of the actual turbine controller status change. The
reactor controller was then switched into the neutron power control automatically. The
staff took the turbine bypass control in hand to control the steam pressure. It led to the
unit power increase because the reactor power controller was switched into the steam
pressure control mode due to increased steam pressure. After twelve minutes the turbine
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bypass was blocked (high condensator level). The high steam pressure and reactor power
oscillations went on.
In the second case (May, 1st) the manual reactor power control by the operator
caused a rapid power reduction and the deterioration of mass balance in the feed water
tank. It led to the reactor trip in 420 s approximately.
This transients demonstrate, that it is not real to expect the successful manual
control enabling to stop the unexpected transient development at present unit information
level. The operator has no information to assess whether the control system works
correctly during the process or not. It is very unlikely to assume, that the operator can on
time understand all the consequences of manual control (mainly the automatic change of
other controllers operational mode, influence of unit dynamics etc.). For the operator it

was unexpected as well, that the water level in the feed water tank increased to the level
when the turbines and reactor is tripped although he had information about the stop of

water flow into the tank.
Another case is the steam generator feed water station trip (disconnection of four
feed water pumps without start of the stand-by pump) at 90 % reactor power (Fig. 2, 3).
According to unit project solution the reactor power limitation system (HO-III)
reduces the reactor power at the pressure decrease in the feed water collector lower then
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the limit value. During the transient the power limitation system was not activated

although, the water pressure decreased below this limit value (5.3 MPa). The operator
started the reactor power reduction manually, but with time delay (20 s). Till this time
the reactor was operated at nominal power level, steam pressure was increased in
consequence of steam production increase (no water was reheated to the saturation
temperature level). Therefore, the turbines increased their power although the steam
generators were not fed. Due to the steam generator water level decrease (-200 mm) the
power limitation system started to reduce the reactor power. However, the turbine power
was reduced with time delay 50 s when the steam pressure deviation was negative. After
expiry of 84 s the reactor trip was initiated (by signal of unallowed steam generator water
decrease).
The operator did not understand the plant transient development again and

therefore he did not make effective prevent actions.
Finally, the last presented case is transient with the reactor trip activation after
loss of SUGAN system feeding (23.1.1988 1st limit EDU).
The operator recognized the continuous insertion of the sixth control road group.
No signalization was activated. Due to steam pressure drop the both operated turbines
power was decreased (by acting of the turbine controller). However, the turbine power
decrease was relatively slow and the steam pressure was not going to stabilize. Therefore,
the operator started the manual control and reduced the turbine power with increased
speed then controller. Simultaneously the primary pressure was decreased to 11.3 MPa,
the pressurizer water level upon -2.7 m and the reactor trip was activated.
The Fig. 4 shows the transient of main parameters with indication of the protection
activation as described above. The decrease of the reactor power caused by the reactor
controller operated in the mode "N" (reactor power control on the setpoint) evoked the fast
decrease of the power production. The reduction of the turbine power was ensured by the
minus pressure corrector in the turbine controller action. However, the decrease was very
slow. The operator started with faster turbine power reduction but he lost time and his
action was unsuccessful as well.
The theoretical way how to prevent the undesirable process development was to
stop reactor power controller operation in mode "N". However, it would be in contradiction

with fundamental safety rules.
The correct operator reaction should be the immediate fast turbine power
reduction. To make this decision operator had not sufficient information. He had no
information whether the speed of the primary pressure is not too fast. For transients of
this type even very experienced staff is not able to perform very fast and correct status
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assessment (follow of signals, first level control, dynamics of main unit parameters) and
make a correct decision during very short time.
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FUNCTION OF THE EXPERT SYSTEM
The following functions required to the expert (support system) results from the

discussed operator support during unnormal states:
1)
Processing and evaluation of information about initial response of unit systems
(control system especially), check of system response
2)
Monitoring of running transient
monitoring of real (measured) and expected (simulated) transient
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on time indication of substantial deviation of real and expected unit
parameter behaviour
monitoring of acting (enacting) of important blockades and changes of
important components

3)

Evaluation of systems after stabilization of unit transient
detail assessment of main control systems operation
assessment of correct actions of blockades, binary control, protection system

(from the standpoint of correct consequence)

4.

STRATEGY OF THE OPERATOR SUPPORT DURING UNNORMAL STATES

The proposed expert system should support the operational staff according to
presented examples of operator action during transients as follows
case of correct transient (transient is running as expected)
In this case the operator should be assured of correct unit time behaviour and that
no manual actions are necessary (Experience indicated that the manual actions in
this case deteriorated mostly the transients)
case of incorrect transients (transient is running as not expected)
In this case the system should the operator
on time (without time delay) inform about this fact
inform about possible cause, failure etc. as soon as possible
case after transient stabilization (at new steady state conditions)
The system should analyze the whole transient and make detailed assessment of
the control system functions
It is supposed, that the next development of the expert system (the second phase)

should include
quality the operator manual corrective actions
predictive manual control verification (i.e. verification of manual control action by
predictive simulation)
To achieve this strategy the following sources of knowledge base will be used

measurement of analog and binary parameters
initiation and consequence of binary signals
thermohydraulic relations of technological parameters during transients

on-line mathematical simulation of the plant behaviour
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The first two sources of knowledge base creation are evident. The third and fourth

sources are clear less and therefore they are specified in more detail
a)

Thermohydraulic relations of technological parameters during transients

The transients are results of unbalance between generated and supplied energy.
The compensation of the unbalance by control system leads to the arising of maxim urn or
minimum of technological parameters deviations. The values of the first maximum or
minimum mostly express the fact whether the adequate control systems are in action or
not. The further maximum or minimum during transients are more complex function of
the previous part of transient and of control loops parameters and their usage is more
complex. Therefore, the expert system will used the information about first extremes of
technological parameters as important data for the knowledge base creation.
Very important advantage of this approach is relatively easy measurement of the
extremes. At the nuclear power plant case the extremes are not sharp and the numerical
values are readable with minimal inaccuracy (caused by noise, time constants of sensors
etc.). The usage of parameter values in certain time of transients is more questionable
because the measured values can be influenced not only by causes mentioned above, but
by time shift, etc. as well.
b)

On-line mathematical simulation of the plant behaviour

The mathematical simulation of the plant behaviour enables recognizing of
relevant deviation of real (measured) and expected transient during the first phase of the
process. To achieve this task the simulation must include these properties
simulation must run in real time (the predictive simulation must run 8-10 times
faster than real time behaviour)
simulator must be able to take binary values as inputs (there are meant the binary
signals describing functional mode of technological components, control modes of
controllers and actuators)
high accuracy of the simulation (it is expected that the accuracy requirement for
transients will be to +2 %. For steady state condition the fidelity must be higher)
simulator must be able to tune the mathematical model with measurement in

steady state conditions (to be able compensate the inaccuracy of the simulation,
influence of mean-term and long-term unit operation changes of actuators and

values which are not measured and displayed in the control room)
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5.

Structure of the expert system

STRUCTURE OF THE EXPERT SYSTEM TO THE OPERATOR SUPPORT

DURING UNNORMAL TRANSIENTS CONTROL
The system being designed is modular enabling its implementation in standard
information system and its further development (Fig. 5).
The system is connected to the unit information system ensuring the necessary
analog and binary signals (of designed quality) to expert system as well.
The basis of the system are three relatively independent modular subsystems

ensuring the achievement of expert system functions described in previous chapter, i.e.
subsystem of the technological process simulation
subsystem of knowledge to evaluation of important unit system functions during

transient (process on-line assessment)
> subsystem of knowledge to evaluation of control system function after stabilization
of the unit process (process post mortem assessment)
The first two systems form the knowledge enabling the support during control of
real transient. The third system enables the detail control system evaluation because the
transient is analyzed from initiation to the new steady state conditions.
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Principal of the subsystem operation:
5.1

SUBSYSTEM OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS SIMULATION (Fig. 6)
The subsystem takes the informations (measured data) from the information

system. These informations are sent to the block evaluating the binary signals and to the
block the task of which is to distinguish the steady state and unsteady state operational

conditions. The first module selects the signals controlling the actuators, the second one
defines the type of unit state. The output signals are brought to the block of the
simulation control. This block operates the run of simulation either in steady state or in
transient case. The reason of the simulation in steady state conditions is the check of

Fig. 6

Subsystem of technological process simulation
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simulated values against measurements and tuning the simulation in case when the

deviation the measured value from simulated one is higher then settled toleration. This
simulation is performed to be able compensate the influence of actuators position, which
have no corresponding binary signal etc.
The dynamic simulation is started either when the relevant binary signal
(controlling certain actuator) is inserted into the simulation or when the unsteady unit
state is recognized. The state of unit mathematical model corresponds to the state at the
last tuning. The dynamic simulation is performed by using the mathematical model DYJE
which is described below. Results of the simulated transient are compared with
measurements, evaluated and monitored.
It is supposed that the additional module will be developed in future enabling to
the operator to evaluate the transient prediction and to estimate an approximate time of
the achievement of limit (allowed) technological parameter values. At the further

development the predictive verification of the manual action will be possible.

The individual function described above can be characterized as follows:
a)

Receipt of measured analog and binary data

These data is necessary to the simulation of the running process, i.e. visualization
of main technological parameters characterizing the unit behaviour and the main binary
values characterizing the state of main technological systems. These data are sufficient
for the definition of input conditions for the simulation.

b)

Tuning of the dynamic model to real measurement in pseudostationary and

stationary state respectively
As it was mentioned, the simulation will be used for the determination of reference
(expected) unit behaviour. This requires very precise simulation of the unit transient,
higher then it is required for the training simulators. The necessary condition for the
tuning is to provide the simulated values very near to the measured ones before initiation
of the transient, i.e. at stationary or pseudostationary state.
The pseudostationary state means the mean-term or long-term processes (influence
of reactor poisoning, burn out etc.). The unit mathematical model could involve these
effects as well, but its complexity could be much more complex and the additional tuning
would be necessary as well.
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The tuning at the stationary state means the compensation of effects which are not
exactly known or which could make the model very complex (for example the short-term

steam supply to the auxiliary systems, unregular water supply to cleaning, real
characteristics of control valves, local energy losses etc.).
The model tuning (or check of tuning) will be performed periodically at stationary

operational conditions by using the relevant software procedure.
The recognizing of the steady state conditions will be performed by the software
procedure automatically as well.
c)

Real time simulation of unit state development

The real time simulation of the unit transient starts automatically at time of real
system failure occurrence (insertion of the binary signal into simulation model). The
simulation can run with visualization or without visualization of the transient.
As it was mentioned the main part of the module is the mathematical model
simulating unit stationary and unstationary state. The following requirements to the
module can be put
to simulate all the main technological systems, their function influence on the
main, unit technological parameter
the simulation must be very accurate, substantially exceeding the required
accuracy at for example training simulators. This requires very precise simulation

of the control system
the auxiliary systems are not simulated. However, their influence to the main
technological system function and to the main unit technological parameter is fully
respected
binary control is simulated by simplified way. However, its influence to the main
unit technological system function is fully taken into account
The simulation code DYJE developed for the reason of precise simulation and study
of the power plant behaviour fulfils these requirements. The code DYJE is in more detail
described in enclosure. The code DYJE is created by using of general block-oriented
language MODYS. This language is very suitable for easy construction of mathematical
models of technological and control systems. Its description is in enclosure as well.
The demonstration of simulation module operation is on Fig. 7. The reactor was
operated on 90 % PN (nominal power). After 60 s of the transient the one of two operating
turbine was tripped by stop valves closing. The increase of steam pressure in the steam
generator and in the steam collector evoked the increase of second operating turbine
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power. The reactor output temperature and the mean primary circuit temperature
decreased because of the reactor power decrease to 50 % PN approximately. The wide

range steam generator value level decreased and the narrow range water level achieved
the original value after first decrease.
The figure monitors simulated and measured values. As far the measured and
simulated value is in green range (deviation of both values is minimal) then the function
of control system is correct. As far the deviation is higher and exceeds over yellow range,
the control room staff will follow the process more carefully. As far the deviation exceeds
over red range, the operator should make corrective control actions.
The ranges are not determined explicitly. It is assumed, that they will be set at
the process of system verification.
Fig. 8 shows the operational mode which should lead to the deviations of yellow
range. These deviations are caused by small failure in the turbine controller
(disconnection of "plus" pressure corrector). During the real process is the corrector
disconnected while according to binary signals value it should be switch on. The measured

increase of turbine power is lower than expected, the increase (maximum) of steam
pressure higher and then the decrease a turbine power i lower.
Another example of the transient corresponding to the deviations of yellow range
is on Fig. 9. The turbine limitation system acted at nominal power and reduced power of

both turbines to 180 MW by partial closing of control valves. The simulated transient of
turbine behaviour assumes in conformity with project, that the speed of turbine control
valves is same at both turbines. It is achieved at the second turbine, where the measured
transient fully corresponds to the reference one. At the first turbine case the real turbine
control valves velocity is lower, because turbine power transient is slower, as well.

Technological parameters depicted on Fig. 7-9

NTG2, (ntg2-m, #NTG2)

-

simulated (measured) second turbine power

NTG1 (#NTG1)

-

simulated (measured) first turbine power

PHRK (phpkl-m, #PHKL) -

simulated (measured) steam pressure

HVS (hvs-m)

-

simulated (measured) SG narrow water level
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simulated (measured) SG wide range water level
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d)

Predictive simulation of the unit state development

This simulation will be controlled (started up) manually by the operator. The run
(speed) of the simulation will be about ten times faster then real time behaviour. This
enables to the operator to find out the process future development and in the
unfavourable case to perform the steps preventing this development. There will be
possibility to test efficiency of these steps as well.

5.2

SUBSYSTEM OF PROCESS ON-LINE ASSESSMENT (Fig. 10)
The basic function of the module is to evaluate the correct unit system function

during transient. The data on relevant binary signals and consequence of these signals
are used to the assessment. The data characterizing the transient process are used as well
(as it was mentioned the first technological parameter extremes are used).
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Fig. 1O

Subsystem of process on-line assessment

The structure of the subsystem demonstrates Fig. 10. The measured values after
processing (Fig. 5) are brought to the block evaluating the type of operational mode and
the relevant type of the expert knowledge base is selected. This data and measured data
(including real extremes) are used for the evaluation whether the real extremes are
expected (i.e. at the correct function of unit systems) or in the opposite case for the
determination of system failure, which could cause this disapproval.
In parallel the measured data are introduced into block performing the binary
signal consequence evaluation and the conclusions about system function. In these blocks
the emittedirinary- signals are evaluated weather they are complete and weather their
consequence is correct as well.
The output of both parallel lines are brought to the block "system function
assessment", evaluating mainly incorrect functionality (failure of technological
components influencing transient during the first phase , "latent" failures etc.).
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Fig. 11, 12 show the way of knowledge base formation for the following types of
unnormal states
a)
fast turbine power reduction (reactor power reduction is running in dependence on
the steam pressure deviation - Fig. 11)
b)
fast reactor power reduction (turbines power reduction is running in dependence
on the steam pressure deviation)

In the first case the input signals are as follows
initial reactor power (NR)
total change of turbine power (ANt)
initial and maximal (first peak) of the steam pressure (p0, pmax)

initial an maximal (first peak) of the primary pressure (p

K n o w l e d g e

Fig. 11
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The outputs of the evaluation are these informations
correct function of the unit systems
turbine bypass (TB) fully blocked
turbine bypass blocked partially
excessive or slow reactor power reduction
no disconnection of the pressurizer pressure sprinklers
unexpected steam generator safety valves opening
failure of steam relieve valves
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In the second case the input signals are as follows
initial reactor power (NR)
total change of the reactor power (ANR)

initial and minimal (first extreme) of the steam pressure (p0,
initial an minimal (first extreme) of the primary pressure (p[0,
initial and minimal (first extreme) of the pressurizer water level (Ho,
The outputs signals are these informations

correct function of the unit systems
incorrect function of the pressurizer pressure heaters
incorrect function of the pressurizer pressure sprinklers (unrelevant switch on)
incorrect slow turbine power reduction
incorrect function of primary water injection system (into primary circuit)
incorrect fast or slow reactor power reduction
The knowledge base is produced by using the NPP Dukovany analyzer (simulator).
This simulator is based on the code DYJE described above. This simulator is used for the
production of the necessary expert knowledge base. The examples of the knowledge base
expressed graphically are on the following figures.
a)

for the fast turbine power reduction mode (Fig.13,14,15,16)
These figures show the dependence of the first peaks of steam pressure and

primary pressure on the steam flow to the turbine bypass, on function of the relief valves
and on opening time of the turbine bypass isolating valves. The mode considered is tile
unit power reduction to the house load at nominal and reduced (50 %) power. The correct
function of the turbine bypass or steam relief valves and other system could be check from
the measured steam pressure and primary pressure maximuia. (At correct systems
function the conditions for the turbine bypass and steam relieve valves operation are the
same). Further the incorrect systems function which could cause the deviation (measured
and expected values) is determined.
b)

for the fast reactor power reduction mode (Fig.17,18,19,20)
These figures show the dependence of the first steam pressure

minimum,

pressurizer pressure minimum and pressurizer water level minimum on the reactor power

change, initial reactor power, operational mode of turbine controller, function of primary
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water injection system, primary pressure control system. From the figures the correct
function of system could be checked. The failure of pressurizer heaters, sprinklers,

incorrect speed (higher, slower) of reactor or turbine power decrease, incorrect function

of the primary water injection system can be determined.
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5.3

SUBSYSTEM OF POST-MORTEM CONTROL SYSTEM ASSESSMENT

The important function of the expert system is the staff post-mortem support after
unit transient stabilization. The task of the function is to enable a deeper check of the
main controllers function. This assessment can be done by evaluating the control system

function during the whole transient only. The use of some part of the transient as
described above provides the limited knowledge only to the control system assessment.
The goal of the control post-mortem assessment is:

to find the failures which could be undisclosured and which could play more
undesirable effect during another type of transient
to provide the operator with the possibility to have complete knowledge about the
cause of transient. This could enable to help him during transients of similar type.
(The present experience indicates that the post-mortem analysis is performed by
another technical staff and the feedback of the knowledge to the operators can be
limited)
to support the maintenance staff to have very good view of control system status
In framework of the expert system the attention is paid mainly to the main control
loops, which could very influence the behaviour of the parameters relevant to safe unit
behaviour.
In the next part the controllers are described. There are presented the structure

diagrams of these controllers, and described the most important adjustable parameters
influencing their behaviour diagnosis of which is very important.
Further the way of knowledge base construction is described and the relevant

analytical dependencies are presented.

5.3.1 Main unit controllers
Nuclear power plant Dukovany control system comprises the following main automatic
controllers:

a)

Reactor Power Controller (ARM - 5S)
Modes of operation - Neutron power control (Mode N)
- Main steam pressure control (Mode T)
- Supervising mode, i.e. power reduction in the case of the
main steam pressure increase (Mode S)
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b)

Turbine Controller (TVER)
Modes of operation - Turbine load control
- Main steam pressure control

c)

Condenser Steam Dump System Controller (PSK

controller), i.e. main steam

pressure control by means of PSK valves modulation

d)

Atmospheric Relief Valves Controllers (PSA controllers), i.e. main steam pressure
control by means of PSA valves modulation

e)

Steam Generator Water Level Controller

f)

Pressurizer Pressure Controller

g)

Condenser Level Controller

All these controllers are of analog type. Their structure (block diagrams) is
specified either by russian manufacturers or by russian design (in the case of Czechoslovak
manufacturers).
Partial Trip Limitation System (ROM) which should also be included among the
main unit controllers operates only either in the case of the primary coolant pump(s) trip
or when the actual reactor power exceeds the allowed power.

5.3.2

Controller parameter influence on unit transients

The fulfilment of requirements for control quality depends especially on the
following control circuits' parameters: "
gains of both the proportional and the integral channel of P,I-controllers
times of opening of important control valves

control parameters reference input values
changes of modes of operation of controllers
use of multi-pulse control (use of a greater number of parameters)
gain of the reactor controller of special design
gains of both the steam and the water flow controller in the steam
generator water level controller
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As for individual controllers, it is the matter of the following parameters:
Reactor Power Controller

a)

Reactor Power Control Mode

The block diagram is in Fig. 21

P6-1

Fig.21

Schema of reactor controller - reactor power control

The relative neutron power Nr is converted to a voltage u^. The voltage u„ is
further amplified in K^, Kn, K1S and is connected to circuit element P6-1 which governs
the control rods (more/less).
In summing element S3 resp. S4} the constant voltage u^, resp. the voltage u,^, is
subtracted. Considering variable gain of elements E^ and K10, the voltage u^ makes it
possible to generate neutron power reference input over the whole required power range.
Controller's operating range is from 3 to 103 % PN (PN neutron power). Controller's
constants are set so that its dead band is ±2% Oyn/n = ±0.02) over the whole operational
range.
The reactor controller consists of three channels. Outputs of three channels are processed
by 2 out of 3 logic.
b)

Steam Pressure Control Mode

Block diagram is depicted in Fig. 22
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P6-2

Fig, 22

S

Schema of the reactor controller ^ §teajn pressure control

The steam header pressure deviation Ap and the relative neutron power n, are

input signals, signals "more" or "less" to control rods actuators are output signals. The
diagram is described in details in [LI]. Positions of contacts c, d, e in dependence on
controller's mode of operation ("T" or "S") are specified. Positions of contacts a and b and
status of threshold elements P6-2 on P6-3 define four controllers operational structures:

Structure

1

2

3

4

P6-3

0

1

1

1

P6-2

0

0

1

0

contact a

1

1

0

0

contact b

1

1

0

1

There are
diagram:

Remarks
1 - energized

0 - de-energized
1 - closed
0 - opened

three important conclusions resulting from the controllers block

the controller's first impulse length (first uninterrupted reactor power
decrease) depends on the parameter Kg
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length of pause between different impulses depends on the parameters Kg
and Kv. Pauses between impulses are irregular and they are extending
with the process stabilisation. To adjust the length of pause the parameter
KV is used
the steam pressure deviation signal passing through elements with gains
K3 and K4 generates derivative signal from steam pressure. Its non-zero
value affects the length of the first and following other impulses as well as

duration of pauses between impulses.

• Turbine Power Controller
The block diagram is depicted in Fig. 23

It is PI - controller with steam header pressure correctors, condenser pressure
corrector and frequency corrector.
Different blocks represent:
ÉHV -

circuit of the turbine power output setpoint value generation

ORZ

-

load gradient limiter

PI

-

PI - turbine load controller

TPO -

block of the turbine control valve control

EHP -

electrohydraulic transducer and hydraulic speed controller

turbine power
set point

N

Î

t turbine power
controller

-®-

cv

PI
~ *•

MIN

max

frequency
corrector

condensator
pressure
corrector

maximum turbine
power limitation

steam pressure
corrector

PI

TPO

steam pressure

controller
steam pressure
set point

. Fig.23

Schema of the turbine controller
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The control valve dynamics is fast, with transition of 15 s.
Unit control processes are affected by the following adjustable controller's
parameters:
gains of PI -controller channels
steam header pressure correctors characteristics (plus/minus); turbine
output setpoint corrections are linear functions of pressure deviation
characteristics of both frequency and condenser pressure corrector in
specific operating modes
- Steam header pressure control by turbine
Block diagram is depicted in Fig. 23 as well . It is a PI - controller with output signal

affecting directly electrohydraulic transducer. The controller's input is a control pressure
deviation. Unit control processes are affected by the following unadjustable controllers

parameters:
gains of P and I channels of the controller

Steam pressure control by means of turbine bypass control

Block diagram is in Fig. 24

steam pressure
set point
p

kzl

Fig.
134

24

Sahara of the steam pressure controller by using turbine bypass

At the input there is a signal of steam pressure deviation. PI controller controls

condenser steam dumps valves of both turbines. After full opening of steam dump valves
of one turbine the valves of the other start to open.
This controller fulfils important safety function during the unit operation.
Transients are influenced especially by the following parameters.
adjustment of P and I channels of PI - controller
adjustment of the required steam header pressure value and a steam
header pressure value initiating condenser steam dump valves opening

control valves opening time
correct functioning of isolating valves

- Steam Generator Water Level Controller

Block diagram is in Fig. 25
Steam generator water level controller has three input signals. In addition to the

water level deviation signal it makes use of the steam flow and feedwater flow signals in
order to improve water level dynamics.

Reactor power

limitation controller

Fig. 25

Schema of the steam generator water level controller
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Stop valve closing in the case of water level increase over the limit value as well
as reactor power reduction by ROM in the case of water level decrease under the set value
contribute to water level control quality .
Water level control processes are particularly affected by the following parameters:
adjustment of both integral and proportional channel

quality of both steam and water flow signal

control valve opening time
controller's dead band

- Atmospheric relief valve controller (steam header pressure control)
This is a proportional controller with a steam header pressure signal at its input.

It operates only when a specified steam header pressure value has been reached. This
pressure value is adjusted in such a way "that the controller starts to operate only in the
case of incorrect functioning of condenser steam dump valves.

- Pressurizer Pressure Controller
It is an on/off controller maintaining the primary circuit pressure by means of
switching on and off banks of electroheaters and opening and closing valves in injection
lines. Its function corresponds with that of a proportional controller with discrete changes

of actuators influence.
Adjustable parameters are pressure values specifying the limits for switching on/off
of banks of electroheaters and for opening /closing of valves in spray system.

- Pressurizer Level Controller

This controller maintains the pressurizer water level by means of the control of
the water flow in the primary circuit charging system. Its setpoint value varies with
changing unit output (primary coolant temperature changes). It enters into operation in
the case of boric acid concentration changes in the primary circuit or under some
disturbances accompanied with primary coolant temperature changes.
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5.3.3 KNOWLEDGE BASE CONSTRUCTION
The system should make possible not only to check of functions which are easy to
check, as for example setting up of reference inputs, controllers dead bands etc. but also
checking of functions, resp. parameters, which on their own are more complex functions

of unit operating conditions and checking of which by logical reasoning is not easy.
Therefore, during the system development, the attention is being paid especially to these
function, resp. parameters. At the same fine, the use of knowledge particularly about
typical relatively frequent unit transients which can be fully analyzed in advance is taken
into account.
On the basis of analyses of operating conditions the following dependencies which
will constitute the knowledge base were tipped out.

a)

Condenser steam dump valves control /steam header pressure control/
The objective is to check functions particularly in the initial phase

of process (opening of both isolating and control valve) since, often, the
operator has not necessary data in the control room.
The following dependencies will be used:
DTOP, DRV, TÏV)

(1)

JJ^jjp, -Ußgj -»IV'

v"'

HPG(drop) = fCNuJDTBp)

DRV

(3)

- steam flow to turbine bypass
- steam flow to the relief valves to atmosphere

These are the dependencies of the primary circuit pressure maximum

and steam header pressure maximum (PUmax) on stop valves opening times, control
valves functioning, reactor power NR etc. /eq. (1), (2) /. The third equation
represents the dependency of initial steam generator level drop on the functioning
of stop and control valves of the condenser steam dump system.
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b) Steam generator water level control

The objective is to check, under unit power changes, the correct functioning
of sensors monitoring the steam and feedwater flows, resp. proportional gain of the
unit controller.
The following dependencies will be used:
) = f(Dp,DV)K)

(4)

, = f(Tcv, mode)

(5)

dH/dc = f(K, mode)

(6)

These are: dependency of water level deviation on the definition of steam

and water flows during output change (4), dependency of the minimum of water
level decrease on control valve opening time and type of abnormal mode of

operation (5) and dependency of water level rate of change on specific operational
modes.
c) Turbine power output controller

The objective is to check by means of the following dependencies functioning
and working region of both the steam pressure and the frequency corrector as well

as gains of both the proportional and the integral channel of the controller.
AN = f (Aps, G)

(7)

AN m f(Af, G)

(8)

AN = f(ApC(G)

(9)

These are the turbine output change dependencies on steam header
pressure deviation, frequency deviation and condenser pressure deviation.

d) Reactor controller

Steam pressure control mode
The objective is to check both the rate and the magnitude of the reactor
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power change during the initial phase of the control process. It is the question of
use of the dependency
ANR « f(Apmax, Kg, K4)

(10)

which express the reactor power reduction after first step of the reactor controller
on controllers parameters K4, KS, steam pressure increase and mode of operation.

6.

CONCLUSIONS
The EGU activities on the expert system development were performed in

collaboration with NPP Dukovany and with Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute
Dukovany.
However, the implementation at NPP Dukovany can be performed after

modernization of some technological systems and control system especially, which is
planned since 1996. Present plant (unit) information system does not enable to provide
the data transfer, data processing, data accuracy on level which is for the expert system
necessary. The preparation of the systems modernization is now running in framework
of international cooperation. As far I&C the english company NNC has performed the
assessment of present state, proposed extent of the modernization and has prepared the
documentation for the supplier selection tender.
The design goals of the I&C system modernization are as follows
a)
to enhance the plant safety level in accordance with internationally accepted
Nuclear Safety Codes, Standards and Guidelines, reflecting also requirements of
Licensing Authorities in Czech Republic
b)
to enhance plant operation availability and economy of operation
c)
to improve the overall I&C system functions and reliability, simplify operator tasks
during all operating range, including abnormal and accident situations
d)
to ensure adequate man-machine interface in the main control room, in the
emergency control room, and in the auxiliary control room, common for the units
e)
f)
g)

to reduce I&C maintenance and servicing requirements and cost
to decrease a rate of service life usage by the improvement of I&C functions
to extend expected I&C and plant service life approximately until the end of year
2020
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After achievement of these requirements the control and information system will

be able to include the operator support functions for the unit operation, mainly for
unnormal operate conditions.
As far NPP Temelin (with WER 1000), the plant is at present under construction.
The control system is supplied by Westinghouse company. The system will be fully
computerized. There is no expert system in the scope of control system supply. The plant
will be equipped with diagnostic system, which will fulfil these functions:
Seismic monitoring system (SMS)
Digital metal impact monitoring system (DMIMS)
Leak monitoring of pips (LEMOP)
Reactor vibration monitoring system (RVMS)
Material fatigue evaluation system (MAFES)
Control rod drive monitoring system (CRDMS)
Rotating equipment monitoring system (RECUP)
Valve monitoring system (VMS)
It is assumed, that this system will be integrated in one system of expert type
system. This system should include the function for the operator support during plant

operation on power level as well.
As far implementation of the expert system at Temelin NPP the unit information
system will be able to fulfil all the requirements (speed of data transfer, accuracy of data,
extend of measured data etc.).
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Enclosure

DYJE
DYJE (Nuclear Power Plant Dynamics Model) is standardized (in

Czech Republic) and fully verified code for the simulator of the
nuclear power plant ( with WER 440 and 1000 MW ) under
- Normal conditions
- Abnormal conditions (i.e., loss of important components,
control system failures or malfunction, manual control)
- Emergency conditions in the secondary circuit (i.e.,surges
from the primary circuit to the secondary circuit in the
steam generator, leaks from the secondary circuit) ; leaks
from the secondary side are simulated with respect to the
break location (either upstream or downstream of both the
actuators and the control system sensors)

DYJE can provide simulations for steady state conditions as well.
The model DYJE is written in the simulation block-oriented
computer language MODYS. MODYS itself is written in Fortran,
translation to C language is being carried out.

DYJE consists of a certain number of relatively independent
modules modelling behaviour of power unit particular systems.
These modules are as follows :
1. Technological

equipment
- Reactor core (either point kinetics model or 1-D
model)
- Primary circuit piping ( either one group of loops
representing four identical loops or two groups
representing either 1+3 or 2+2 loops are
considered )
- Steam generator
- Steam piping
- Pressurizer
- Turbine-generator, condenser steam dump
valves, reheater and moisture separator
- LP feedwater heaters, condensate pumps and condenser
level
- Feedwater tank
- Turbine driven feedwater pump
- HP feedwater heaters
- Auxiliary motor driven feedwater pump
- Feedwater header
- Atmospheric relief valves
- Safety valves

2. Control system equipment

-

Reactor power controller
Turbine-generator load controller
Condenser steam dump valves controller
Pressurizer pressure controller

-

Pressurizer level controller
Steam generator level controller
Feedwater pump power controller
Feedwater tank level controller
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-

3.

Feedwater tank pressure controller
Condenser level controller
Atmospheric relief valves controller
Turbine driven feedpump speed controller

Limitation and protection
system fu notions

MODEL BASIC SPECIFICATIONS

Reactor :

a) simplified model
- reactor coolant channel is divided into two
sections of equal heat generation (lumped
parameters)
- point kinetics model with six groups of delayed
neutrons; residual power is taken into account
- hot channel parameters are not calculated
- heat generated by the radiation absorption in
coolant is not considered
b) 1-D model PAST-1DM
- 1-D reactor core model designed to calculate
reactor power steady states and transients
caused by changes in xenon and samarium,
concentration by burn-up, and by changes of
actuators position and of thermodynamic
variables (steam pressure etc.) This model

enables simulation in short term, middle term
and long term dynamics.
- the reactor core is divided into eligible number
of nodes the mathematical description of which
is derived from diffusion equations
- model makes possible calculations of channel
temperatures distributions (coolant temperature,
fuel clad temperature, fuel temperature) and
DNB-ratio pick factor; hot channel is modelled
as well
- one-phase reactor flow is modelled
Primary circuit :

- one-phase flow is modelled
- piping heat capacity is neglected
- primary coolant flow in each group of loops is
modelled and that even with respect to primary
coolant pumps run out
Steam generator :
- heat-transfer is described by partial differential
equations
- primary coolant flow (direct and reverse) and its
dynamics is simulated
- heat-transfer coefficients dependency on both the
primary coolant flow and the heat output is

considered
- thermodynamic balance in steam generator is
considered; heating of water in the steam
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-

-

-

-

-

generator at the saturated steam temperature
is performed by the primary circuit heat/ by
steam condensation in the steam generator and, in
case the swing-change valve between the main steam
collector and the steam generator has not closed,
by condensing steam returning from the main steam
collector
heat transfer both from primary to secondary side and
from secondary to primary side (during abnormal
transients) can be calculated
calculated specific vapour volume in the mixture of
liquid and vapour in the steam generator is verified
on the basis of dependencies obtained experimentally
vapour volume as a function of location inside steam
generator is calculated. Experimentally obtained
correlations are used for verification and tuning
wide range and narrow range water level is calculated
as a function of 'location inside steam generator
vapour volume in the mixture of liquid and vapour at
level gauges off-take location is simulated
water level geometry changes in case of the steam
generator tubes uncovering are simulated up to near
zero water volume
heat capacity of both the steam generator tubes and
the steam generator vessel has been taken into
account
level gauges are modelled with respect to both '
levelling vessel current construction and influence
of temperature in piping to differential pressure
gauges
influence of leakage between primary and secondary
circuits in the steam generator can be simulated

Steam piping:
- separation of left and right sides of the steam
collector by safety stop valve is modelled
- safety stop valves at steam piping are modelled as

well
Turbine :

- turbine model is treated in a pseudostationary way
- design dependence between uncontrolled steam
bleeding flow and steam flow to turbine parts is
used
- reheater (including separator) is modelled by means
of energy balance equations

Regenerative feedwater heating:
- condensate pumps, turbine driven feedwater pumps and
-

-

motor driven feedwater pumps including their bypasses
are simulated
symmetrical and asymmetrical operations of LP and HP
regenerative feedwater heating branches are simulated
dynamics is described by mass and energy balance
equations
feedwater tank level and condenser level are
simulated
turbine driven feedwater pumps and motor driven
feedwater pumps are modelled in accordance with
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design characteristics including their parallel
operation
- operating conditions of regenerative feedwater
heating are simulated in dependence on turbine power
Pressurizer :
- thermodynamic equilibrium is supposed only at steam
water boundary

- mass exchange between steam and water volumes is
considered without time delay
- water level position is determined from calculated
pressure difference. Influence of steam in the water
volume on this pressure difference is considered
General constraints :
- control algorithms and actuatorsx characteristics are

simulated in compliance with design specifications
- applied approximations of water and steam
thermodynamic characteristics are valid over the
range from lOMPa to ISMPa (primary circuit) and
over'the range of 3 - 10.MPa (for secondary circuit)
- reactor shut down, transient from forced to natural
circulation is simulated
INPUT DATA SPECIFICATION

- combination of modules (depends on the aim of the
simulation)
- initial conditions (reactor or turbine-generator
power, pressures, etc.)
- type of disturbance or failure mode (turbine trip,
load rejection, loss of turbine feedwater pump, loss
of primary coolant pump, etc.; combinations of
component losses with respect for succession of
component losses; failures of controllers, manual

actions, etc.
- time step of calculation (it can be adjusted
individually for any specified part of model)
- total time of simulation (it can be prolonged or
shortened during calculation)
- accuracy of calculation
- output data recording specifications (choice of
variables, time step of printing)
Note: In order to perform further calculations for modified
constants (e.g. constants of controllers) it is not necessary to
work out a complete new specification.

OUTPUT DATA

In the course of the simulation, all calculated variables can be
printed or saved in a file for further exploitation. Graphical
presentation of the behaviour of selected variables can be
displayed on screen during simulation. A set of displayed
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variables can be changed in course of the simulation.lt is
possible to display twelve variables simultaneously.
Faster-than-real-time simulation is possible. The computation
time is approximately 3 to 4 times shorter than the real time
(the computation time depends on applied modules and on the input
data specification).

MODYS is a block-oriented language for computer simulation of
behaviour of static and controlled/uncontrolled dynamic systems.
It makes it possible to transcribe in user friendly manner the
system mathematical model and, after the initial conditions
specification, to carry out the actual simulation.

MODYS basic elements are blocks of specific functions. By means
of these blocks, the system model notation is performed. The
following blocks are available:
1. Structural blocks.
These blocks define the structure of the system
mathematical model described by differential or algebraic
equations, inequalities, tabular dependencies, etc. These
structural blocks can be, further, divided into following
groups :
- analog blocks describing arithmetic relations
. blocks of summation
. blocks of multiplication
. blocks of differentiation
. blocks of integration
. time-delay blocks
etc.
- blocks of logical operations describing the control
system logical relations
. logical AND, OR and negation blocks
. flip-flop circuit block
etc.

- technological blocks describing technological and the
control system equipment functions
. valve' block
. pump block
. controller block (PID controller including

manual operations)
. relay block
etc.
2. Information blocks.
These blocks make possible the output of information
either on the screen, or on the disk, or to the printer.
The. output information can be in the form of numeric
values or graphs.
3. Control and organization blocks.

These blocks make it possible to input basic data
necessary to carry out simulation.
. time-step of simulation
. overall time of simulation
. accuracy of simulation
. maximum number of iterations
etc.
4. Module calling blocks
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MODYS enables user to split up mathematical models of large
systems into a number of smaller modules describing different
relatively independent functional subsystems (e.g. functional
groups, technological groups, controllers, etc.). Modules are
constructed from structural blocks and can be debugged
separately. The scope of individual modules and internal links
between them are specified by the user. These features enable the
user to work out different versions of individual modules, e.g.,
simplified or detailed, and to set up overall system model
according to the aim of performed analyses, e.g., analyses of
different control strategies.
The current version of MODYS comprises 93 types of structural
blocks and 85 types of control and organization blocks.

Values of block constants can be defined by mathematical
relations which are calculated and recorded during translation.
This simplifies and speeds up changes in case of calculation of
different variants.
Computation can be organized either by commands from the keyboard
in dialogue mode or by statements in the input data
specification.
Dynamic blocks (e.g., blocks of differentiation, integration,
etc.)

computation

procedures

are

optimized

for

maximum

computation speed.
Block-oriented notation enables the user to work out by means of
graphic symbols of blocks we11-arranged graphic depiction of
modelled system internal links.
MODYS contains also debugging aids and model structure diagnostic
aids. This is especially important in case of the simulation of
large systems when the influence of structural errors can be
eliminated by feedbacks.

Both value and graphics output
available:

of simulation

results

is

- numerical values of variables can be displayed on screen,
printed or stored in file
- graphic information is displayed on screen in 1 up to 4
windows, print screen is^ eventually possible; time
responses of variables as well as dependencies of
variables can be displayed; a maximum of three variables

can be displayed in each window simultaneously;
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DEEP KNOWLEDGE; ACQUISITION AND UTILIZATION

H. VÄLISUO
VTT Automation,
Espoo, Finland
Abstract

This is a final report of a project to develope knowledge-based techniques
to utilize deep knowledge like laws of physics and knowledge on the connections of the components. The possibilities of automated problem solving
employing deep knowledge were studied. In the project computer-supported
control system design, verification and validation and operations planning
were used as example application areas of deep knowledge systems.
All problem solving techniques which can be mechanised and computerised
are considered as automated reasoning.The term deep knowledge is used to
refer to the first principles governing the phenomena under consideration.
Constraint-based approach on design and planning is presented and the
role of deep knowledge and computerised reasoning in such an approach are
discussed.
The types of research problems encountered during the project are presented. Considering the lessons learnt, suggestions on developing the utilisation
of computerised reasoning are presented.

1
1.1

Introduction
Motivation and Scope of the Project

Control system design and verification and plant operations planning1 lead to problems that require logic-mathematical problem solving. Human expertise is needed

in supervising the design or planning process but much of the lower level work can
be mechanised and consequently automated employing the existing problem solving
and reasoning techniques. The motivation to initiate the project arose from the
observation that there were on the other hand relevant problems and on the other
hand tools implementing potentially applicable solution techniques. The prevailing
enthusiasm on developing expert systems indicated the readiness to try sophisticated
solutions. It seemed that expert system development will encounter some validation and verification problems which require more systematic (and more laborous)
approach than the current practices.
Verification and validation of control system functional specifications can make use of similar
techniques as operations planning. In this project verification and design are considered dual
problems. Thus verification and validation are not always explicitly mentioned when discussing
the basic problems solving techniques.
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1.1.1

Shallow versus deep knowledge

There are two lines of utilisation of automated reasoning:

• Expert systems employ human expertise stored in a knowledge base. An example of such a system is based on a large rule base representing the experts'
heuristic knowledge on how to attach e.g. fault diagnosis problems. The main
effort to construct such an expert system is to pile up a comprehensive enough
knowledge base.
• The other line of automated reasoning implements carefully proven procedures,
not heuristic rules, to solve problems. The knowledge used is first principles
like plant design documents and laws of physics. For example computerised
tools for theorem proving supporting software verification and tools for computerised symbolic mathematics are this type of systems. The goal is not to
replace human experts but to do the routine work for them. The necessary
knowledge exists so that there is no need for actual knowledge elicitation, but
compiling the knowledge into a form which can be utilised by computerised
techniques requires effort and domain specific tools. Many appropriate basic
problem solving techniques exist but integrating them into a domain specific
inference engine needs effort.
Experts' rules to solve problems in a given domain is considered shallow knowledge. When shallow knowledge is applied the experts actually try to give a general
solution or a complete set of particular solutions to the problems in the problem
domain.

Shallow knowledge can — at least in principle — be deduced from more principal
— deeper — knowledge. Deep knowledge systems apply mathematic problem solving
techniques instead of experts' heuristics. Developing the latter type of automated
reasoning, i.e. developing the utitilisation of deep knowledge, is the topic of this
report.

1.1.2

Providing the User an Integrated set of Problem Solving Techniques

It is not possible to construct a tool which can alone solve any real life design
problem. That is why a computerised tool supporting problem solving must be
highly interactive so that problem solving can proceed in a stepwise refinement
manner. Ideally the user is allowed to describe the problem in a way she/he prefers
and the tool only gives some templates and the like to help the formalisation of the
problem description.

The tool should monitor the information given by the user and whenever there
is enough information the tool should deduce such new facts from it which help
the user in proceeding with the design. To be useful the deduced facts must be
presented to the user in an illustrative way. For example the user may have on the
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screen a P&I-diagram on which she/he can specify desired values or ranges of values
for certain parameters. Using the plant model the tool should all the time update
such a range of the plant states which are consistent with the model and with the
requirements stated by the user. If the user points a pipeline and requires flow
between 1.5 to 2 kg/s in that pipeline the tool can tell which valves should be open,
which pumps running or the tool can tell something about the required pressures in
various tanks. The same applies for dynamic phenomena — e.g. for determining a
sequence of actions to change the state of the plant.

No real design process can be accomplished by following a given procedure. This
is why the kernel of a computerised support tool must work according to a declarative
programming paradigma. It must not require that the problems are presented in
a fixed form with e.g. inputs and outputs fixed, i.e. it must not require that it
is prespecified, which parameters are known and which unknown, netiher must it
predetermine the design process.
For example designing an automatic control sequence — or alternatively a piece
of an operating procedure — involves both logic reasoning and numeric computations. A computerised design tool which requires the user to initiate the numeric
computation and then tell the result to the inference engine solving the logic puzzles,
is of no use. All the necessary problem solving techniques must be 'seamlessly integrated' to implement autonomous problem solving so that the user mainly just
refines the description of the problem and only exceptionally guides the problem
solving.
The requirement of versatile problem solving is maybe best exemplified by stating
that the kernel of the tool must work in a same way as the interpreter of a constraint
logic programming language.

1.2

Related Reports

In the following some of the project reports and related publications are presented.
In [l] an example on plant operations planning is discussed in order to evaluate the possibilities to support such planning tasks. Computerised support for
operations planning and control system desing are discussed in general. The report
presents the idea of the computerised design support applied in this project without
any technical details of the solution.

In [2] combining ideas from control engineering, software engineering and artificial intelligence are discussed. The report gives and integrated presentation on
the ways to achieve higly dependable knowledge based systems, on the principles
of a system employing non-heuristic deep knowledge and on model-based reasoning
and the logical approach on knowledge representation. The ways to achieve dependable knowledge-based systems and part of the discussion on logical approach
on knowledge representation are not discussed in the other reports listed here.
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[3] Discusses in general the requirements of the kernel of a computerised support tool. The techniques seemingly necessary in implementing such a kernel are
discussed.

[4] discusses the possibilities to make use of information technology in the functional design of plant automatics. Tasks suitable for computerisation are searched
for and their characteristics regarding the computerisation are analysed.
Ideas from the constraint-based design paradigma presented for example in [5]
are used in the project.

[6] presents ISIR — a prototype of a kernel of a tool supporting design and
analysis of the functional specifications of discrete-event control systems. The report
presents an approach for model-based reasoning focusing on a domain where both
discrete-event and continuous-time dynamics must be dealt with. The principles
of qualitative modelling ([7]) are utilised in modelling continuous time dynamics.
Uncertainties are represented with intervals. The report presents constraint logic
programming and programming techniques applied in implementing the ISIR tool.
There are in the report proof of the principle examples on the design and analysis
of plant automatics and on how to model a simplified feed-water system.

2

Deep Knowledge and Mechanised Problem Solving

For example to design control sequence to operate the plant according given requirements or to design a protection system to prevent the plant from getting into an
unsafe state can be based on the following pieces of knowledge:
• the plant P&I-diagrams;
• the laws of physics and the like first principles;

• the knowledge on intended use of the components and the plant;
• the knowledge on operational restrictions of the components.

The above knowledge is clearly deep knowledge which can be obtained from
carefully validated documents.

2.1

Constraint-based Design

A natural approach to for example operations planning is to list in a stepwise refinement manner various constraints on the plant state or behaviour. The desired
behaviour is described using various constraints, like acceptable upper and lower
limits of temperatures and pressures during various phases of the plant operation
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and various logic conditions telling what is allowed and what is not allowed. In
addition performance criteria to be maximised are typically given. The design task
is to determine control inputs which result in the plant behaviour satisfying all the
criteria of the desired operation and maximising the performance criteria.
Control system functional design can be based on a hierarchy of diagrams illustrating plant functional aspects. The lowest level functions can be mapped on
a structural description of the plant — typically the P&I-diagrams. The required
functions are implemented by controlling the plant components. In the knowledge
base of a design tool there must be corresponding plant models composing a model
hierarchy. Especially the higher level models may be qualitative descriptions which
are considered as constraints telling what type of behaviour is impossible. A differential equation with parameters allowed to vary in a range is a tighter constraint
than purely qualitative model. A differential equation with fixed parameters can
be used to determine exactly the relatioship between the inputs, outputs and other
parameters of the modelled system.
The constraints specifying the desired behaviour can be given in an ad hoc
manner when the support tool is used in small planning problems. The desired
behaviour can be presented systematically as a task hierarchy in which every task
is given pre- post- and support conditions for successfull accomplishment. For the
tasks in such a hierarchy the designer is allowed to determine partial ordering. The
operational restrictions compose always a significant part of the constraints of the
desired behaviour. Specifying them is typically rather straightforward.

2.2

The role of a design tool

The desing support tool must help the user in constructing the plant model on which
the desing is based. It should be possible to generate the low-level model automatically from design diagrams if they are stored in electronically in some standard form.
Because there typically are not design documents from which higher, level models
could be generated automatically, the tool must provide easy means to construct
such models.
The design support tool must help the designer in giving a systematic consistent
representation of the operational requirements, e.g. in a form of a task hierarchy.

The planning may start on a high level of abstraction, without general models
of the plant behaviour. In such cases the tool must allow the user to sketch his/her
conception on how the plant will operate when appropriately controlled. In this
case the tool only helps the user to construct a consistent description of the desired
operation. When the design proceeds on lower levels of abstraction, this description
is checked against the model of the plant: Is it possibly to achieve the desired
operation?, and how to control the plant to achieve it?
The tool must illustrate the user the implications of the information she/he has
given. The tool must make the synthesis of the pieces of information — the various
constraints — and make the results of the synthesis comprehensible to the user. It
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must also visualise the implications of the inaccuracy of the knowledge the user has
given.
The tool must make maximum use of the available plant models in deducing
how to control the plant to meet the requirements the user has specified. The
most important phenomena in nuclear power plant have continuous time dynamics
while many control systems and operating procedures are based on discrete events
and discrete control actions. The operational requirements are specified with logic
conditions telling what is allowed and what is not allowed but also with quantitative
performance criteria to be maximised. Consequently the kernel of the tool must deal
with hybrid discrete-event continuous-time systems.

3

Results

The initial assumption was that there are a lot of problems where it is crucial
to consider together both the control system and the plant. This conviction has
been strengthened although during the project such verification problems has been
encountered, where considering the plant dynamics would have been useless.
The ISIR-algorithm developed in the project is documented in [6], which also
should give good understanding on the possibilities to apply ISIR on any specific
problem domain. The ISIR-algorithm is implemented in constraint logic programming language CLP(7£), which can be implemented in most unix operating systems.
CLP(7£) enables declarative programming on the domain consisting both clauses
of first order predicate logic and equations of real numbers. The ISIR algorithm
extends the scope on the intervals of real numbers thus allowing the use of inaccurate
quantitative information.
The principles of dealing with continuous-time behaviour are adopted from QSIM—
a tool for qualitative simulation. Continuous-time behaviour is considered as a sequence of episodes during which the system state moves to the qualitatively same
direction in the qualitatively same region. The episodes are distinguished by time
points where the system direction changes sign or the system state crosses a significant threshold value.

ISIR is a prototype of a problem solving kernel. For large scale experimentation
it should be integrated into a graphic user interface. The interface should give
illustrative presentation of a power plant behaviour and allow versatile manipulation
of any of the plant variables.
The mathematical problem solving methods apply best for certain types of problems. Prolog as an implementation of first order predicate logic has a natural scope
of its own. The same applies on algorithms for numerical mathematics and tools
for symbolic mathematics. The design problem can be divided into subproblems
which can be solved with the above mentioned methods. After getting familiar with
the methods it is quite evident which to apply on which problem. However, action
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planning and control system design have subproblems of many different types so
that computerised techniques can be applied only if they co-operate smoothly.
Qualitative modelling has been extensively addressed during the project. Clearly
it is the only choice in some cases, a good choice in some other cases while quantitative models are the right choice for some cases. After getting familiar enough with
qualitative modelling it becomes quite clear when to apply it.
In the ISIR-algorithm the main principles of qualitative modelling are used as the
underlying paradigma to represent dynmic behaviour. However, lower level parts of
the algorithm make use of quantitative methods when necessary.

4

Deep Knowledge and Autonomous Problem
Solving

In the following are presented recommendations and suggestions based on the results
and on the intuitive expertise achieved during the project. The focus is on giving
advice for research and development projects.
Applying deep knowledge and model-based reasoning in principle results in a
highly dependable system largely reusable. The prize to be paid is the effort needed
to develope the first of a kind system and the computing capacity needed.

A presumably fruitful way to proceed is to study real life plant control and
operation and give a description of the problems which a support tool should be
able to solve and search for tools and techniques to solve such problems.
Constructing a general purpose tool of its own requires a big effort. It is better
to try to embed model-based reasoning into existing systems or systems under development, because many techniques can be applied on more limited specific problems.
There are different types of problems which require something more flexible and
general solution techniques than a fixed procedure but less flexible and general than
a universal autonomous process plant operations planner.
The following items should be considered when developing a knowledge-based
support system.
1. Study real life design and planning tasks concerning plant operation.
2. Identify problems which can be solved with mechanised procedures.
3. Formulate them as mathematical equations, predicate logic clauses, etc.
4. Find methods, tools and techniques to solve the problems. Do not restrict
yourself on traditional KBS-techniques but problem solving at large. •

5. Determine the requirements of everyday use of a support tool.
6. Sketch the user-interface of the tool.
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7. Sketch the interface between the user-inteface and the problem solving kernel.

8. Put emphasis on
• comprehensibility of the tool and its knowledge base as well as on dependability.
• general usability of the results of the work.

4.1

Types of Problems encountered

In the following the problems presumably encountered when developing a operations
planning support tool based on model-based reasoning are presented.

4.1.1

Specifying the Desired Behaviour

Constraint-based design allows the user to give a set of requirements to be satisfied.
Requirements specification may proceed successfully in ad hoc stepwise refinement
manner as the tool illustrates the implications of the given requirements. However,
systématisation of the requirements specification process is typically required. Systematic specification of the desired behaviour which is illustrative to the user and can
be presented formally for the kernel of the tool is one of the problems. Computeraided construction of a task hierachy is a possible solution.

4.1.2

Plant Modelling

The tool must have in its knowledge base a model of the plant. The user can provide
— extract from some database — a structural description of the plant telling how
the components are connected together. Some modelling expertise is needed to
write down models describing the behaviour of the components. The description
of the structure and the model of different types of the components can be used
to construct an appropriate model. Some additional modelling information may be
needed.
The higher level models, when used, can often be constructed to describe the
intended functioning of the components and subsystems. The hierarchic structure
of the model helps the user to concentualise the plant functions and simplifies the
reasoning task of the tool.
Modelling requires different formalisms, from logic clauses to differential equations. Both discrete-event and continuous-time dynamics must be dealt with.
Analysing some control problems and how they are solved should give good
understanding on what type of knowledge should be included in the models are also
how to present the knowledge.
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4.1.3

Action Planning - plant control

Both discrete control actions and continuous controls are needed to control the plant.
The requirements are specified as logic conditions and as quantitative performance
criteria. Action planning requires a synthesis of the plant model and the operational
requirements and restrictions.

To start with low level problems related to action planning should be studied
to learn the types of problems. After that the tools and techniques to solve them
automatically should be searched for. Proceeding on higher level problems should
reveal the requirements on how to integrate the various techniques.

4.1.4

Inaccuracy, Uncertainty

There are no accurate models which are simple enough to be employed with a computerised planning tool. There are also many uncertainties on e.g. the external
inputs to be taken into account. In the ISIR-algorithm intervals and undeterministic choice are used in the models to represent inaccuracy and uncertainty. No
propabilities are used.

4.1.5

Visualisation

There are many representational issues related to the user interface of a design tool.
What is the most illustrative way to present the operational requirements and the
plant behaviour? In this project these issues are not considered. Many of the basic
results on MMI of control rooms are of course relevant, but many issues require tight
co- operation with potential users of the tool. Developing illlustrative, comprehensible visualisation of the behaviour and the related inaccuracies and uncertainties
will require some effort.

4.2

Techniques and Tools

In the following some suggestions are given on which methods, techniques and tools
to apply on which type of problems and design tasks.

4.2.1

Commercial products vs. research prototypes

Commercial tools should be preferred, of course. However, there are high quality
research prototypes which can be applied for a wide range of problems. Many of
them are developed by enthuasiastic teams which give good support and advice on
using the prototypes. One man prototypes typically, but not always, lack some
important aspects to be of generally applicable as such. However, the ideas and
algorithms implemented may be valuable and worth the trouble of getting familiar
with.
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4.2.2

Graphie User Interface

Implementation of the user interface was not considered in the project. It is assumed
that existing tools to develop guis can be applied or that ISIR or parts of it are

embedded in other systems. Alternatively some implementations of prolog with
good support on graphic can be considered.
4.2.3

Constraint logic Programming

Logic programming language Prolog and constraint logic programming languages .
like CLP(7?.) and Prolog-Ill implement declarative programming paradigma in an
elegant way. Prolog interpreter is a theorem prover for a subset of first order predicate logic. Constraint logic programming languages extend logic programming to
other domains, typically to equations of rational or real numbers.
The underlying ideas in the development of the ISIR-prototype are to develope
a CLP(7£) program to transform plant structural description and the laws of mass

and energy conservation etc. into a CLP(7£) model of the plant and to extend the
scope of the CLP(7£) to cover nonlinear equations, temporal aspects and inaccurary

represented with intervals.
Logic programming should be considered as an implementation technique for
the main module of the kernel of any tool for similar purposes than ISIR. Logic programming suits also well for implementing any kind of code generation and
transformations between any formal representations.

4.2.4

ISIR

ISIR is a research prototype used to experiment how to extend constraint logic
programming to satisfy the requirements of a computerised tool supporting plant
operations planning and other similar tasks. ISIR is documented in [6j.

4.2.5

QSIM

QSIM is a tool which can be used to experiment with qualitative simulation. There
are many demonstrations illlustrating the principles of qualitative simulation, the
underlying problems of qualitative simulation and ways to overcome them. Studying
QSIM ([8]) gives a good perspective on the goals and possibilities of qualitative
simulation.

4.2.6

Tools for doing Mathematics

There are tools and libraries of subroutines for doing numeric and symbolic mathematics. Many of the problems in plant operation are (partly) mathematical problems.
These often well-tested tools implement (the only) techniques to solve such problems.
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4.2.7

Simulation, Control Engineering

The existing simulators should be made maximum use of. Making efficient use of
simulators requires an intelligent simulation environment which plans the simulations runs needed to get the required information of the plant.
Control engineering, or systems analysis in general, provides techniques to determine e.g. control inputs, which result in plant operation minimising given performance criteria while satisfying given operational restrictions. Those techniques
should be considered before developing any other solutions.

5

Conclusions

The project resulted in a thorough discussion of model-based reasoning applying
deep knowledge. A prototype implementation of most of the "missing links" of
necessary reasoning techniques was developed.
The recommendation for the formal software development is to try to formalise
also the environment of the software — i.e. the plant and its behaviour — where
the requirements originate.

The recommendation for the AI-field is to consider more carefully non-heuristic
systems and all the existing problem solving (i.e. reasoning) techniques, not only
those few developed lately in the AI-field.
The recommendation for control engineering is to consider how to consider the
overall plant, not only the processes having complicated dynamics.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A VIBRATION PATTERN AND
MAINTENANCE DATA BASED EXPERT SYSTEM FOR
WATER-COOLED AND -MODERATED NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Z. BESSENYEI, L. MEDVEGY, T. TOMCSANYI
Division of Nuclear and Power Engineering,
Institute for Electric Power Research,
Budapest, Hungary
Abstract

This report describes the activities of the research project entitled
'Development of a Vibration Pattern and Maintenance-data Based Expert
System....', in the period from January 1994 to November 1994.

In keeping with the detailed work plan for the past 12 months we have
•

developed of the prototype expert system of MCPs including:

o knowledge base development,
o
°

maintenance event data base development,
tuning of the users interface

•

tested and tuned the system, with
requirements,

respect to the users'

•

enlarged the preliminary knowledge base related to the behaviour of
MCPs of WER type NPPs,

•

developed a prototype expert system using LEVELS object, together
with the MM I and KB mentioned above.

The ARGUS-E expert system is designed to support the maintenance
personnel, and wants to be a tool on the palette of the state dependent
maintenance or RCM. To enlarge the knowledge base we used the measuring
and diagnostic experience gathered with ARGUS diagnostic systems, at Paks
(Hungary) NPP, and by the maintenance personnel of the power plant.

1 SCOPE OF THE PROJECT
We started to develop expert systems for rotating machines in 1989. The vibration
pattern analysis combined with the actual value of the necessary technological
variables is the field of interest. On this base, the support of the maintenance is
evident. At the beginning we have realised, there are two main groups of rotating
machines where the application of expert systems is possible, at least nowadays
in Hungary. The turbine-generators belong to the first group [1], and the main
circulating pumps belong to the second one. In the first case the operational
safety, in the second case the requirement of the nuclear safety motives the
application of the knowledge based technology [1,3,4]. In the case of smaller
machines there is no demand to apply this technology in connection with
maintenance.
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In 1990 we established a project to develop a vibration pattern and maintenancedata based expert system for WER type nuclear power plants. We have also got
support from the IAEA within the CRP on Development of Safety Related Expert
Systems. We have references and vibration diagnostic background in Paks
(Hungary) and in Kalinin (Russia) NPPs, and we hoped to get the necessary
knowledge and support from our systems operated there, and the members of the
diagnostic and maintenance crew of the plants. Originally we selected a shell for
our purposes developed by a Hungarian firm and we produced a demo system
using it (see the 1st and 2nd progress report of the project). In 1993 having the
new possibiiiiies and technoiogies, we began to use the LEVELS object shell
produced by IBI. The prototype of the ARGUS-E for MCPs is based on this shell.
In keeping with working material of the second meeting of the CRP [5], the
objectives of the project for the past year:
•

development of a man-machine interface (MMI) for the system, which
is designed to satisfy the requirements of the maintenance personnel

•

development of a preliminary knowledge base (KB) related to the
behaviour of the MCPs of WER type NPPs

•

development of a research prototype expert system using the KB and
MMI mentioned above.

Beside the objectives we have the next basic assumptions:
•

there is a continuously refreshed database and/or any kind of
equipment which can be directly accessed to get vibration data and
value of the technological variables, which affect the vibration patterns

•

there is a shell to perform the knowledge engineer interface and the
reasoning, the system will be a rule-based expert system

•

the system will be developed for the maintenance personnel

•

we will build into the knowledge base rules on the base of literature
and on the base of experience

•

the MMI should give a clear information about the state of the MCP for
not skilled users, and it should show not only the failure detected but

its causes too, for skilled users.
The goal of the project for the last year to build a prototype expert system has
been achieved. We have
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•

verified the rules in the KB,

•

examined the effects of the technological variables,

•

finished the MMI,

•

tested the system,

•

worked out a proposal, how to operate the system.

2 ENVIRONMENT
2.1 Structure of the system

The system consists of the following parts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Knowledge Engineer Interface: here the knowledge engineer access
the editor facilities of the Level 5 object shell. Normally it is hidden for
the user.
Knowledgebase: it contains the rules built into the system using the
knowledge engineer interface.
Expert System Core: it is the modified run time module of the shell. It
consists of the inference engine enlarged by database reading
procedures and a simplified user interface.
ARGUS system: it is the source of the measured vibration data.
Measured Vibration Data: it is a database, produced and refreshed by
the ARGUS vibration monitoring system.
Maintenance and Event Database: it is a unique feature of ARGUS-E.
Though the evaluation is fundamentally based on vibration patterns, in
this database there are data about settings and operational
experiences of the machine (pump). This database is maintained offline from External Sources and is used on-line in the evaluation.
Man-Machine Interface: it has been designed, developed to help both
the non expert diagnostic operator and the expert member of the
maintenance crew.

2.2 The measurements and testing methods (vibration database)
Connected to the development of the expert system knowledge base we cooperate with the maintenance and diagnostic personnel of the Paks and Kalinin
NPPs. They use ARGUS monitoring and diagnostic system to support their
vibration diagnostic activity. This monitoring and diagnostic experience are
described in our common report [3]. The regular measurements and testing
methods are the next ones:
•
•

•
•

daily spectrum measurements in the 0,1 - 625 Hz domain
for each measurement, technological characteristics are summoned,
drawn from the Unit main computer,
trends are analysed on predetermined spectrum frequencies
on the basis of phenomena experienced, the Maintenance Department
of Rotating Machines provides in situ examinations and takes the
proper measures as required.

2.3 Knowledge base

On the base of literature data, limited modelling and experience we have built up a
knowledge base that is able to indicate the following phenomenon:

•
•

the gap of the bearing of the driving motor increased,
fault of clutch,

•
•

grease loss from the clutch.
cavitation
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•
•

disbalance of driving motor,
rubbing between rotor and stator in driving motor

3 FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM
The program works in WINDOWS environment. The basic assumptions are:
•

there is a dedicated measuring unit and its control program runs in the
background (this unit is the ARGUS vibration monitoring and
diagnostic system mentioned above), the measured data after spectral
analysis, trend forming and changing detection are stored in dB3 type
(.dbf) files. Optionally it is possible, that the data base is filled up by

hand, using external measuring device, or generated (e.g. modelled)
data.

•

there is an external data source, from where the necessary
technological variables (pressures, temperatures, power) can be
loaded to this system, to combine them with the vibration data.

•

there is an off-line filled up and refreshed data base with maintenance
data.

The program periodically measures the vibration patterns, generates trends and
checks the changes. If the new data significantly differ from the earlier and the
reference, the program automatically performs a complete evaluation. The
evaluation can be forced by the user too. The time intervals:

•

vibration RMS and technological variables in every minute,

•

spectra in every hour,

•

evaluation in the case of significant changes, or once a day.

The measured data are stored in compressed form. Only the last three spectra
are stored without compression. The significant changes are:
•

the actual measured data higher with 50% than the reference data,

•

the new measured data higher with 30% than the last ones,

•

the spectral components are over predefined limits.

The basic criterion for the evaluation is the stabile rotating speed. If the MCP in
start-up or shut-down, the program performs only a special measurement. If the
MCP stopped the program indicates that it is stopped and presents the results of
the last evaluation.

4 MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE
The ARGUS-E works in WINDOWS environment. The main starting display of the
system shown on the Figure 4.1 Using the EXIT button one may go back to the
calling window. Clicking on the INFO button the next window appears:
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E for MCP ®VOKI 1994

Version: 2.0

L5o

EXPERT SYSTEM FOR MAIN
CIRCULATING PUMPS

Figure 4.1
Starting display of the system
Using the DATA IN button one can initialise the optional data base management
program, which is for that case, when there is not enough standard measuring
program, but some hand-made measurements are available. In the case of the
planned environment and way of operation this option is not necessary, but
actually in development phase is useful. The user can access a .dbf dB3 based
file, through a dedicated interface:

equipment
MCP3

measuring
points
DMTR

description

value

date

1st harmonics

1 .2 mm/s

1993/12/03

Isthar.phase

39°

1993/12/03
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This features of the system is only optional. We suggest to use it with dedicated
measuring background.
Clicking on the START button the main working display appears (Figure. 4.2.).
The main display consists of six fields:

•

control buttons,

•

object field (MCP mimic),

•

status field (status pointers of the objects),

•
•

measured data summary,
date field,

•

message field.

VIBRATION

MOTOR

VARIABLES
WITH
LIMTS

BASIC
VARIABLES

Figure 4.2.
Working display

4.1 Control buttons
Using the EXIT button the user closes all of the job of the program, and goes
back to the starting display. While the program closes the files, in the message
field the 'CLOSING, PLEASE WAIT' message appears.
Clicking on the REPORT button, a REPORTS' window appears. The programs
automatically generate a report after the evaluations. In this window the headers
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of the reports are listed (and can be scrolled, if necessary). Double clicking on a
line the entire report appears. Reports can also be printed. A typical report
section:
MCP3

1993, 12. 03.

driving motor

»

Bearing gap increased

72%+

The + sign after the certainty factor shows that, the CF increased.

Behind the LOG button there is the activity report of the program. The report and
log files are automatically generated by the program and have the .rip and .log
extension. These files are not compressed and deleted. After one year of
operation they occupy approximately 2 MB on the Winchester.

Clicking on the AUX button allows the authorised user to:
•
•
•

modify the configuration (sensors, names, etc.),
define the reference state (special measurement and evaluation),
delete and/or save the .rip and .log files (it is suggested to do it after
having a maintenance and a new reference state).

The user may force the program to evaluate the actual state of the MCP clicking
on the E VALUATION button. During evaluation the measured data fields hold the
last measured values, the status fields are cleared. In the message field the
'EVALUATIONS UPON USER'S REQUEST, PLEASE WAIT1

message appears. Finishing one part (object) of the machine the program sets its

status field, according the result of the evaluation.
The PREDICTION button allows the user to perform an evaluation on the base of
estimated data. The procedure is similar to the normal evaluation upon user's
request, but in the .log and .rip files the program marks these lines, and the base
of the evaluation is a set of predicted data and trend. During this session, the
program indicates the 'future1, changing the date and control buttons. The EXIT
button changes to BACK, clicking on it one comes back to the real time.

4.2 Object field

In the object field the mimic of the MCP is shown. The MCP consists of 3 objects,
driving motor, clutch, pump. The parts of the MCP can be selected for
examination. In this situation the user may directly access the measured data,
trends, and other stored data, which are useful when one wants to check the
diagnoses of the system (why function). Here the user has got a full graphic
support.
4.3 Status fields
All of the object fields accompanied by a status field. The diagnoses of the system
appear in the status fields. These fields are 'push buttons', clicking on it, the
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detailed status description of the object related is listed on the screen. One line of
the list contains the name of a possible error of the part (e.g. rotor crack) and the
certainty factor. Clicking on the name the user gets the explanation of the
reasoning, detailed description of the rules, and data. Clicking on the CF the
changes of the certainty factor in time appear in a window. The user may go back
from every window clicking on the CLOSE button of the window.

4.4 Measured data field
The program periodically refreshes the most important vibration and technological
variables, and presents them in bar graph form. This field only for information, no
sub fields are available.
4.5 Date fields
The program continuously presents the date and time of last and next evaluation,
the actual date and time, the predicted date and time of a limit crossing. The first
three data are evident. The last is a little more complicated. The program uses
linear or .polynomial extrapolation for vibration data and for the value of the
certainty factors to estimate when possible that the vibration level, or importance
of the diagnoses crosses the limit value. Clicking on the field, the program
presents a list of predictions.

4.6 Message field
The program continuously administrates and presents its own activity. The typical
messages are:

•
•
•
•

saving, date
evaluation, date
measuring, date
error message, date

5 CONCLUSIONS
Though our contacts with the Kalinin NPP have interrupted, and finally we could
not have possibility to sign a contract with Paks NPP about installation of this
expert system, we have achieved the goal of the project. We have

•
•
•

got a prototype expert system, with an acceptable knowledge base,
got practice with different kind of expert system shells,
developed and tested a user interface that matches the requirements
of the users to be.

Having these results and experience we have got possibility to continue our
activity in this field of research and development. Depending on the financial
possibilities of the Paks NPP, we may finish and install this system as a part of the
diagnostic system. We started a new project in the last month. This project is
oriented to develop methods for controlling the cyclical test procedures of stand by
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safety systems like diesel engines or emergency cooling systems. The main goal
of the project is to improve the quality and safety of the procedures.
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DEVELOPMENT OF KOSSN, AN EMERGENCY OPERATION
SUPPORTING SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Joon-Eon YANG, Kwang-Sub JEONG, Jaejoo HA, Chang K. PARK
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Daeduk, Republic of Korea
Abstract

This paper describes an operation supporting system for nuclear power plants (NPPs) called KOSSN
(KAERI Operation Supporting System for NPP). The artificial intelligence (AT) and the probabilistic

safety assessment (PS A) techniques are used to build KOSSN. Three main fonctions of KOSSN are:
(1) providing the operator action items for the emergency operation, (2) generating the success paths
of the safety systems ranked based on the operability for restoring the challenged safety functions of a

NPP, and (3) suggesting the appropriate event tree to the operator based on the present plant status in
order to show the possible future courses of accident progression. For the efficient man-machine

interface, a colour graphic display is utilized. KOSSN is built on a workstation using the IF-Prolog
language and the XI1 graphic tool. For the evaluation of KOSSN, the logical check of the knowledge
base and the demonstration to people of the various fileds is performed.

L INTRODUCTION
The emergency operation of nuclear power plants (NPPs) is performed based on the

emergency operating procedures (EOPs). After the TMI-2 accident, the function-based approach is

introduced into the EOPs and this has increased both the breadth and depth of the EOPs. The operator
must be aware of the plant status on several levels concurrently to recover from a transient effectively.
A human being, however, can consider the changes of plant status only in a serial fashion, and therefore
may be unable to properly understand the overview of the plant condition1"2. Hence, a number of

computerized operation supporting system (COSS) based on the EOPs have been developed. The
COSS technique enables the operator to find the appropriate response actions without time stress due

to information overload under emergency situations3.
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) developed an operation supporting system,
KOSSN (KAERI Operation Supporting. System for NPP) by combining the EOPs with the COSS
techniques. KOSSN provides the operator with not only a list of action items based on the EOPs but

also additional information which is useful to take the actions more easily and to understand the overall
status of a NPP. These additional information includes the success paths of the safety systems and the
event tree from the plant specific probabilistic safety assessment (PSA).
A number of systems which have the similar objectives with KOSSN have bee developed in last
few years. The characteristics of those systems are compared with that of KOSSN in Table 14~1!. As
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shown in Table 1, there are two major differences between KOSSN and other systems. One is that
KOSSN provides more detailed information and guidance such as the success path The other is the
use of PSA techniques such as the operability and the event tree
The success path means the
steps that are required to operate a system successfully including the selection of a safety system and

the operation of that system The success path is generated by using the structure description and

present status of the safety systems. The success paths are ranked according to the operability which is
defined as the reliability of each path

The event tree are also used to enhance the capability of

KOSSN The success path with its operability value makes the operator to select the most reliable
recovery action under the present status of a NPP The event tree is a logical model used in the PSA to

show the courses of accident progression due to an initiating event. The suggestion of the event tree

Table 1. Characteristics of KOSSN
Compared with Other Operation Supporting Systems

Name
COMPA4

Basis

Developer
OECDA

EOPs, Normal Operating

Functions

on-line procedure

Procedures
EOPTS5

EPRIB

EOPs

on-line tracking and
explanation

SPMSM

EPRI

CSF, Success Path

monitor the status of CSF
& deploy the appropriate
success path

OPA9

EOPs

task schedule

PREDICTOR10 Tech.Appl.0

PSA

estimate the likelihood of

core-melt
FORESTER11

EG&G

PSA

identify particular failure

mode
KOSSN

KAERI

EOPs, PSA,

on-line procedure, success

Success Path

path and future status

A Organization for Economic Corporation and Development,

B Electric Power Research Institute,

C Technology Application Inc
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corresponding to the present status of a NPP makes the operator to be aware of the possible courses of
accident progression. Such a systematic and detailed guidance provided by KOSSN enables the
operator to take corrective actions with more clear understanding about the status of a NPP.
KOSSN is developed in order to support the decision making of the senior reactor operator

(SRO) level during an emergency situation. The system can be installed in the Technical Supporting

Center (TSC) so that the information from KOSSN can be transferred to the SRO as an alternative.
The overall feature of KOSSN will be explained in Section H. In Section m, KOSSN is
applied to the case of "Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)11 scenario. The methods used in the
evaluation of KOSSN and their results will be explained in Section IV. Finally, in Section V, the
conclusions and the future works will be given.

EL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The overall structure of KOSSN is shown in Figure 1. KOSSN consists of three parts: (1) the
operator's action guide, (2) the success path generation, and (3) the corresponding event tree
suggestion parts. Each part has its own knowledge base and inference engine. Main part of Figure 1
controls the information exchanges among the above three parts and provides the man-machine

interface to the user. Detailed description of each part will be given in the following subsections.

KOSSN

Figure 1. Overall Structure of KOSSN
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It is assumed that KOSSN can get all information that are required during the inference process
by on-line and such information is validated.
DL1 Operator's Action Guide Part
In KOSSN, the operator action items are derived based on the EOPs. Two parts of the EOPs,

i.e., the Optimal Response Procedures (ORPs) and the Functional Restoration Procedures (FRPs) are
stored as the knowledge base in the form of "IF-THEN-ELSE" rules. According to the present plant
status, the appropriate response actions are derived from these rules. In KOSSN, the EOPs of Kori

Units 3 & 4 are used. Kori Units 3 & 4 are Westinghouse designed 3-loop pressurized water reactors
(PWRs).
To build KOSSN, the operator actions of the EOPs are reorganized. During this process, the
operator actions included in the EOPs are standardized and classified. We have paid attention to the
point that the exactly same guidance is to be provided by the EOPs and KOSSN since we assumed that

the contents of the EOPs should not be changed. The operator action items have a hierarchy of three
levels. The level 1 action is associated with the decision about the overall response strategy, and it can
be regarded as the ultimate purpose of the operator's action. The level 2 action is regarding to the
operation mode of a specific system or component. In other words, the level 2 action specifies what

system should be turned on or off to achieve the present level 1 action. Finally, the level 3 is associated

with the real operation in the component level. For instance, "if subcriticality is red state then borate the
reactor coolant system (RCS)" is a level 1 rule for a critical safety function (CSF) item, "subcriticality."
An example of the level 2 rule is that "if present level 1 action item is to borate RCS then operate
chemical and volume control system (CVCS) for RCS boration." A level 3 rule is that "if present level
2 action item is to operate CVCS for RCS boration then start the charging pump."
For the inferred level 2 action item, the success paths are generated. The suggested system in
the level 2 action is transferred to the "Success Path Generation Part" in order to generate the success
path ofthat system. The level 3 actions are derived during this step.
EL2 Success Path Generation Part

In KOSSN, the success paths are generated by applying the path generation algorithm to the
structural description of a particular system instead of using the predetermined success paths. In

KOSSN, the structural descriptions of systems are stored as the database. The structural descriptions
are based on the piping and instrumentation diagrams (P&EDs) of the safety systems. Most P&DDs
consist of two parts: one is components which perform their intended function and the other the
connection elements, e.g., piping. An example of knowledge representation form for the structural

description is shown below:
component_db(Name,Type, Capacity, Next_Node, State).
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In the above example, "Name" represents the specific name of a component such as the
component tag number. "Type" is the type of that component, e.g., the check valve, motor-driven
pump, etc. "Capacity" represents the capacity of the component with which KOSSN can consider a

partial failure ofthat component during the generation of the success path. "Next_Node" represents the
connection element related to the component, and "State" is the present state of the component.

It is assumed that all components have two states: the initial and demand states. The initial state
represents the present state of the component, e.g., opened/closed/failed for the valves,
running/standby/failed for the pumps, etc. The demand state is the state of a component in which the
particular component can perform its intended function, namely, "open valve", "run pump", etc.

Whenever the initial and demand states are different, the level 3 operator action item is provided to the

operator. For instance, if a valve is in closed state at present and the demand state of that valve is a
valve-open, then the level 3 operator action item such as "open the valve-XXXX" is suggested.
To generate the success paths, the initial and demand states of a given starting component are
compared. If these two states are equal, the same logic is applied to the next components which are
connected to the previous one. In the case that two states of a component are different, the level 3
action item is derived as mentioned above. This scheme is successively applied from the starting
component to the final one, thereby, one success path is obtained.

The required capacity of the success path is determined previously from the technical
specifications and/or other mechanistic calculations. The capacity of the generated success path is
compared with the required capacity. When the capacity of a component is not enough to satisfy the
required capacity of the success path due to the partial failure ofthat component, KOSSN searches the

additional path(s) that can compensate the insufficiency of the capacity. The combination of these
paths are regarded as one success path for the present system.
The generated success paths are ranked according to either its respective reliability or the
number of the operator's actions required to complete that path. The operator can choose the most
reliable success path or the success path that requires the least number of human actions. The results

of previous PS A show that the human error probabilities are usually higher than the failure probabilities
of equipments. In such cases, the success path with the least number of human actions coincides with
the most reliable one13. The reliability of components in each success path is obtained from the
reliability database. The date used to calculate the operability are obtained from the general PSA

database14'15.
The selected success path is displayed on a screen with the different colour and the required
operator action items are also listed. The operability can be regarded as the heuristic measure for the
effectiveness of the generated success paths, i.e., the system availability depends on the selected
success path.
The algorithm for the success path generation is based on the structure description. This
algorithm can be applied to any system as long as the structure descriptions of those systems are given
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Change State
Return to Main Menu
EXIT KOSSN
Figure 2. Example Display of Operational Guidelines with Success Path

properly. This general success path generation algorithm allows the flexibility of modification. When
the structure of a system is changed, only a modification of the database is required.

DL3 Event Tree Suggestion Part

In the PSA, the event tree is used to identify the accident sequences which lead to core
melt/core damage. Each system event tree represents a distinct set of the accident sequences, each of
which consists of an initiating event and a combination of various systems' successes and failures that
lead to an identifiable plant state. In other words, the event tree shows a logical prediction of an

accident sequence.
The event tree used in KOSSN is the small event tree type, and only the front line systems
which can mitigate an accident or transient are addressed in this type of the event tree. The event trees
are constructed according to the status of CSFs and related safety systems, hence, the high level

operational guidance provided by KOSSN can be regarded as one of the event tree's heading.
In KOSSN, the event tree can be used in two different circumstances. If a transient is already
identified, i.e., the operation guidance provided by KOSSN are based on the knowledge derived from

the ORPs, the corresponding event tree is used to show the possible future courses of the accident
progression to the operator. When the transient is not identified yet, that is, the operation guidance
provided by KOSSN are based on the knowledge derived from the FRPs, a group of event trees which

show similar characteristics with the transient are suggested as the candidates. These group of event
trees are suggested by comparing the headings of the event trees with the operational guidance
provided by KOSSN. As the transient progresses, the event trees belong to the candidate group are

re-examined and the event trees which show discrepancy with the present status of a NPP are removed
from the candidates. So the suggested event trees will be gradually reduced to a few event trees. This

feature may help the operator to identify the transient.

EL IMPLEMENTATION TEST
KOSSN is applied to a SGTR transient for the implementation test. When the transient begins,
the response guidelines derived by the rules corresponding to the E-0 of the ORPs are provided to the
operator. The operator action item with the success path of a system is displayed as shown in Figure 2.

In this case, the level 1 action guide is to "verify automatic action as initiated by protection and
safeguard systems," the level 2 action item is to "check if safety injection (SI) is actuated." The success
path of SI, hence, are generated. Among the generated success paths, the most operable success path
is displayed on the simplified P&ED as shown in Figure 2. The derived level 3 action items to
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ON

FOP History
Event Tree
EXIT KOSSW
Figure 3. Example Display of CSF Status Tree

accomplish above level 2 action item are "open LV115D" and "open BH-HV20." The blended

function of an initially selected level 2 action item may not be achieved due to various reasons such as
the failure of some components. When a selected item cannot perform its function, then an alternative
level 2 action item will be automatically suggested. For instance, if the operator confirms that SI does
not perform its function, then "Establish secondary heat removal" will be suggested as an alternative
level 2 action item and a new set of success paths to complete this action item will be generated for the
corresponding safety systems.
While the operator performs the suggested action items, another CSF may be challenged.
Usually, the newly challenged CSF has a higher priority. If this happens, the present CSF status and

the CSF status tree of the challenged CSF item are displayed on the screen as shown in Figure 3. In
such case, a new set of action items are derived from the FRPs. In Figure 3, the level 1 action item is
to "attempt restoration of feed flow to SGs," and the level 2 action item is to "check if the secondary
heat sink is required." The required conditions to achieve above level 2 action item is that RCS

pressure should be higher than any intact SG pressure.
In this example, it is assumed that the transient is identified as a SGTR by the E-0 diagnosis
procedures, therefore, the SGTR event tree is selected and displayed to the operator An example of
event tree display is shown in Figure 4. The display shows the present status of the plant:
the SGTR is occurred,

the reactor is tripped successfully,
the high pressure injection system fails,
the secondary heat removal succeeds, hence,
the feed and bleed operation is not necessary.
Currently, the operator is trying to isolate the faulted steam generator according to the operational

guidance provided by KOSSN. According to the success or failure of the isolation procedures, the
plant state should follows one of those sequences between sequence 11 and sequence 16 of Figure 4.
From this event tree display, operator can recognize that the required future actions are the cool down
and depressurization of RCS, the actuation of the low pressure safety injection (LPSI) or the residual

heat removal system (RHRS). The operator, hence, can concentrate his/her effort to the operation of
these systems.
i
When the transient cannot be identified at the initial stage of transient, the challenged CSFs and
the corresponding safety systems to restore that CSFs are recorded and compared with the headings of
the event trees. A group of the event trees which show the similar characteristics are suggested to the

operator, that is, even though the accident progress is not matched exactly with the headings of the
event trees and/or the order of headings, the event trees which show the most similar characteristics are
suggested to the operator. For instance, when the first four safety systems used to restore the transient
are "the reactor protection system," "HPSI," "the secondary heat removal" and " feed and bleed
operation," the event trees of the small LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accident) and SGTR can be suggested
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as the candidates for this transient. If the next step of the operator's action is "the isolation of faulted
SG," then the event tree of SGTR is suggested as the final one.

IV. EVALUATION OF KOSSN

To implement a COSS in the real world, the evaluation of the system is required. The COSS
can be regarded as a kind of expert systems. The evaluation techniques of the expert systems,
therefore, can be applied to the evaluation of the COSS. The evaluation of expert systems can be

divided into three categories: verification, validation and evaluation16"18. The verification means to build
the system right, and the validation means to build the right system. The verification focuses on the
aspect whether or not the system is built as the designer of the system intended. On the other hand, the

validation focuses on the aspect whether the inferred results are suitable in real world or not. The
evaluation is a broader area to access an expert system's overall value - acceptable performance levels,
usability, efficiency and cost effectiveness.
The method for verification, validation and evaluation can be divided into two groups: the

empirical and logical methods. The empirical method is divided further into two groups: the qualitative
and quantitative methods. In the logical method, the knowledge base is regarded as the collection of
logical expressions, and the logical consistency is checked for the knowledge base. This method is

good for checking the consistency and completeness of the knowledge base. In the empirical method,
the inferred results of the expert system is reviewed by the human expert, and based on the review

results, the performance of the expert system is estimated.
The expert systems of nuclear industry can be classified into six types19"20:

1. simple type, use only predefined and described knowledge,
2. same as type 1, but include uncertainty,
3. simple type, use the inferred knowledge,
4. same as type 2, but include uncertainty,

5. complex
6. complex, but include uncertainty.
The knowledge base of KOSSN is based on the EOPs, so KOSSN can be classified into type 1. It is,
therefore, relatively easy to evaluate KOSSN. The logical method is used for the verification and
validation. For KOSSN, the validation can be regarded as a part of verification since the knowledge
base for the level 1 and 2 action items is simply the computerized text of the EOPs. If the logic of the
EOPs are translated exactly into the knowledge base of KOSSN, the inferred results should be the

same as the EOPs, and such results can be regarded as the correct one. We follow every steps provided
by KOSSN and check whether or not the result is consistent with the EOPs. The result shows that the
knowledge base of KOSSN has the same logic with that of the EOPs.
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As mentioned above, the evaluation of an expert system requires to check various aspects of

the expert system. In order to achieve the perfect evaluation of an expert system, a lot of work have to
be done. For the effective evaluation of an expert system, we have to think about the cost-benefit of the

evaluation task. Since KOSSN is in the prototype level, at present, we focus our attention to the aspect
of the user acceptance. KAERI held a meeting to present KOSSN to the various fields of people such
as the managers and operators of utility, KEPCO (Korea Electric Power Corporation), the expert for
expert systems. We demonstrated the example run of KOSSN which is described in the previous
section, and surveyed their opinion about KOSSN. The followings are the major opinions from the
survey:

The display of P&DD is very helpful.
The organization of EOPs to three level actions helps operators to understand overall
structures and objectives of their recovery actions.
The use of success paths with P&ID is helpful to understand possible success paths and the
most available path.
The use of event trees is an effective mean to provide operators possible future consequences
and help decision makings.

The operator should be included in the development stage of this kind of expert system, and

the use of such system should be included in the operator training course, because they would
not use it if they are not familiar with it.

The system itself can be a another source of information overload, and Korean language
should be used in the user interface.

V. DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORKS

A computerized operation supporting system, KOSSN, is developed to support the operator's
response to any abnormal state in a NPP. It is expected that the combination of the EOPs with the

concept of success path and the PSA techniques such as the operability and the event tree allows a

more effective and systematic response to the emergency situation of a NPP.

It is, therefore, expected

that the use of KOSSN enhances the capability of the operators in coping with an emergency situation
in a NPP.

KOSSN enables the operator to find the appropriate responsive actions based on the
understanding of overall plant status. KOSSN provides the operational guidance based on the current

EOPs. The detailed operational guidance such as the success paths are derived from P&DOs and the
reliability data. In addition, the event trees are used in KOSSN in order to show the possible courses of
accident progression to the operator. For the identified transient, the corresponding event tree is
suggested. The operator, hence, can understand the overall response strategy more clearly. The use of
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the event tree can also give additional information which is not included in the EOPs such as the
operation of passive systems.

KOSSN is being built on a workstation, HP9000/835, using a EF-Prolog language and XI1
graphic tool. At the present stage, the number of rules stored in the knowledge base of KOSSN is
about 200. The total size of knowledge and database is about 70 K bytes. It takes a few seconds for
the success path generation and display. It seems to be short enough to give timely response guides.
The evaluation of KOSSN is performed as described in Section TV. The results from the
evaluation should be incorporated into KOSSN as a part of future work, and also those results can be
used as the basis for the development of anther expert systems with the similar objective of KOSSN.

As the additional future work, KAERI has a plan to revise KOSSN to include the some new

features and addition functions such as multi-window function, on-line data linkage, the capability to

explain the inferred results and the use of the graphics like the flow chart format of the EOPs rather
than text.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the description of features of a knowledge based system

REPSA1ES (Reliability Evaluation and Probabilistic Safety Analysis - level 1 - Expert
System). The prototype software system has been designed for facilitating the
probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) of complex hazardous industrial systems and to
support the safety oriented decision making, during the design phase and operation of
process systems. Taking into account known difficulties to manage complexity of
logical and probabilistic modelling of nuclear power plants using the conventional
PSA software packages we decided to represent information in a graphical form,
whenever it is justified, and to automate the process of coding of objects to avoid
errors. The software system consists of CAD modules, data bases, a shell for building
expert systems and several other modules to enable: the effective communication with
the user, data and knowledge acquisition, the initiation of inferring to support logical
modelling of safety oriented systems, selection of reliability models with input
parameters as well as the quantitative probabilistic evaluation of accident sequences.
Due to the fact that the modelling and assessment process in PSA including the
human reliability analysis (HRA) is complex and iterative, and can be automated only
in some of its parts, it was assumed that the user can build the logic models himself or
modify, in permissible cases, the event and fault trees created by relevant modules of
the expert system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Designing potentially hazardous technological systems like nuclear power plants or chemical
power plants, and strict requirements imposed on their effective and safe operation have
created a growing need for the development of models that possibly accurately represent these
systems and are suitable for safety related decision making. The methodology that consists of
these models and the assessment procedures is known as probabilistic safety analysis (PSA). It
essentially consists of three parts:
• the identification of accident scenarios (sequences of events) that lead to the undesired
consequences, e.g. the economic losses due to the unavailability of the main technological
system, the release of radio-nuclides or toxic material, etc.
• the quantification of the frequency of these scenarios and the assessment of uncertainties,
• the compliance demonstration of probabilistic results with safety goals and/or the analysis
of the reliability importance of systems and components aimed at improving the reliability
and safety of the plant.
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There is growing need to use advanced computer tools supporting the development of those
models, especially in cases of logical and probabilistic modelling. The logical modelling deals
with the construction of structures that enable to represent: (1) possible accident scenarios for
initiating events of interest (e.g. event trees), and (2) logical relations between a top event,
representing the function loss of a safety related system, and possible causes of this undesired
event (e.g. fault trees), including failures of components and human errors. The probabilistic
modelling aims at determination of models that describe the stochastic nature of certain
phenomena related to the events/failures to be placed in logic structures and then
corresponding values of parameters of these models that need to be estimated.
The first step of successful PS A is to define the analysed systems adequately. Although this
may seem elementary, it is for more complex systems one of the most difficult part of the
analysis (Lynch 1980). To handle the topological and functional complexity of such systems it
is necessary to decompose the problem. In the first version of REPSA1ES the logical
modelling of the plant was performed using the event trees and fault trees, and an approach
called as "large event trees/small fault trees" was adapted. In current version of this software
system, a general object oriented logic modelling approach is proposed, enabling flexible
decomposing of the problem to construct also "small event trees/large fault trees".

For each initiating event (a class of basic initiating events) the plant is decomposed into
functional objects, whose names are placed as headings of relevant event tree. The functional
object is understood very widely as an element (a single equipment component or human
operator) or as a defined collection of components belonging to engineering safety features.
The equipment oriented functional object can be further decomposed into sub-objects (e.g.
lines of a safety related system). The additional option is proposed within the software system
(now is tested) that enables to extend the conventional construction of fault trees into systems
containing the feedback or feedforward control closed-loops, namely, to define the reliability
related functional properties using digraphs for objects consisting of loops or for the sequential
systems (Lynch 1980). After a digraph is defined, the fault tree can be generated in a semiautomatic way (Andrews & Morgan 1986, Andrews & Brennan 1990).
Taking into account known difficulties to manage complexity of logical and probabilistic
modelling of nuclear power plants using the conventional PSA software packages we decided
to represent information in a graphical form, whenever it is justified, and to automate coding of
objects to avoid errors. The software system consists of CAD modules, data bases, a shell for
building expert systems and several other modules to enable: effective communication with the
user, data and knowledge acquisition, the initiation of inferring to support logical modelling of
the systems, selection of reliability models with input parameters as well as the quantitative
probabilistic evaluation of accident sequences. Due to the fact that the modelling and
quantitative assessing process in PSA including the human reliability analysis (HRA) is
complex and iterative, and can be automated only in some of its parts, it was assumed that the
user can build the logic models himself or modify, in permissible cases, the event and fault trees
created by relevant modules of the expert system.

The software system has been designed with an open architecture to enable flexible
data/knowledge acquisition and logic/probabilistic modelling. According to current practice in
performing PSA and HRA three scopes of studies have been distinguished (Kosmowski &
Duzinkiewicz 1993 a) related to details of data available, models applied and the scope analyses
performed. Till now the design effort has been concentrated mainly on modules enabling the
realisation of PSA and HRA of scopes: I and ÏÏ, and partly on the level III. The process of
analyses is documented for future scrutinising and auditing of results. The object oriented
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software system enables an easy integration of new modules, thus new additional functions can
be proposed to cover needs or expectations of future users.

2. ISSUES OF COMPUTER AIDED PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ANALYSIS

2.1. Remarks on development of knowledge based systems supporting PS A

PS A studies are time consuming, prone to make mistakes and very costly. There is also
evidence that results of HRA and PSA assessed by different groups can give discrepancy as
high as orders of magnitude. Therefore, an understandable tendency can be noticed to
computerise and standardise these analyses. The expert system technology offers potentially
such possibilities. There are already some examples to use this technology to support PSA
(Wang & Modarres 1988, 1990, Ancelin 1990, Poucet 1990, Xie et al. 1993). Most of these
knowledge based systems can be characterised as prototypes aimed at automation of some
parts of the probabilistic safety analyses of level 1.
2.2. Modelling the human factor reliability

Errors committed by man managing, operating and maintaining the technological systems are
often most significant causes of accidents and risk associated with their operation (Dougherty
& Fragola 1988). On the other hand the state of the art of the human reliability methodology
and available at present methods and techniques for probabilistic assessment of human failures
indicate that this methodology is not mature. It was confirmed by results of some experimental
research, aimed at validation of the human reliability analysis (HRA) models, more frequently
used in engineering practice, and made doubts and discomfort among some researchers
(Dougherty 1990). Another problem is associated with the fact that the human reliability
assessments are profoundly dependent on expert judgement. Results of HRA benchmark
exercises, summarised e.g. in (Poucet 1988), have shown that the human error probability
(HEP) and assessed frequency of some accident situations for specified plant equipped with
safety oriented systems, obtained by different groups of HRA experts, can reach discrepancy as
high as orders of magnitude.
HRA in the context of the probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) is an attempt to model the human
interactions (His) and predict the impact of such interactions on the reliability and safety of
plants. When a system is complex with a large number of human interactions, in various phases
of the plant normal or abnormal operations, then HRA becomes an extremely important part of
PSA for realistic assessment of plant safety (Moieni et al. 1994). Therefore, considerable
research efforts have been undertaken at some research institutions and regulatory bodies to
improve the methodology, verify models and propose approaches standardising HRA
performed within PSA studies (IAEA 1992). It is very important for obtaining correct
quantitative results, used often in engineering practice for the reliability management and safety
related decision making. For accomplishing these objectives a tendency of growing interest in
computer aided PSA and HRA is observed.

Many HRA methods have been developed. The selection of the appropriate method for the
situation considered can be proposed according to a taxonomy of the human actions, errors
and some related factors. This taxonomy was useful in designing a software system supporting
HRA. After the selection of appropriate HRA method the assessment of HEP is carried out
according to determined procedure with regard to attributes of the situation analysed.
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However, depending on the method selected more or less external expertise from the domain
expert is required to provide the description of the situation of interest and some factors
influencing human performance. A computerised framework to perform HRA is proposed to
calculate HEPs and document analyses. Its gradual development is based on available, and
accepted by HRA experts, techniques which are modified when needed for effective computer
implementation. In Fig. 1 a classification tree is presented which facilitates the selection of
appropriate HRA technique for the analysis of human event-driven errors (interactions of
category C) according to the error type and its effect. Another classification tree was proposed
to select the quantification techniques for pre-initiating (latent) actions/errors (Kosmowski et
al. 1994).

Action

Error
type

PSA/HRA effort
Effect

i

n

m
,———

Omission

»

Slip
»

Response

Commission

Omission

Quantification
techniques
SLIM, API
THERP
ASEP-HRAP
SLIM, APJ
THERP
ASEP-HRAP, INTENT
SLIM, API
HCR,TRC

"

response TRC
CM+MS, SLIM, APJ

1

not modeled

CM, APJ

Mistake
Commission

Abbreviations of HRA techniques:
APJ - Absolute Probability Judgment; ASEP-HRAP-Accident Sequence Evaluation
Procedure, Human Reliability Analysis Procedure (NUREG/CR-4772, 1987); CM Confusion Matrix; CM +MS - Confusion Matrix with Modelling Support; HCR Human Cognitive Reliability; INTENT - A method for estimating HEP for decisionbased errors (Gertman 1992); SLIM - Success Likelihood Index Method; THERP Technique for Human Error Rate Predictions; TRC - Time Reliability Correlation
Remarks on applications some of these techniques from the PSA perspective can be
found in (Cacciabue 1988, Humphreys 1988, Kosmowski et al. 1994, Moieni et al.
1994); CM+MS method outlined in the paper (Kosmowski & Duzinkiewicz 1993a).

Fig.l. Classification tree of human event-driven errors and related
quantifying techniques for different HRA/PSA effort

As it is illustrated on Fig. 1 the THERP technique covers a wide spectrum of possible cases of
human actions/errors, so it was decided to start the development of the HRA software system

from this technique, to design its computerised version, based partly on ideas from ASEPHRAP (a simplified version of THERP). The software design works are in the course to
develop also computerised versions of APJ and SLIM. The HRA software system is integrated
with the software system supporting PSA.
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2.3. Representing and treating the reliability data under uncertainty

Assessing and representing uncertainties in engineering safety assessments, particularly in the
case of human reliability, is usually not based on a sound theoretical framework, but rather on
judgement and assumed probabilistic distributions, usually log-normal. It is obvious that using
this type of distribution for representing uncertainty associated with the probability can be
questioned. In engineering practice usually more complex cases of assessments are
encountered when probabilistic data are taken from various sources. Some of these data are
rather "hard", based on statistics, other are more or less "soft", obtained by correction or fusion
of information from different sources including opinions of experts. Thus, uncertainties
associated with semi-random variables are represented using different distributions, so
analytical probabilistic assessment of compound events is not possible in general, and therefore
Monte Carlo simulation is often employed.
Due to particularities of HRA performed in the context of PSA a different framework for
uncertainty representation in human reliability analysis was alternatively proposed using the
possibility measures of probability and the fuzzy number calculus (Kosmowski & Duzinkiewicz
1993a). Applying the fuzzy set theory (Zadeh 1978, 1983, Dubois & Prade 1988) has been of
interest for representation of uncertain data in HRA and PSA (Tanaka et al. 1983, Terano et al.
1983, Sharma & Sudhakar 1994). A framework based on fuzzy measures is often used for the
representation of uncertain knowledge in expert systems (Lee et al. 1987).

This generalised framework for data representation, combination and handling in probabilistic
safety assessments is based on the theory of evidence and the possibility theory (Kwiesielewicz
& Kosmowski 1994). There are two basic steps in the approach proposed: (1) Data with
representation of uncertainty using probabilistic distributions are transformed to data with
possibilistic measures of uncertainty (a probability-possibility transformation), thus, all data are
represented in the same form, and (2) These data are handled using the possibility theory. The
logic structures (e.g. the fault and event trees) are evaluated quantitatively using the fuzzy
number calculus. There is a considerable advantage of this approach in PSA practice, because
the calculations of combined probabilistic HRA and PSA results with uncertainty ranges for
assumed a-cuts are quite simple. A short description of this approach is given in Section 3.
Some authors are sceptical to apply at present some emerging theories for the uncertainty
representation in PSA studies (Apostolakis 1989, Wu et al. 1990). This scepticism is associated
mainly with theoretical difficulties to combine information from different sources (Dubois &
Prade 1988). In most human reliability and probabilistic safety studies carried out to date the
Bayesian framework of subjective probability has been adapted. So we decided to adapt in our
software system two frameworks to carry out quantitative analyses using: the Bayesian
probability framework, when more hard data based on statistics are available, or fuzzy
framework, in cases of rather soft data available. In Section 3 an approach is proposed to
combine the reliability data from different sources including experts based on the Bayesian
probability framework. The entire problem of the uncertainty representation and combining
data under uncertainties, aimed at quantitative probabilistic safety assessments of complex
systems, requires further research.

3. THE REPSA1ES PROJECT
3.1. Features of the software system for computer aided PSA and HRA
This system consists of CAD modules for graphical representation various diagrams, various
data bases, a shell for building expert system and a co-ordinating module, all integrated in the
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programming environment of MS Windows 3.1. This knowledge based system has some
interesting features, e.g. the user friendly interface with extensive graphical support using
several CAD modules to represent the topological information and functional-logical
knowledge. It enables effective data/knowledge acquisition as well as the iterative logic and
probabilistic modelling of complex safety related systems.

There are following basic steps in developing logic and probabilistic models in this system:
• introducing in dialogue with the user a list of basic initiating events which can initiate
abnormal situations and creating classes of initiating events with their description;
• decomposing the plant into functional groups for each initiating event and constructing of
event trees (the construction of an event tree is partly automated when a functional-logical
diagram, including inter-system dependencies, was created in a CAD module, with
exporting at the end of the edition session an ASCII file, which is then read by an expert
system module for automatic construction of the event tree); the construction of event trees
is based on a generalised object oriented approach in which functional groups, objects and
sub-objects are distinguished and dependencies among them determined;
• the construction of fault trees for each event tree (and for each associated functional object
or sub-object distinguished in given event tree) including the independent and dependent
failures; the construction of a fault tree for given functional object or sub-object is partly
automated if a topological diagram was created in a CAD module, with assigning attributes
to "active" components and exporting at the end of the edition session an ASCII file, which
is then read by an expert system module for automatic construction of the fault tree;
• assigning to consecutive basic events of fault trees the appropriate type of the reliability
model and its parameters (assigning the reliability model type can be partly automated);
• introducing to the fault trees the basic events related to human failures of category A, i.e.
for situations with the human performance at lower cognitive levels (this task can be partly
automated) and assigning HEPs to these events;
• modifying the event trees with regard to human induced failure events of category C (for
situations with the human performance at higher cognitive levels) and assigning HEPs to
these events;
• reduction of the fault trees by deleting hardware and human induced failure basic events of a
very low probability or relatively low probable human failure events (comparing to basic
events of independent failures);
• sensitivity analysis and quantitative probabilistic assessment of accident sequences with
determining the most important sequences;
• considering recovery potential for most important accident sequences with introducing
relevant events to related fault trees;
• final quantitative assessment of accident sequences with description of consequences;
assessment of uncertainty ranges in probabilistic results.
As it was mentioned some tasks of the analysis can be automated based on the object oriented
approach, especially the construction of the fault and event trees. Relevant output ASCII files
contain information identifying how given file was created. In this prototype expert system the
higher priority is assigned to modelling functions performed by the expert. It means that an
output file created by a module of the expert system can be modified by the human expert.
Several graphical and text editors have been designed to support the user in the process of
editing and modelling.
The HRA process is performed according to procedures of SHARP (Hannaman & Spurgin
1984) and SHARP 1 (Wakefield et al. 1992). Introducing the human failure events into the
structures of the fault and event trees is performed at present by the user. There is a general
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guidance to perform these tasks (Dougherty & Fragola 1988). Since the effects of slips during
plan-directed activities usually do not propagate unassisted by other failures beyond the
components) affected, they can be incorporated into the fault tree models. Mistakes, which are
most significant in event-driven activities, because of their propagative potential, are to be
incorporated best at the top of the fault trees or in the event trees. Recovery events are tacked
on the end of the dominant accident sequences for which they apply and may not be formally
included in the event or fault trees (they can be left as adjoins to cut-sets). In this way, the
classification effort supports the integration effort.
In the HRA/PSA screening process only more important and probable human failure events are
taken into account for further analysis (Hannaman & Spurgin 1984). Obtained HEPs are to be
stored in a project human reliability data base (Kosmowski et al. 1993b). Some data bases have
been designed, related to specific HRA methods, to store values of attributes for the situations
analysed. Thus, the human reliability modelling process is documented.
3.2. Logical and probabilistic modelling
3.2.1. Event trees construction
Several reports have been published which provide general guidance on conducting PSA, e.g.
(Hickman et al. 1983, IAEA 1992a) using event/fault trees. For construction event/fault trees
two basic approaches have been proposed (Wang et al. 1988, IAEA 1992a):

• so-called "small event tree/large fault tree" in which dependencies between the front une
systems and supporting systems do not appear explicitly in the event trees, but are included
in the fault trees;
so-called "large event tree/small fault tree" in which dependencies between front Une systems
and support systems do appear in the event trees.
The event sequence modelling provides sequences of events that, following an initiating event,
lead to a successful state or to a damage state of the plant. The event sequences are generated
for defined initiating event with regard to consecutive successes or failures of relevant
mitigating systems. In some cases the development of two sets of event trees is more effective.
The basic features of the event trees construction in the current version of REPSA1ES are as
follows:
• initial event can be one of the following type:
- basic event or
- top event (consequence) of another event tree or
- top event of fault tree;
• events or "headings" of the event tree can be one of the following type:
- basic event or
- top event of fault tree or
- human action;
• the systems can be decomposed to a level of resolution chosen by a user; we assume three
levels e.g. function, systems, subsystems;
• any accident sequence can be described by one or more event trees; e.g., one set describing
the states of supporting systems and the second one describing the states of front line
systems;
Thanks to these features "large event tree/small fault tree" approach as well "small event
tree/large fault tree" can be used in construction of event tree. In particular version of "large
event tree/small fault tree" approach with impact-vector method (Hickman et al. 1983, Wang
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et al. 1988, Oliveira et al. 1985) is available. In the current version of KEPSA1ES event tree
can be constructed in two way:
• "manually" using graphical editor: the event tree editor (ETE) which was developed as a
CAD application being a part of REPSA1ES,
• semi-automatically using graphical editor: the functional-logical diagram editor (FLDE)
which also was developed as a CAD application being a part of REP S AIES (Duzinkiewicz
& Kosmowski 1994).
3.2.2. Fault trees construction
The general idea of procedure for the semi-automatic construction of fault trees is similar to
that proposed by Poucet (1990) which is performed basically in two steps:
• construction of a macro fault tree (containing macro events) basically by invoking backward
chaining, from given goal state (top event) to its causes by using facts about the system
(functional object) topology and information related to specific states of components and
possible failure events, by using functions (special procedures written before in KAL) and
rules (from general procedural knowledge); an example of such rule concerning the macroevent for a valve can be as follows

IF
THEN

<valve x is (failed) closed> OR
<flow at output of component y immediately upstream x is low>
<flow at the output of valve x is low>

• expansion of the macro-event tree (its consecutive macro-events) to include possible causes
of given faulty state of main component which can occur due to failures: the component
itself, instrumentation and control, power supply, auxiliary systems and human interactions;
the expansion is controlled by the metarules that select relevant expansions rules; the
metarules have a form
IF <expression> THEN <use rule-set n>

invoking the expansion rules having the form
IF <causes> THEN <macro-event (macro-component state or intermediate state)>
where the macro-component state is an event in the macro fault tree to be developed, and
causes are logical structures representing its causes; the structures may contain either
primary (basic) events and/or states that have to be further developed.

The fault trees for functional objects can be constructed as follows:
• in a semi-automatic way as described above in cases when topological information for the
functional object has been defined,
• in inferring process through combining of fault trees from the library of mini-fault trees

developed before for macro-components,
• manually by the user who can edit the fault tree from the beginning or use the library of
mini-fault trees or other trees developed before for functional objects.
3.2.3. Probabilistic modelling
Probabilistic modelling of events/errors in the fault tree is performed in following steps:
(1) Determining for each basic event in the fault tree a type of the reliability model associated
with: the independent component failure or human factor error or a potential for occurring the
dependent failures (common cause failures - adding in dialogue with the user a special
symbolic value concerning a potential for given failure mechanism foreseen for the situation
analysed). A special coding system has been developed to distinguish those basic events with
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regard to failure mechanism. Rules for determining reliability models can be proposed, having
general structure as follows

IF <failure mode (failure mechanism)>
THEN Reliability model / (or reliability modely)>
If for given failure mode two models can be applied then the user is asked to make selection
with regard to data bases available.
(2) Fixing the values of parameters of the reliability models selected for the independent
failures, dependent failures and human factor taking into account the reliability data bases and
evaluation procedures (as e.g. in THERP for the assessment of human reliability). A special
module was designed for combining of reliability data from different sources, including the
correction and fusion of quantitative data.
Fault trees and accident sequences of event trees can be quantitatively evaluated using a special
computer program which is fully integrated with relevant data bases of REPS AIES. There are
several options of this computer program to calculate, based on minimal cut sets, point
probabilistic estimates and assessment of uncertainty of probabilistic results. Two frameworks
for representing of uncertainties associated with probabilities have been adapted in the software
system: Bayesian probability framework and a framework based on fuzzy set theory (see
below).
3.3. Treating the reliability data under uncertainty

3.3.1. Combining reliability data from different sources
Mathematical background. Let us define the measure of similarity of two distribution (Duran
and Odell 1974)

(1)
In fact, if //j = //2 = // and aï = <r2 = a the similarity measure SM reaches its maximum
value equal to one. In turn, when jj.j departures from ju2 or O", departures from <r2 them the
similarity measure tends to zero.
The similarity measure SM can easily be extended on k component distributions
OO

l k

(2)
-00

'=0

Let us assume uncertainty distribution to be of log-normal type. Thus
\2"
Â-JU,

- I exp
—00

M

(3)

;=0

!=0

Let /a,,cr! i=l,2,...,k be pairs of source parameters i.e. parameters coming from reliability
data banks or expertise. It means that the similarity measure MS becomes the function only of
two variables, namely // 0 ,C7 0 . The essence of the second method of combining data can be
verbally expressed by saying that the resulting uncertainty distribution is so similar to all the
source uncertainty distribution as it is possible.
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Expressing expert opinions. Each expert expresses its opinion stating
• preferable value A^ identified as the mode of the uncertainty distribution, and
• upper limit value Aw identified as the 95% quantile of the uncertainty distribution.
3.3.2. Probability-possibility transformation and handling fuzzy numbers

We assume that some data concerning basic events in a fault tree are in form of fuzzy
probabilities (fuzzy numbers with continuous membership functions) and some of them are
expressed using probability density functions with known parameters. Because of different
source of data (fuzzy and random) we propose to use a probability-possibility transformation to
transform probabilistic data into fuzzy form and next to use the fuzzy number arithmetic to
calculate probabilities of top events or accident sequences. In particular we decompose fuzzy
numbers into a finite number of a - sets and next we make calculations on them using the
interval analysis. Finally, we recompose fuzzy numbers to obtain the sequence fuzzy
probabilities. See for details (Kwiesielewicz & Kosmowski 1994).
Probability possibility transformation
To transform probability data into form of fuzzy number we use a probability - possibility
transformation by Dubois and Prade (1982):
(4)

where rc(x) is the possibility distribution and p(x) is the probability density function.
In a discrete form the formulae (4) might be rewritten (see Fig. 2):
XI
X X
00

*(*) = J p(<j)dq+P( )( '< - *, )+J p(fyq »
-°0

(5)

X,

where x't both with x, satisfies the following condition:
(6)

The algorithm to calculate the integral (5) is as follows:
• to calculate p(x^,
to calculate x, basing on the condition (6),
to evaluate the possibility #(*,).
Another way to calculate the possibility n(x^\ is given by (see Fig. 2.):
p

Fig. 2. Probability-possibility transformation
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Since we propose to use a - cuts to handle fuzzy numbers, for practical reasons we need to
calculate such x, and x, to obtain TZ^X,) = ;nxj = «, , where a, is a given a - cut.
Fuzzy number arithmetic
We assume that a fuzzy probability (fuzzy number) can be expressed as a finite set of a - cuts.
An a -cut is a real interval, so to handle them we might use the interval analysis introduced by
Moore (1966). Such approach is consistent with the fuzzy number arithmetic built on Zadeh's
extension principle:

//a,b(z) = max min(ju, (x), fib(y))

(8)

where a and b are fuzzy numbers "*" is an algebraic operation and //. is the membership
function.
Now let us assume that we have to intervals a = [/a,wfl] and b = [/ is w fr ], thus basic algebraic
operations for positive intervals are defined:
a® b = /. + />,«.+ a6

aeb = [/ fl -« 6 ,« a -/J
a® b = /„/>,«*

(9)

(10)
(11)

Note, that the real number x can be also expressed as the interval: x = [x, x] . Now we can
describe the algorithm for fuzzy numbers calculations:
• to decompose all fuzzy numbers into a finite set of a - cuts,
• to perform interval calculations for each a - cut,
• to recompose a fuzzy solution basing on a -cuts of a final solution.
3.4. Data/knowledge bases

Data bases are important elements of the REPSA1ES system. Three groups of data bases are
distinguished:
(1) External data bases which are independent from the project. There can be one or more data
bases containing the reliability data of technical components (installations) and/or a data base
associated with the human reliability. These data bases are available for the user as read only.
They can be helpful for the creation and filling up the project data bases. The access to a new
external data base is to be made through a proper configuration file. In the prototype
REPSA1ES system these data bases are designed in the dBase IV format
(2) Project data bases which belong to a group of relational data bases in the dBase IV format.
They serve within the project for the collection of information with a fixed structure. Fields of
records of these data bases can be filled up with the contents of information found in external
data bases. Filling up of the fields can be made in an editor mode or in an interaction mode
through a CAD support of the system. Four basic structures of these data bases have been
distinguished in the prototype system:
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CTDB - components' technical data base - contains a list of the technical data for typical
arrangements of components. Within these arrangements several categories of components

are distinguished: mechanical, electrical, instrumentation and control equipment. The
description of components consist of the category, the catalogue type, basic technical data,

etc. This data base has a supporting character.
CRDB - components' reliability data base - contains the basic reliability data of
components required for the calculation of reliability indices. Each component is identified
with a topological code and symbols. Fields of records of this data base can be filled up

from external data bases (optionally through a correction module).
HRDB - human reliability data base - contains the human reliability data for various

situations analysed in the project. These data are obtained from different sources: an
external human reliability data base (optionally through an interpolation/extrapolation
module), the human reliability models/techniques (e.g. THEKP) or assessments given by
experts. For effective evaluation of HEPs and documenting of HRA a special module has
been designed.
IEDB - initiating event data base - contains a list of accident initiating events with

comments. Its creation is related to the construction of the functional-logical diagram.
(3) Variable structure data bases - a group of data bases related to the graphical representation
of information created using the CAD support system. This information is stored in ASCII files
or binary files. There are five basic structures of these data bases:
TDB - topological data bases - contain the information about topology of systems. Data
bases of this type are created for each group of diagrams (mechanical, electrical,...).

FLDB - functional-logical data bases - contain functional and logical relations between
defined objects selected from the front-line and supporting systems. Data bases of this type
are created for each initiating event. The information contained in relevant ASCII file is

then read by a program to fill up the structure of the declarative part of the systems
knowledge base created for semi-automatic event tree construction.
TRDB - topological-reliability data bases - contain the topological information
(connections of components) for defined objects and functional-reliability information,
concerning these objects, represented using digraphs. TRDB is created programmatically

by marking an object on the.selected system diagram and defining of a digraph for this
object. The information contained in relevant ASCII file is then read by a program to fill
up the structure of the declarative part of the components knowledge base created for the
semi-automatic fault tree construction.
ETDB - event tree data bases - contain symbolic information about event trees for each

initiating event which is used for their graphical presentation.
FTDB - fault tree data bases - contains symbolic information about fault trees for each
defined object which is used for their graphical presentation.
The schematic interdependence of described above data bases within the REP S AIES system
are shown in Fig. 3. Data bases are filled up step by step. The system leads the user in a proper
order through an active menu. The user fills up some data in the interactive mode and/or
initiate some procedures. The transition into next stage is possible after filling up a minimum
required information in the previous stage. Modifications of the contents of some data bases
can be made. In the case of a data base related to the graphical representation of information
the changes are made using a relevant program for the graphical edition which generates at the
end of the edition a modified ASCII file. However, such graphical modifications will require
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(dBase format)

ASCII format

TDB
FLDB
TRDB
ETDB
FTDB
Other

Fig.3. Schematic interdependence of data bases in the REP SAIES system

some consecutive changes in other files, what will be manifested to the user, that some next
stage files are irrelevant and must be also modified. The scheme of information handling in the
prototype REPSA1ES system is shown in Fig. 4 while its software implementation in
Microsoft Access v. 2.0 database management system is presented in Fig 5
3.5. Examples of graphically represented data

The functional-logical knowledge of the process system analysed is primarily represented in a
graphical form, acquired from an expert or user who uses a CAD computer program. Special

logical diagrams are constructed for each initiating event taking into account several types of
dependency between objects defined within the front Une and supporting systems. Previously
constructed logical diagrams can be modified. An example of the screen of the functionallogical diagram is shown in Fig. 6. At the end of the edition an ASCII file is created, as a part
of FLDB, containing information about mentioned objects and types of dependency between
them.
The topology of the systems is also represented in a graphical form, similarly as the design
engineering diagrams. The topology of the front-line and supporting systems, including crossconnections between them, is presented on diagrams in special arrangements using a set of
icons and CAD mechanisms. The diagrams are drawn using a step by step procedure starting
from front-line systems. An example of the topological diagram is shown in Fig. 7. Each active
component on these diagrams can be additionally described using an interface module with
marking the input/output connections, e.g. the power supply and input/output control signals
(when more detailed information concerning the supporting systems is available). Previously
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FUNCTIONAL-LOGICAL
DIAGRAMS

STAGE 5
Fig. 4. Diagram of information handling in prototype REPSAIES system
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constructed topological diagrams can be modified. At the end of edition the binary and ASCII
files are created as parts of TDB.

Elle

Edit

ïlew

Becords

J&indow

Help

Fig. 5. Database management system implementation
AutoCAD - FLDE-1
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Edit

Data
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Supp. sys.
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Draw trameChange number...

Consequences

jjelp

Change place...
Insert objects...
Erase object...
Group objects—
Slide a group...
Erase a group...

r~* ^ i ( t î t * t i i \

Fig. 6. Example of the functional-logical diagram screen
In the next phase some objects, e.g. lines within the front-line or supporting systems are
marked by the user. It is possible to define for each active component its functional-reliability
state which corresponds with functions of given system for initiating event analysed. For given
object a digraph is then constructed with regard to defined by the user the process variables
and boundary influences (i.e. external disturbances, human errors). The process of the digraph
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construction is partly automated. At the end of defining an ASCII file is created, as a part of
TRDB, containing information about its topology and functional-reliability properties. This file
form a basis for creation of the components object specific knowledge base. An example of the
components general knowledge base is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Example of the topological diagram screen
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Fig. 8. Example of the components general knowledge base
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3.6. Description of the software system and its designing features

The REPSA1ES software system is designed to guide the analyst to follow consecutive
steps of the data/knowledge acquisition and the analysis. Some fonctions, e.g. the event and
fault trees construction and evaluation are automated. The entire modelling process is folly
documented enabling easy scrutinising. The system uses the Microsoft Windows 3.1
environment. For the creation of the application following programming tools have been used:
Microsoft Visual C++ v. 1.5 - for performing calculation modules and programming user
interface,
Microsoft Access v. 2.0 and Microsoft Access Development Toolkit - for dealing with
databases,
AutoCAD for Windows, v.12 - for creating the CAD support programs (applications
written in AutoLISP and C languages),
KAPPA-PC v. 2.3 - a shell for building expert systems with an internal KAL language for
creating KAL files and C language for creating the DLL library using KAPPA-PC's 'C'
interface.

The prototype REPSA1ES application requires the installation on the computer of the software
system itself as well as AutoCAD and KAPPA-PC. The hardware configuration used at present
is as follows: processor 486/66 MHz, 16 MB RAM, a color monitor 17" - SVGA (1025x768,
1MB) and a laser printer.

User interface of the whole system has been designed adopting many features of the Microsoft
Windows operating system which is considered to be widely known and easy to use for future
users. The main window interface of the project allows for creating groups of system elements
such as: project diagrams, fault and event trees representations, etc. It enables to handle great
variety of project information in a comprehensive and easy to access way. Figure 9 presents the
system main window outlook for a reactor WER-440 PSA.

REPSA1ES <Prolcct: WER-440>
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Editors

Options

Help

I8E Diagrams

Reactor Power

Reactor

Supply

Coobig System
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Fie 111
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Low Pressure
Infection
System

Heat Removal
System

Spray System

Emergency
Power Supply

Fault Trees
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« * * * * * « * » £ * »
Low Pressure
Inieclion
System

Spray System

Heat Removal

Emergency

Sys»em

Power Supply

Fig 9. User interface program main window
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

To facilitate the HRA and PSA studies the use of the expert system technology is proposed,
although designing the software system based on this technology requires considerable effort.
According to current practice in performing PSA and HRA three scopes of studies have been
distinguished, to be covered by the supporting software system to be gradually designed. The
design effort is now concentrated on the scope I and n of the software system proposed. PSA
and HRA in such knowledge based software system will be documented to enable scrutinising
and auditing of results. Employing the expert system technology would be an important step in
standardising probabilistic studies.
In spite of critical remarks expressed recently, concerning some conventional HRA methods,
there is no reason to neglect all using at present in engineering practice techniques, especially
those for assessing probabilities of slips. The quality of human reliability evaluation can be
improved by appropriate selection of existing conventional HRA techniques according to some
attributes of the situation analysed, including psychological aspects of human actions and
errors. For that purpose a taxonomy is proposed to be included in the advisory HRA expert
system. The human reliability analysis should be not aimed only at obtaining quantitative
results. No less important are qualitative results of analyses obtained, which should be
considered for improving the man-machine interactions to minimise possibilities to commit
errors or to limit their consequences.
Additional research effort is required related mainly to advanced HRA methods and PSA
studies of the scope HI. It should include in particular such topics as:
• the event driven simulation of the plant and human cognitive performance, including
intention failures, aimed at modelling the human reliability,
• an advanced framework for representing and treating of imprecision and uncertainties in
PSA and HRA at different hierarchy levels of the logic and probabilistic models of systems
including human interactions,
• methods for combining quantitative information from various sources of different quality
(credibility) including experts,
• the effective probabilistic evaluation of accident scenarios under uncertainties with regard to
the equipment oriented logic models with inclusion of human induced failure events and
possible recovery actions.

Artificial intelligence methods, and the expert system technology in particular, offer
a promising platform to deal more systematically with some challenging issues of PSA and
HRA. However, the development of advanced HRA methods will require considerable
research and experimental effort to verify and validate new modelling concepts.
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RISK-BASED SYSTEMS CONFIGURATION MONITORING SYSTEM

D. GEORGESCU, G. GEORGESCU
Institute for Nuclear Research,
Pitesti, Romania
Abstract

The paper presents the work done in the frame of the Research Contract No.
6993/RB -"Risk based systems configuration monitoring system" part of the coordinated
programme "Development of safety related expert systems ".The aim of this contract was
to develop the prototype of an expert system based on PSA technology to be use for
controlling the plant systems configuration taking into account the risk.
The software prototype implementation was done using Visual Basic language,
under Windows environment. The implemented prototype has the following features:
- store data/knowledge about components and human factor;
- store data/knowledge about the plant system and systems components, providing
facilities to modify/search data/knowledge, based on the general knowledge;
- generate the logic model of the system;
- provide minimal cut sets and path sets determination;
- provide information to be used by the user for configuration risk management;
- provide user friendly interface (graphical interface under windows).

The prototype can be independently used as an operator support system or for
other on-line or off-line applications.
After the testing of the prototype, some of the conclusions are :
- the developed software can be one of the most useful tools to be used by
designers, PSA analysts, operators and regulatory for evaluation of the safety and
reliability of the plant systems;
-The structure of the General Knowledge Base included into the prototype offers
the possibility to combine knowledge introduced by different users. This feature can be
the basis for the development of a knowledge acquisition system;
- The developed software and methodology can offer the basis for the risk-based
data collection system development;
a. DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH CARRIED OUT
In the frame of the IAEA Coordinated Research Programme for Development

Of Safety Related Expert Systems, the "RMS" (Risk-Base Systems Configuration
Monitoring System) computer program prototype was developed.
The "RMS" system is designed to be integrated in the future "living PSA" system.
The scope, the aims and the requirements of the developed system were detailed
into /ll/.

In the frame of the research the following activities were done:
1. RMS detailed design; The system detailed design was done using the
Information Structure Diagrams method, based on the conceptual design previously
developed.
2. RMS prototype implementation, using Visual Basic 2.0, under Windows. This
programming language was used for the prototype implementation due to the
programming language facilities for development of the user interface. Also, the
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implementation under Windows allows better control of the computer facilities
(memory, speed, access to external devices, etc.).
3. RMS testing using test inputs intended to cover high complexity problems. The
system was tested using, mainly, two different kinds of inputs: inputs containing large
number of components and complex logic inputs.
4. First draft of the computer program documentation. The first version of the
computer program description and user manual were developed.
b. RESULTS OBTAINED
b.l. Introduction

The program has the following features:
- store general knowledge about the components and human factor, providing
facilities for editing various stored data;
- store data/knowledge about the plant system and system components providing
facilities to modify/search data/knowledge, based on the general knowledge;
- generate the logic model of the system;
- provide minimal cut sets and path sets determination;
- provide information to be used by the user for configuration risk management;
-provide user friendly interface ( selection and ranking of information, graphical
interface, windows).

The system can be used, even for defining general knowledge to be used for plant
systems modeling, even for modeling of a given plant system.
The system prototype has no multi-user features. The decision to implement
multi-user features will be made on user's solicitation.
The prototype can be used only off-line. The on-line using of the system is
included into the prototype, but the development of this module was not completed.
The system can be independently used as an operator support system or for other
on line or off Une applications. The design of the system is mainly based on the PSA
methods and techniques (risk- based configuration management methods), taking into
account the user requirements.
b.2. System design

Figure 1 presents the program structure.
The program contains the following main modules:

1. General Knowledge Base module.
The module store knowledge about components and human factor:
- Component type;
- Component possible status(failures and successes);
- Component status reliability data;
- Component graphical shapes;
- Component supports (power, cooling, information, etc.);
- Human factor performance curves;
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MODEL
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MODEL SOLVING
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KNOWLEDGE
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'•

RISK ANALYSIS TOOL FOR C O M P L E X

:

SYSTEMS

SYSTEM

............................................................................................
RELIABILITY E N G I N E E R
(RISK ENGINEER )

M O N I T O R I N G SYSTEM USER

"RMS" M O D U L E S

FIGURE 1 - "RMS" SOFTWARE STRUCTURE

The module allows new knowledge introduction or editing of existing
knowledge.
All component status are referenced into the module using the fundamental
status list (STOP, SOURCE, PASS, NON-Return on LEFT, SINK). The fundamental
status are used by the module no. 3 for logical inference.
The General Knowledge Base structure is presented in figure 2.
The General Knowledge Base contains the following:
- Component Type: Name of the type. The components are grouped into types
taking into account the following:
- Similar failure modes;
- Similar success status(OK status);
- Similar Graphical shapes;
- Similar operating needs(supports).
The considered conditions for similarity are included into the Component Type
Header. The Failures Status and OK Status are described into two separate files (see fig.
3).
- Component Detailed Type: The field is naming the components grouped into
the Component Type. The partition of the Type into Detailed Types is done taking into
account different reliability data. The reliability data match the failure modes defined
for the given type. The reliability data are described using three fields:
- Data source;
- Failure rate;
- Mean Time to Repair.
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COMPONENT TYPE

SUPPORTS

GRAPHICAL SHAPES

COMPONENT
TYPE
HEADER

OK STATUS

FAILURE STATUS

COMPONENT DETALIED TYPE

FAILURE STATUS

RELIABILITY DATA

DATASOURCE

LAMBDA (1/y)

MTTR(h)

GENERAL. CMF

FIGURE 2 - GENERAL KNOWLEDGE BASE STRUCTURE

- Hainan performance curves: The factors used for performance curves
development are stored into a separate file. The factors can be changed in order to
adjust the human factor model to the user needs.
The human performance curve factors are:
- shape factor;
- stress factor;
- information factor;
- complexity factor;

Figure 3 presents the internal structure of the files containing the definitions of
failure status and OK status.
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The failures status and OK status are connected with the fundamental status:
- SOURCE; - Component function status of active type allowing
modeling of active components(pumps, compressors, etc.)
- PASS; - Component function status of passive type allowing modeling
of passive component (valves, pipes, etc.)
- NON- RETURN on Left- - Component function status of passive type
allowing modeling of one-way passive component (check valves)
- STOP; - Designate the non-function status of a component The STOP
fundamental status behaves differently taking into account the Component function
status.
- SINK; - Designate the broken (or similar - short circuit to ground, etc.)
type status of a component
The system allows modeling of components having more than one success status
(for example, the operator can act using different operating procedures under different
conditions). The maximum number of different success status is limited to eight
The Failure Status has, in addition, a transfer flag in case that the described failure
mode occurs by transition to that state (Ex. Fail closed, initially being opened - is fails
closed by transfer).
2. Plant System Knowledge Base module.

Based on the knowledge stored into the module no. 1 the particular system
knowledge base is developed, containing mainly the following:
a. Component data:

- name of the component; User defined name for the component The name can be
changed any time, since the component is identified into the system by its number.

GENERAL. OKS

OK STATUS

FUNDAMENTAL STATUS

GENERAL. FLS

FAILURE STATUS

FUNDAMENTAL STATUS

TRANSFER FLAG

FIGURE 3 - DEFINITION OF STATUS
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- selection of component type; Selecting the type, all characteristics defined into
the General Knowledge Base for the selected type become available and can be used.

- selection of status( failures and successes);
- selection of reliability data;
- failures type (Tested, Not-tested, Non-reparable);
- selection of the performance factor in case of human type.
b. System data
- User interface data; Place of the components into the system drawing (number of

screen, place on the screen), graphical shapes, connections on the screen and between
screens, etc.;
- Initial status of components; Selection of an initial status for the component from

the available status defined for the given type.
- Connections between Components; The components can be connected each other

in two ways: by INPUT or by SUPPORTS (see fig. 4).
- Logic of the connections;
- Top of the system; Selection of a Component Status to be consider as the analysis

aim.

The model is based on the logical diagram presented in figure 4.
Each component behavior is controlled using two kinds of logic:
- internal logic: Ways of changing the component status by internal causes

(Failures);
- external logic : Ways of changing the component status by external influence,
from components connected with the current component By default the software
assumes the following main rules:

STATUS

TRANSFER

LAMBD

OR

AND

OR/AND

INPUT

INPUT

INPUT

INPUT
INTERNAL LOGIC

EXTERNAL LOGIC
INPUT
1

STATUS
ID

TRANSFER
FLAG

INPUT
ID

INPUT
STATUS
ID

FIGURE 4 - COMPONENT MODEL
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NAME
TYPE
DETALŒDTYPE

DESCRIPTION
SHAPE NAME

COMPONENT

J-

SCREEN NUMBER
POSITION ON SCREEN

INPUTS
INPUTS LOGIC

OUTPUTS
SUPPORTS
SUPPORT NAME

SUPPORT LOGIC

FAILURE MODES
RELIABILITY DATA
OKSTATUS

NUME.CMP

INITIAL POSITION

FIGURE 5 - PLANT SYSTEM KNOWLEDGE BASE STRUCTURE

- if a component is of passive function type:
- the component is in function if the input is provided (input - set of
inputs following a given logic);
- failure of component supports does not cause the changing of
component status;
- component transition from one state to other need the supports
function.
- if a component is of active function type:
- the component is in function if tiie input and supports are provided;
- component transition from one state to other need the supports
function.
Each rule can be changed, by the user, for each component
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Figure 5 presents the structure of the particular Plant System Knowledge Base
3. Model Generation Module.

The module compiles the Plant System Knowledge Base Module, producing an
internal model containing mainly the following information:
- logic of component status :
- logic for component functioning;

- logic for component non-functioning;
- logic for transferring from function to non-function and from nonfunction to function;
- failures modes and reliability data;
- component connections logic.

The module produces by logical inference the complementary logic (from the
success logic to produce the failure logic).
The structure of internal model/ presented in figure 6 and figure 7, contains the
following:

COMPONENT IDENTIFIER

FLAG

STATE IDENTIFIER
INfTIAL POSITION
TYPE IDENTIFIER

EXTERNAL LOGIC
FUNCTION LOGIC
NON FUNCTION LOGIC
SINK LOGIC
TRANSFER FROM FUNCTION TO NON -FUNCTION LOGIC

TRANSFER FROM NON - FUNCTION TO FUNCTION LOGIC

INTERNAL LOGIC (FAILURE MODES)

(")

FUNCTION LOGIC
NON FUNCTION LOGIC
SINK LOGIC
TRANSFER FROM FUNCTION TO NON - FUNCTION LOGIC

TRANSFER FROM NON - FUNCTION TO FUNCTION LOGIC

DICTIONARY
STATUS ID

STATUS DESCRIPTION

THE INTERNAL MODEL

FIGURE 6 - INTERNAL MODEL
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rrni LOGIC
COMP.
ID.

STATUS
ID.

OR

COMP.
ID.

STATUS
ID.

AND
COMP.
ID.

STATUS
ID.

INTERNAL LOCK ( FAILURES MODES)

OR

TYPE

STATUS
ID.

LAMBDA

MTTR

FIGURE 7 - INTERNAL MODEL (CONT.)

- component identifier: unique identify a component into a given project
- flag: with two positions, 0 - the component is not ready to give outputs to
the other components which request outputs and 1 - the component is ready.
- initial position/ having two fields: state identifier ( number or character
that identifies the status from the dictionary) and type identifier ( PR- probabuistic, or
known status - FL - failure, OK - success).
- external logic: describes the behavior of the component taking into account the
behavior of the connected components.
- internal logic ( failure modes ): describes the failures modes and relation with
the component status.
- dictionary.
The external logic contains:

- function logic: Logic containing connected components status, leading to
status of fundamental type: SOURCE, PASS or NON - RETURN on LEFT;
- non function logic: Logic containing connected components status, leading to
status of fundamental type: STOP;
- sink: Logic containing connected components status, leading to status of
fundamental type: SINK;
- transfer from function to non - function logic;
- transfer from non - function to function logic.
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For the internal logic ( failure modes ) a similar structure is used:
- function logic Logic containing failure modes, leading to status of
fundamental type: SOURCE, PASS or NON - RETURN on LEFT;
- non fonction logic Logic containing failure modes, leading to status of
fundamental type: STOP;
- sink: Logic containing failure modes, leading to status of fundamental type:
SINK;
- transfer from function to non - function logic;
- transfer from non - function to function logic.

The dictionary contains:
- status ID: number or character naming the status;
- status description: text - status description.

4. Model Solving module.

Based on the internal Model, the Minimal Cut Sets (MCS) and the Path Sets (PS)
are generated and stored into computer memory. The MCS and PS are generated taking
into account the type of model selected by the user:
- reliability model: The component is in a given status if the logic leading to that
status is true AND, if the initial position is NON( given status), the logic describing the
transition is true also.
- PSA model: Similar, but the initial status of the given component is set according
with the mean probability to be in a possible status, over the mission time.
The method used for model solving has the following features:
- maximum number of components -1000;
- maximum number of path sets - 500;
- maximum number of components included into a path -1000;
-maximum number of Minimal Cut Sets -10000;
-maximum number of components included into a cut set - 100.

These limitations can be easily "extended, if necessary.
The MCS and PS are generated directly from the internal model using an
approach of type "Top-Down searching and Bottom-Up generating".
Since, the MCS and PS are stored containing component status, the MCS and PS
containing events ( failure modes) are generated only if necessary (if the Module 5
application requests it). This method allows generation of MCS and PS for very large
system in a relatively short time and using large limitations (cut-off value). For some
test inputs the reduction factor obtained is in rage of 50-100 (reduction factor = total
number of MCS over stored number of MCS).

5. Applications Module

Based on the generated combinations of components status a large number of
applications can be implemented.
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The applications implemented into the prototype are:
- system risk evaluation (failure probability or failure frequency);
- Minimal Cut Sets presentation;
- PathSets presentation;
- Successes against failures;

These methods can be applied for each one of the components included into the
model.
The system can support on-line and off-line applications.
The of-line applications consist of application based on the model automatically
searching and switching component status.

The on-line applications consist of system automatically answering in case that
one ore more components change the initial status.

Into the next step of the system development other applications will be
implemented:
-Off - line applications:

- Fault Tree Automatically construction;
- Event Tree Automatically construction;
- Operating Procedure Evaluation;
- Plant System Design evaluation;
- Plant System Technical Specification Evaluation;
-etc.
- On -Une applications:
- Delta Risk;
- Allowed Outage Time evaluation;
- Recommended Operator actions;
- Down-Time Risk Evaluation;
• -etc.
b.3. User interface description and program flow

The system prototype is intended to be used by two kinds of users:
-The reliability engineer, for updating the general knowledge base:

- new type of components;
- new failures modes;
- new reliability data;
-etc.
-The reliability engineer, for development of the plant system model:
- system structure;
- components;
- component connections logic;
- reliability data;
- technical specifications;
- operating procedures;
- human performance model;
- initial components status.

-The reliability engineer for evaluations on the developed model:
- model checking for proper response;
- design and operation checking for insights;
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- The plant operator for risk-based evaluations, in case that the initial status for
one or more components changes. The risk-based evaluations evolve based on the
model previously developed by the reliability engineer. The user of this type can
change only the position of the components (to different success or probabilistic status
or to failures). The user is not allowed to change the plant system design or operation
features.
By mean of the description of the user interface a short presentation of the
program flow is below provided:
The Main Screen presented in figure 8, give the possibility to interface with the
program facilities.
The main screen is divided into the areas:
1. Menu area;
2. Buttons area;
3. Working area.
tan opuoo» Run on.un«

The

Menu

area

provides the following
options:
- File, with options:
Open, New, Print and Exit;

loading, saving, printing
models;
- Edit, having the
options: Knowledge, Edit
Human Behavior, Copy
component, which mainly
allows
editing,
under
|.| computer assistance, the
general
data
base
human error or
FIGURE 8 - MAIN SCREEN
making a copy of a
component;
- Options, with facilities: Generate model - generate the logic model, Grid enable or disable the grid;
- Run, with options: Start - run the file containing the logic model for on-line
applications and Stop - stopped the running for off-line applications;
- Off-line, - Off Line Applications;
- On-line, - On Line Applications.
Buttons' area contains the following options:
- Load, loading a project;
- Exit, exit from RMS with saving the project;
- Select Cell, select any cell on the screen;
- Edit, edit the selected component (call the EDIT screen);
- View, inspect the component change the initial position, set the TOP-EVENT;
- List, allow searching on the components' list;
- Find link, give information on components connections;
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- Go To, go to the selected screen number;
- Next, the next screen in chronological order will appear;
- Previous, the previous screen is selected;
- Move To, move a component to other screen on the working area;
- Delete, delete a selected component

The Working area contains the user edited plant system schematics. The System
schematics can be divided into multiple screens. The system schematics contain the
components names, components shape, the links between components, the type of the
links and references to other system schematic screens.
The Working area is divided into cells using a grid that can be disabled by user
option.
Figure 9 presents the Edit screen in
case that a main screen cell was selected,
followed by Edit option. The EDIT screen
provides facilities for system components
editing.
The screen presents information on
component number, component name,
component type, detailed type, component

description, available graphical shapes.
Selecting Links or Status/ReLData the

CS2CTCO SHAPE.

-é—*-

program flow is transferred to screens
allowing editing of links, respectively
reliability data.
Figure 10 presents the LINKS screen.
The
screen
presents and allows editing of
FIGURE9-EDIT SCREEN
information about the links of the selected
components, the inputs of the selected components, and the types of supports available

for the given component type: INFORMATION, COOLING, etc. The components
included into the current component logic can be selected from the components list,
using List option. Selecting a given group
Com ponant Number: S

Component Nome: PMP2
INPUT:

Supports:
COOLING

JtPMPS

JL
p>OWER

VHKTiLATION

|s
J! ID
J! ja

in

FIGURE 10 - LINKS SCREEN

of inputs, the transfer to the link definition
is enabled. Transfer to the general
knowledge editing is allowed.
In case no logic was previously
defined for a group (input or support) a
default logic is automatically created
following the rules:
a) if the current component is of
active function type:
- to transfer from non-function to
function, the inputs are considered with an
OR logic of inputs function status. The
supports are considered with an AND
logic between OR logic's of supports
inputs function status;
- to function - similar; •
b) if the component is of passive
function type:
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- to transfer from non-function to
function, the inputs are considered with an OR logic of inputs function status. The
supports are considered with an AND logic between OR logic of supports inputs
function status.
- to function - the inputs are considered with an OR logic of inputs function status.
The software can accept partial logic, if it is coherent the complete logic being
developed automatically by logical inference.
In case that the logic for a group was previously defined, even new components
are added to the group, the user needs to re-define the logic, selecting Link Logic
Definition.
_
__ __
In the figure 11 the LINK
LOGIC definition screen is
presented. The screen contains
OK(«icca«i) Statue [RUNNING
Or. 0 TO TRANSFER
lists with the information about
REQUESTS THE: COMPONENTS PROVIDING: COOLING
selected component name,
BEING IN THE FOLLOWING COMBINATIONS OF OIC(«iccBM) STATUS:
success
status
and
the
possibility to edit the link logic
component
using
the
combinations of success status.
The IN button is used for
component status introduction.
OR, AND, N/M, (, ), buttons
SMK
STAND-BY
are using for edit logic
expressions
between
considered components status.
Verify Logic button is used for
the logic verifying.
The
software contains a small
FIGURE 11 - LINK LOGIC DEFINITION SCREEN
compiler for the logic verifying.
Figure 12 presents the Status screen, which provides lists with Success Status and
Failure Status, allowing selection of reliability data for the failure modes included,
(failure type, lambda, mission time, MTTR, test interval and unavailability) of the
selected components.
The reliability data can
be selected from the data
defined into the general
comvum.
knowledge base. If the user
changes the selected failure
rate or the calculated
probability, the software
irr»/*)
assumes
automatically
"USER
ASSUMPTION"
as
OHHJBE:
data source. Also, if for the
3SÏE:
selected failure mode, there
na3985
il aae
are no data defined into the
general
knowledge,
a
default value of 0.01/year
for the failure rate is initially
used. The user can select
FIGURE 12 - STATUS/RELIABILITY DATA SCREEN different
type,
failure
OCCMPONCMT OF HUUAM T

T30«fJKMi~
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according to the reliability model (NOT-TESTED-REPARABLE, NON-REPARABLE,
TESTED).
The probability results presented in this screen are intended only for user
information, the mission time and / or reliability model being automatically detected
during the overall system evaluation.
The user can disable/enable different failure modes.
The user needs to select the initial status of the component, that will be considered
of probabilistic type by default The initial status can further changed directly from the
View screen, allowing evaluations using different plant system configurations.

In case that the component is of
human type, a COMPONENT OF HUMAN
TYPE button is provided, transferring
control to the performance factor selection
screen (figure 13).
The user can select a
performance factor and can see the human
behavior in case that the stress level or the
level of information or the action complexity
change, according with the human
performance curves. The user can change
the human performance curves selecting
Edit from this screen.

HKSH LEVEL OF TOAINMG
®Ho————

<*>

FIGURE 13-HUMAN
PERFORMANCE FACTOR
SELECTION SCREEN

Presented in the figure 14, Edit Human Behavior screen gives the possibility to
edit the graphical curves of the human
behavior according to the level of

o—.
OMV>«

0-—.
--

training. The graphical curves depend
on the stress level, operator
information level and
complexity
level (single action , multiple actions).
The human model is based on the
information that can be internally
generated by the software.
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FIGURE 14 - HUMAN PERFORMANCE
CURVES EDITING SCREEN

The View button from the main
screen allows inspecting and changing
of the initial status of the selected
component Figure 15 presents the
View screen.
The user can select one of the defined
status for the selected component The
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selected status can be of type:
-success - selection from the OK status list (the component will be further
considered as been in the
selected
status
KNOWN
position).
Component Number t
Component Name: PMP?
-probabilistic - selection
ComoonentTypa
PUMP
Component Typo detail«: CEKTFUTUGAL
from the OK status list
(probabilistic model).
Component description.
-failure - selection from
THIS PUMP IS PART OF A TEST INPUT.
|j
| the Failures status list (similar
model as for success status
selection).
i
Into this screen the user
OOKStatus
O Failure SttttiK
<§> Unknown/Probabilistic
can select from the list of
STATUS: l:UlM!llîf^
successes the TOP EVENT. The
H
Top Event will be further
considered for evaluations as
the goal of the whole system.
The screen, also, presents the
necessary information for the
FIGURE 15 - VIEW SCREEN
user of plant operator type.

The information on components connections and navigation within the selected
component connections is provided by the main screen button Find Link. The
corresponding screen is presented in figure 16.

Component Number. £
Connection»:

ComfKMmttfam: PWPÎ

—>MV2

•Bonn

Selecting GoTo option, the
control is transferred to the selected
component providing input or support
for the current component

SUPPORT: POWER—»BUS LÏ&

Also, as before presented, the
software provide all the necessary tools
for navigation within the plant system
schematics, for editing/ deleting/
inspecting system components.
The
software
provides
automatically drawing of components
connections.
ff
the
connected
components are included into different
screens transfer labels are automatically provided.

FIGURE 16 - COMPONENT
CONNECTIONS SCREEN

The working area of the main screen is also provided with Drag-Drop options,
the position on the screen of a selected component being possible to be changed by
dragging it with the mouse. The connections are automatically updated.
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As before presented, the system, also, provides facilities for general knowledge
editing. Figure 17 presents the starting screen for the general knowledge editing
software module.
The following data can be introduced / modified / deleted:
- component type (figure 17);
- component detailed type (figure 18);
- component graphical shapes (figure 19);
- component supports list (figure 20);
- component OK status (figure 21);
- component failure status (figure 22);
- reliability data (figures 23, 24,25);
- references to Fundamental STATUS (figures 26,27).
The design of the user interface was done taking into account the general
knowledge base structure, intending to offer an easy to use tool.
Facilities for adding, modifying, deleting existing knowledge are provided.

Once a piece of knowledge (failure status, OK status, supports) is defined, that
become available later for other inputs.
The structure of the General Knowledge Base and the software structure allow
combining of the knowledge introduced by different users.

The prototype does not include a graphical editor ( for components graphical
shape editing).
The editor used is the Windows PaintBrush Editor, but, since the graphical
shape is stored using a standard Windows picture format any other Editor can be
used.
The Version 2.0 of the software will include a dedicated graphical editor.

PUMP

COMPONENT TYPE:

DETARED TYPE OF COMPONENT:

Pn.OTVALVE
PV>MG

PISTON OPERATED VALVE
POWER SUPPLY
PRESSURE REGULATWG V

MMUARyaOCERfEEDPUUP
OMTMFUGM.________
CSnFMFUGM.VCKnCM.fU9W 7W»W US
CONQEKSME EXTRACTION PUMP
OESB.ONVEN
OESB-OWVBICONTAWMENTSPflAYPUMP
MESa.DMVEN GENERAL
WWEH CENTNFUGM.CtWtGMG PUUP

ucrrononvEN
MOTOR ORTVBIAUXtWWFEEWKATCPi

MOTOR OHV»CEN7M*X^HOflBOtnAlfUWIMTE 4M XG/S HEAD .Ï-.7
MOTOR DWVS<CEHI«RJGALP£ACTORCOOLMrr PUMP FUJW PAIE 1I3S-ZM
MOTOR DPIVEMCEMTPJFUSALVCT FLOW RATE 7HS»KC/R HEAD 1J-MMPA

FIGURE 17 - EDIT GENERAL
KNOWLEDGE SCREEN

FIGURE 18 - EDIT DETAILED
TYPE SCREEN
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CompoMMTyp«.

PUMP

Selected «bopti: PMP1.8MP

-H—<&-•

FIGURE19 - EDIT GRAPHICAL SHAPES SCREEN

CompoftefltTypfl PUMP

CompOMirtTypa PUMP
SELECTED SUPPORT

OEFMEO SUPPORT

FIGURE 20-EDIT
SUPPORTS SCREEN

SELECTED OK STATOS:

DEFINED OK STATUS

FIGURE 21-SELECT
OK STATUS SCREEN

The model is checked for logical consistency and is compiled to the internal form
selecting Generate Model option from the main screen menu.
Once the internal model is generated, the off-line options from the menu become
available. In order to have access to the on-line option, the Run / Start needs to be
selected before (the on-line applications are not included into the prototype).
Selecting Failure Model from the Off-Line option, the software generates the
minimal cut-set for the given NON ( SUCCESS TOP-EVENT ).
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FIGURE 22-SELECT
FAILURE STATUS SCREEN
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FIGURE 23 - SET FAILURE
STATUS SCREEN
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FIGURE 24 - SELECT RELIABILITY
DATA SCREEN
FIGURE 25 - EDIT RELIABILITY

DATA SCREEN

OK STATUS:
FUNCTIONING

OSTOP

OPASS

OSINK

O NON-RETURN on La«

<S>1SOURCE|

FAILURE STATUS:
j FAILURE TO OPERATE

OPASS
OSINK

O NON-RETURN on Left

OSOURCE

EJ TRANSFER

FIGURE 26 - EDIT FAILURE
STATUS SCREEN

FIGURE 27 - EDIT OK STATUS SCREEN
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PMP31STAND-BY] "CVI [CLOSEDfMECR)] "P»«^ STAND-BY]
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MV2(CLOSED<MECH)] -V3 [CLOSED(MECH.)] * MVt [ CtOSED(MECH.) ]

CVI [CLOSED(MECH)1 -V3[ajOSED(MECK)l -PMPZ t STAND-BY]

cvi [CLosEDCMECHj] -MWICLOSECKMECH.)] -TO [STAND-BY]

MVZ [ CLOSEO(MECH.) ] • OFFSTTE [ STAND-BY ] • MVt ( CLOSEDCMECHJ ]
CVI [ CLOSED(MECH.) ] • OFFSITE [ STANDBY] • PMP2 [ STANO-BY ]
PMP3[ STAND-BY] -MVt [ CLOSEDQJECH} ] -PMPZ( STAND-BY]

PMP3[STAWH3Y]-MV2[CtOSED<MECH)] "PMP1 [STANO-BY]
PMP3[STANO-BY] «CVI (CLOSEOCMECH)] -V2[CLOSED<MECH.)]

V3[CLOSEOOHECH.)] -MV1 f<XOSEO(MECH.)] "PUPZ[STAND-BY]
MVZ[CLOSED(MECHJ] «MVl [CLOSEOCMECH.)] -TX2[STAND-BY]
MV2 [ CLOSED(MECH.) ] * V3 [ CLOSEO(MECH) ] * PMP1 [ STAND-BY ]
CVI {CLOSEO(MECH.)] *PMPZ[ STAND-BY] 'TK21 STANO-BY J
CVI [CLOSED(MECH.)] *V31CLOSED(MECH.}] •V2[CtOSEO(MECH.)]
CVt [CLOS£O(MECa)] -PMPS[ STANO-BY]
OFFSITE [STANO^Y] «MVI {CLOSED(MECH.) } -PMP2 [STAND-BY]

MVZtCXOSEO(MECH.)] 'OFFSCTEISTAND-BY] *PMP1 [STANDBY]
CVJ [(XOS£D(MECH)] • OFFStTE[STANOflY] ~VllCLOSEOCMECH)]
PMP3[STAND-BY] -PMPZ[STAND-BY] «PMP1 [STANDBY]

PMP3[STAND-BY] «MV! (<XOSED(MECH)] -V2[CLOSED(MECH.}]
PMP3[ STAND-BY] - MV2 [ CLOSED(MECH.) ] "VI { CLOSEDfMECH.) ]

PMP3 [STAND-BY] -MV2[CLOSED(MECH)] "PMP<[STAND-BY]
MVJ (CLOSEO(MECH.)] *PMPZf STAND-BY] -TK2[STAND-BY]

\ra[O.OSED(MECH.)]-FmPZ[STAND-BY] "PMF1 [STAND-BY]
V3 [ CLOSEOCMECH) ] • MV! l CLOSED(MECR) ] * V2 [ (XOSEO(MECH.) ]
MV2[CLOSED(V<ECH.)] "TK2{ STANO-BY l ~PtM>ï {STANDBY]
MV2[CLOSED(VtECHJl -V3 f O-OSEDtMECH.) l "VI I CtOSEDCMECH.) l

FIGURE 28 - MCS PRESENTATION SCREEN
The minimal cut-set is presented in the form of component status. The user can
select a minimal cut set and can expand it to component failures form.
An example of minimal cut-set is presented in figure 28. The corresponding
expanded minimal cut-set is presented in figure 29.

PMP3 [FAB. TO START 1 - CVI [ FAILS TO OPEN{MECH). ] - MVZ ( FAKS TO OPEN(MeCH). 1
PMP3 f FA«JU«E TO OPERATE] "tVI f FAILS TO OPeN(UeC«J. J - MV2 f FAttS TO OPENtMECH). 1

PMP3[BROKEN1 -CVI (FAHSTOOPENJMECHJ.) • MV2( FA«JSTOOPEM(VIECHJ.)
PMP3[ FAIL TO START J -CVI [ TRANSFER CLOSEtXMECHJ ) -MVZ ( FAILS TO OPEN(ueCHJ. |
PMP3[FAXXIRE TO OPERATE] -CVI {TRANSFERCU3SED(M£CH.) I *MVl[FAJLSTOOPOKMECHJ.]
PWP3[BROKEN J • CVI (TRANSFER CUJSEDpJCCHJJ • MVZ (FAILS TOOPEN{UECH). I
PMP3IFAM.TOSTART1 -CVJ (BROKEN] -UVZtFAttSTOOPQ4(WieCHJ.]
PMP3(FAUURE TO OPERATE] -CVI [BROKEN] *UVZ (FAJLS TO OPEN(UECH).]
PMP31 BROKEN] -CVI (BROKEN] -UVZ(FACSTOOPEN(MECH).J
PMPÏIFAJLTOSTART1 -CVI ( FAILS TO OPOKMECH). ] * MVZ C TRANSFER O_OSeD(ueCH.)]

PMP31 FAB.URE TO OPERATE] -CVI [ FAILS TO OPEN(UECH). ] • MVZ ( TRANSFER CLOSEO(UECH.) J
PMP3(BROKEN] -CVI ( FAILS TO OPEN(UCCHX ] • MVZ [ TRANSFER CLOSEO(MECH ) ]
PMP31FAILTOSTART] -CVI fTRANSFERCLOSEO(MECHJ] -MV2(TRANSFERCLOSEO(MECHJ]
PMP3tFARURE TO OPERATE] -CYI [ TRANSFER CLOSEO<MECM.) 1 -MVZITRANSFERCUOSEOCMECH)]
PMP3(BROKEN] -CVI [TRANSFERCLOSEO(UECH)] -MVZtTRANSFERCLOSED(MECHJl
PMP3J FAB. TO START] -CVI [BROKEN] - MVZ [ TRANSFER CUOSEO(MCCH)]

PMP3fFAKjURETO OPERATE] -CVI I BROKEN] -MVZ[ TRANSFER CLOSCO(MECH ) j

PMP3(8ROKEN] *CVI (BROKEN] *UV2(TRANSFERCLOSED(UeCK)]
PMP3{ FAIL TO STARTJ -CVI [FAILS TO OPENpCCH}.] -MVZ(BROKENJ
PUP31 FAILURE TO OPERATE] »CVI { FAILS TO OP£N<UECH). ] -MV2( BROKEN]
PMP3[ BROKEN] -CVI ( FAILS TO OPEN(UECH). ] *UV2( BROKEN]
PMP3(FAtt.TOSTARTJ "CVI [TRANSFERCLOSED(MECH)] -MVZ [BROKEN]
PMP3[ FAILURE TO OPERATE] • CVI (TRANSFER OjOSED<MECH ) ] * MVZ ( BROKEN ]

PMP3[BROKENI 'CVI [TRANSFERO-OSED(UEOL)] -MV2(BROKEN]
PMP3[ FAB. TO STARTJ -CVI [BROKEN] * MVZ [ BROKEN ]
PMPÎ(FAHXIRE TO OPERATE] -CVI [BROKEN] "UV? l BROKEN]

PKtP3[BROKEN] -CVI [BROKEN] -MVZCBROŒN]

HGURE 29 - EXPANDED MCS PRESENTATION SCREEN
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TK3 [ FILLED J ——>RLLEO{ PROBABILISTIC )
CV1 [ OPENED(MECH.) ]——»OPENED(MECH.)( PROBABILISTIC )
MV1 [ OPENEO(UECH ) ] ——»OPENEO(MECH )( PROBABILISTIC )
PMP1 [RUNNING ]—>RUNNING(PROBABILISTIC)
BUS I ENERGIZED ] ——>ENERCIZEO( PROBABILISTIC)
PMP* t RUNNING 1 —>RUNNING( PROBABILISTIC )

Number of Path«

5

OG2 [ RUNNING J ——>RUNNING( PROBABILISTIC )
TK1 t FILLED ] ——>FILLEO( PROBABILISTIC )

PathSet Number:

FIGURE 30 - PATH SET PRESENTATION SCREEN

In case Success Model is selected form the Menu, the software generates the

success Path corresponding to the given SUCCESS TOP - EVENT. The figure 30
contains the developed screen for path-sets presentation.
For booth failure model and success model, tools for navigation, selection,
sorting, presentation of information on given user criteria, etc. are provided.
Additionally, the success model can produce information about SUCCESSES
AGAINST FAILURES (combinations of component successes to be ensured in order to
replace the failure of the selected component).
c. CONCLUSIONS

The main results of the work done can be summarized as follows:
- the detailed design was done using the Informational Structure Diagram
method.
- the implementation of the RMS prototype was done according to the initial

system design.
- the prototype was tested using different types of test inputs.
The main conclusions drawn from the activity are:
- because the number of the PSA applications possible to be implemented within
the software is high, the computerized system need to provide only the most
appropriate applications for different users. It is possible to develop different versions
of the system in order to meet the specific user requirements.
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- the prototype needs further testing, in order to develop the version number 2.
- during the system implementation and testing some new possible applications
of the developed methodology were detected. Due to high complexity of the stored
knowledge and high power of the probabilistic models, very powerful applications can
be implemented (operating procedure evaluation, evaluation of the plant system
design, evaluation of the plant system technical specifications, etc.). Further research
becomes necessary.
- the structure of the General Knowledge Base offers the possibility to combine
knowledge introduced by different users. That can be the basis for a knowledge
acquisition system.

-the RMS software and methodology can offer the basis for the risk-based data
collection system development
- the RMS can be integrated into the "living PSA" system.

- Risk Monitoring System can be one of the most useful tools to be used by
designers, PSA analysts, operators and regulatory for evaluation of the safety and
reliability of the plant systems.

d. SIGNIFICANT DEPARTURE FROM THE LEVEL OF ACTIVITY
FORESEEN BY THE CONTRACT

Using of the Visual Basic programming language instead of the Visual C++
language for the prototype implementation. This situation has no adverselly effects on
the research done, since this decision was taken considering the advantages that the
Visual Basic language offers for developement of the user interface. During the
implementation no major disadvantages were detected.
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Abstract

This report describes the general concept of increasing the
nuclear safety of NPPs by implementation of Diagnostic
Expert Systems and its realization by developing two types
of diagnostic systems. Presented are two Systems of Regime
Diagnostics using the indications of unit control system

transducers as initial information for diagnosis and three
Systems of Noise Diagnostics using special sensors as
information sources. The analytical simulator wich contains
a
mathematical
model
of
technological
processes and
equipment is used for creation of a knowledge base for the
Regime Diagnostic System and also for its verification. All
the Systems contain a monitoring unit and can work in real
time. Special methods, algorithms and tools were developed
during the creation of these Systems as well as a specific
language for knowledge base interpretation. All these
systems are implemented now at nuclear power plants and are
in experimantal or permanent operation. They are used for
accident identification, thermocyclic
loading
analysis,

loose parts in primary circuit detection, leak detection,
vibration and for technological parameter fluctuatuion
analysis.

INTRODUCTION

The Expert Systems were developed in VNIIAES for the following goals:
— expert training in knowledge formalization;
— knowledge acquisition and formalization for knowledge bases develop —
ment;
— development of an adequate shells for different Expert Systems types;
— development of practically useful Expert Systems;
— and as a final goal implementation of Expert Systems in NPP's and
other nuclear organisations.
For achievement of this goals it was decided to develop a range of different Expert Systems, using various tools (i.e. programming languages,
knowledge representation models, shells) and to test a variety of connected
with nuclear energetic subject areas such as diagnostics of different unit
components, on — line operators support systems etc.
Two kinds of Expert Systems were developed as a result of this activity.
These systems are: Prompt Expert System (PEX) and Express Diagnostic
Expert System (EDES). The Theoretical aspects of these expert systems
development were described in our previous publications [1],[2]. The current
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report describes mainly the creation of Expert Systems for certain practically
useful applications.
The safety of Nuclear Power Plants is based on two fundamental bases:
safety operating of NPP equipment and reliability of operating personnel.
The efficacious way to increase the safety of NPP equipment operation is
supplying the NPPs with developed Diagnostic Expert Systems which identify
malfunctions and defects on the early stage of its manifestation and intensification.
. There are also two ways to increase the reliability of NPP's personnel. The
first is to improve the operator professional training aimed at the development of his ability to take correct decisions. Training Simulators are commonly used for this purpose. The second way is to create adequate operational environment at the working place thus facilitating the process of
taking correct decisions. This operational environment means operator

support Expert Systems also.
Simulation of technical processes in NPP unit and the model of operator's
control activity are two parts that constitute the initial basis for Diagnostic
and Operator Support Expert Systems development. The model of NPP unit
is necessary either for Training Simulators or for Regime Diagnostic Expert
Systems. The model of operator's activity is used for designing the Operator
Support Expert Systems.
The general concept of implementation in the NPP the Diagnostic Expert
Systems as it described above could be illustrated by Fig. 1.

This report presents two types of Diagnostic Systems.
— The regime Diagnostic Systems (for accident identification and analysing the stress conditions for material damage detection). These systems
accomplish the diagnostics on the base of deviations of normal operating
modes (or main transient modes) from that was laid in design and was described operating procedures. The sources of initial information about this
matter are the indications of standard control system instruments.
— Noise Diagnostic Systems (for detection of leak, free parts in primary
circuit, damages of structure). This systems work on the basis of measurement of weak signals from collateral physical random processes which are
attending the normal operation of equipment. It may be an acoustic noise
and vibration or small fluctuations of main operation parameters: pressure,
coolant temperature, neutron flux etc. These small quantities are not sensed
by the common control system and need for its observation special sensors
and other tools, methods and algorithms.
SIMULATION AND ALGORITHMIZATION OF OPERATOR'S ACTIVITY

Idealising operator's activity, we can present it as a multiple repetition of
four successive phases:
1. Information perception phase. At this phase observation and monitoring
of process parameters is performed basing on instrument readings, mimic
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NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Monitoring
. ... Systems

Diagnostic Systems

Fig 1 General Concept of Expert Diagnostic Systems at NPP

panels, switch position and direct observation of equipment condition. The
result of this phase is the evaluation of the status of the power unit operating
mode. Two status modes are possible:
* normal mode or expected mode;
deviating mode i.e. with deviations from a present mode) requiring
corrective actions.
2. Diagnostics phase. In case of deviation from normal or expected mode, a
search and identification of'deviation cause is implemented. This is done by
bringing forward possible hypotheses and assessing their likelihood. At the
same time the necessary observed symptoms of the examined situations are
considered. The result is the identification of one ore several possible causes.
3. Decision taking phase. At this phase the target is defined (e.g. initial
mode recovery or obtaining a new desirable power unit status) and a sequence of operations to reach this target is drawn up, i.e. operation plan is
prepared. The result is the selected sequence of operations and their implementation criteria.
4. Implementation phase. In accordance with the selected plan appropriate
switching actions and other control actions are performed including also
monitoring operations. The result is an achievement of the present object. If
the object is not achieved then operator returns to the previous phase and a
new plan is prepared, or (if the object is unattainable) a new object is set.
In practical life the above phases of operator's activity controlling a nuclear
plant are not encountered in the pure form. The actual operator's activity is a
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combination of the above mentioned phase components. However, in each
mode there is a clearly defined leading phase taking greatest fraction of time
[3]. In the normal mode of operation such phase will be information perception (up to 95%). For transient modes the leading phase will be implementation (80%). For modes with deviations from normal operation the
leading phase is diagnostics (more than 60%). Fig. 2 shows operator's activity
distribution between phases for different modes. It is remarkable that in
emergency operation with automatic emergency protection systems, the
leading phase will be the same as for normal mode of operation, i.e. observation.
Further simulation of actual operator's activity comprises algoritmization of
each phase. For the diagnostics phase this algorithm comprises construction
and analysis of the "situation's assessment tree". As a result of the analysis
using apriori knowledge of situation symptoms the tree is reduced to one or
several possible cases. Observation phase is a cyclic self — adjusting algorithm
which includes selection of information sources and observation intervals, the
norm for registered parameters, observation procedure proper and comparison with normal.
A special feature of operator's activity algorithms which complicates it?
formalisation for automatic representation is their adaptability to a situation
and vagueness of assessment criteria. For example, at the perception phase
forming up initial data such as a set of information sources, intervals of data
acquisition and concept of normal operation mode depend on the observed
situation i.e. on observation result. Therefore selection criteria is not sufficiently accurate when initial data are replaced.

ANALYTICAL SIMULATOR

The same mathematical model of equipment and technical processes in
NPP unit are implemented in Full Scope Simulator intended for training of
operating personnel and in" Analytical Simulator used for regime diagnostics^].
The mathematical model simulates the processes in all technological
systems of the unit which send information to the control room and Power
Plant Computer (PPC) or influence on its changing during the unit operation,
including the following:
— Simulation of three —dimensional space —time kinetics of the neutron
flux in one group approximation taking into account control rod movement,
change of boron concentration, fuel and coolant temperature, change of the
xenon and samarium concentration
— Hydrodynamic two —speed, two — temperature model of all regimes,
using the RETACT code package for calculating the thermohydraulic parameters of the primary circuit and the steam generator. The following is
simulated:
* stream inhomogeneiry and disbalance in forced and natural circulation regimes;
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Abnormal mode (with deviations)

Normal mode

Emergency mode

Transient mode without malfunctions

- perception phase
f

- action planning phase

- diagnostics phase
- implementation phase

Fig. 2. Model of Operators activity for Different
Modes of Operation
* boiling and condensation at the surface of the boundary between
layers of the solid walls and jets;
* turbulence in the coolant in a heated channel and formation of
stagnant zones under the reactor top head;
* flow of the boiling coolant through ruptures in the circuit and protection mechanisms;
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Fig. 3. Technological processes monitoring at the Analytical Simulator

* internal circulation in the horizontal steam generator, steam separation and moisture entrainment into steam lines;
* heat transfer from the core fuel element to the coolant found in a
random aggregate state.
There are simulated 3 types of initial conditions, both for primary and
stationary fuel loading: just after refuelling, in the middle of operating and
just before refuelling.
The set of initial conditions covers all the range of unit operation modes
from "cold shut down" condition till the full power operating.

In the scope of simulating processes, systems and equipment are included:
— Heat up and cooling of the primary circuit, replacement of nitrogen
cushion in the pressuriser to a steam one and vice versa, heat release to the
environment.
— Reactor bringing to the critical state, start of the secondary circuit
systems, turbo — generator load raising and synchronisation with the grid,
control at the power level.
— Simulation of logic and algorithms of control devices operation on the
basis of actual electrical diagrams, taking into account actual adjustment
coefficients, including individual simulation of master control of each unit's
PPC module.
— Simulation of the electrical system of the NPP including:
* dynamic calculation of all electrical circuits of the NPP in normal and
emergency operating modes;
* simulation of the generator operation, including loading, synchronisation with external grid, coast down and up to a complete stop.
The following emergency processes are simulated which include:
— Steam —zirconium reaction, fuel rod cladding burning, hydrogen formation and spread.
— Spread of radioactivity.
All features of the analytical simulator are similar to those of the full scope
simulator except imitation of Control Room. Analytical Simulator (AS)
simulates the unit operation in all operation conditions:
— Normal operation mode.
— Deviations from normal operation mode.
— Operation during the project accident.
— Operation during severe accidents up to moment of mass melting of the
core.
AS consists of three main components connected with common network
Ethernet :
— Simulation Station based on the RISC processor R—4000 Silicon
Graphics and destined for mathematical model running in real time.
— Operator Station which simulates all important control operations
performing from the Control Room and also simulates the control means:
keys, buttons, switches, information boards etc. The main tools of control are
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Fig. 4. Plant System Symulation Diagram

Plant System Simulation Diagrams (PSSD} permanent existing on the screens
of Operator Station monitors. These diagrams contain:
* display of information existing on the panels of control room;
* natural display of control room panel fragments with control switches,
keys and buttons;
* the diagrams of plant power system containing the equipment under

control at that moment.
The unit equipment control simulated by single click of mouse key with
preliminary pointing to any target: key, button or equipment under control.
An example of PSSD is shown on Fig. 4.
The hardware of operator station is represented by computer PC AT —386
with 19" display monitor, keyboard and mouse. AS contains up to seven
operator stations.
— Instructor station destined for entire control of AS. It is realised on the
base of RISC processor R—3000. From Instructor Station can be realised
different functions of control:
* control of model running;
* control of data;
* monitoring of technical process parameters;
* introducing failures and malfunctions (including instantaneous break
of main coolant pipe line).
Defects and malfunctions will arise during the model running at a necessary moment in desirable form, but the setting of the point of time and the
type of malfunction may be made both at current moment and when initialising the model before starting. Defects and malfunctions are chosen from
a given list with additional possibility to vary the quantitative characteristic
of defects.
Besides other objects Analytical Simulator is used for testing and as
means for forming the knowledge base for Regime Diagnostic System.

'MONITORING SYSTEMS
Each of the both types of Diagnostic Systems need an appropriate type of
Monitoring System. In the case of regime diagnostics the main task is
monitoring of technical process parameters, compression and storage of this
information for a long time interval.
Hardware of this Monitoring System includes computer PC AT —386 and
common measurement system consisting of measuring circuits with analog to
digital transformer and communicator of analog signals and controller. From
the analogue — digital conversion output the information comes into PC.
There the information reliability is verified and the compacting for the exclusion of abundance has place. Then the information is put into data base.
These data are input for the diagnostic systems software [5].
The diagnostic system itself start running only when it is necessary. This
necessity appear automatically when a stationary operation mode changes to
transient mode. One of the tasks of Monitoring System's software is to fix
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users
terminal

this moment. The diagnostic algorithm can be started also at every moment
by human interference to operate as operator support system.
The regime diagnostic systems in their essence deal not with cause of
regime violations but with its effect. For diagnostics to be obtained abnormal
regime or accident must already proceed. Thus these diagnostic systems
allows only early detection of accidents but not its preservation on the stage
when the defect exists but not influences on the regime of unit operation.
Such possibilities to detect detects before they begin to influence on the
normal operational process are characteristics of noise diagnostic systems the
systems of principle another type [6].
The entire diagnostic process by means of these systems can be divided
into three phases.
Phase 1: Event detection, i.e. establishing a fact indicative of possible
existence of supposed defect. In terms of measurement it means detection of
signal {alarm signal) which is different from background created by normal
operational noise and in the same time not being an external disturbance.
Phase 2: Localisation of event, i.e. determination of alarm signal source
position.
Phase 3: Identification of defect value and its nature e.g. mass of free part
or leak value.
The monitoring system performs the 1 — st phase of diagnostics. Only on
appearance of event starts running the analyser part of diagnostic system
which performs the other two phases. Fixing the appearance of event and
starting the diagnostic process is the only task of monitoring system. It stores
the information temporarily and only such portion of information that
necessary for event detection. But because of high frequency of channel
scanning these systems are much more complicated then previous system.
The Monitoring Systems are individual for each of three Diagnostic Systems but all they have the same concept which may be pictured by common
diagram (Fig. 5). There are as usually measuring channels including sensors,
analog signals forming, and preliminary digital processing. The features of
system are:
— Automatic calibration by electrical signals and by means of emission of

standard acoustic signals.
— Alarm signals both direct arising when the signal exceeds definite
threshold and system alarm that is a result of more or less complicated
analysis of measurement.
— Operating of all system units under control of microcomputer which
performs data processing, recording and storing the information about events,
documenting and making protocols, interaction with head computer and
other external devices.
— The possibility of visual and audio observation of signals through the
analog output.
— Availability of interface to NPP unit control system.
— Possibility of communication with external user.
— Presence of a head computer with great possibilities for analysing the
information and interaction with operator of the system.
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REGIME DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM

The first diagnostic system is on —line system for automatic identification
of emergency operation modes on its possible earliest stage. The expert task
of this system is a classification task or pattern recognition task. Recognition
of NPP emergency is characterised by the following features:
1. Necessity of great volume of information treatment — the number of
emergencies possible types is equal to 100 but the number of sensors is
about thousands.
2. Identification should be done in short term due to great velocity of
emergency process development.
3. Great damage from erroneous or ill timed identification of emergency.
To solve these problems it was used following approach. As a main source
of information about operation modes was used a mathematical model of
physical processes similar to those implemented into full scope and analytical
training simulator. Expert knowledge for verification the simulation of real
technical processes and emergency operations was obtained from several
groups of experts — technologists having a great experience in operation
control.
The full list of emergency operation possible types has been worked out
and then after careful analysis there have been selected the most characteristic parameters (so called symptoms) for every operation mode. The number
of really diagnostic parameters was found to be very small and for different
regimes equals to 4 —8 parameters (different operations, generally speaking
are characterised by different sets of parameters). For describing regime
symptoms it's necessary to describe the characteristic behaviour of these
parameters. These description should be adequate but rough enough due to
inaccuracy of source data. The simple comparison with standard value at
every moment is unacceptable.
This problem was solved by working out a special language for parameters
behaviour which is insensible to different errors. Analysis of emergency and
transient operating modes shows that there are six most characteristic types
of operation parameters behaviour: rise, drop, local minimum or maximum,
sharp drop and sharp rise with stabilisation on the new level. Besides the
type of parameter behaviour it's characterised by concrete value (velocity,
oscillation, value of level), with appropriate tolerance.
This sufficiently rough language for describing parameters behaviour has
following advantages:
— it turns out to be quite adequate;
— it allows to increase system performance in the sense of error frequency;
— significantly decrease the response time of the system because each
type of behaviour is determined on the base of not more than three time
points.
There is one more problem in expert knowledge representation. It is
necessary to take into account not only error in transducer's indications but
their complete failure. It means that one should foresee the possibility of
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some symptoms nondeveloping. So we use in some sense surplus descriptions
of regimes accepting euristical rule that it's possible to recognise regime
{N—1) symptoms where N is general number of symptoms describing this
regime.
Algorithmically the Regime Expert System is divided in two parts — static
and dynamic. Static subsystem on the base of regime expert descriptions
automatically build out a regimes recognition inference tree. This tree is
minimal from the point of view of average number of inference steps nee —
essary for regime recognition. The tree is build forehand a priori, i.e. without
accounting real sensors indication. The belonging functions using by this tree
have a probabilistic characters. This tree is used by the dynamic subsystem
for on —line diagnostics. On the Fig. 6 is shown a tree constructed by using a
test example with 3 possible emergencies and 20 total parameters.
Using such recognition tree is practically impossible to loose a correct
diagnosis but is a great possibility to include in the list of diagnoses an
incorrect ones.
STRESS CONDITION DIAGNOSTICS

The final goal of this system application is to estimate the residual lifetime
of equipment parameters.
The equipment residual lifetime depends upon a great number of factors.
For the considerable amount of WER equipment, namely pressure vessels,
pipelines and nozzles, the main factor is thermal cycle load determined by
coolant pressure and temperature changes. The other factors effect on the
equipment residual lifetime is much depended of such cycle load. The
thermocyclic loading is determined by both designed transient modes
(heating up, pressure hydraulic testing, cooling down, etc.) and unforeseen
by the project ones.
In general there is nothing new in the operation modes appreciation for
residual lifetime estimation. In the project grounds for a number of typical
situations including separate modes consequence, heat — hydraulic and

thermal — stress calculations are conducted for each equipment element. The
project stipulates both nomenclature and admissible number of standard
transient modes with their registration in accordance with operation technique limit. But these data make it possible to draw conclusions about the
reactor residual time entirely only. Besides, as NPP operation experience
testified, real modes for number of reasons, are much more variable than
those ones adopted in the project grounds. It is so for both separate modes
and their intersection. It's also necessary to point rather high difficulty of the
above mentioned calculation work at the usage of equipment elements
thermoelastic stress calculation methods.
The aim of the development was to create an automated system for obtaining data and analysing thermal and strength load process, estimation of
NPP equipment elements residual time, taking into consideration real results
of NPP operation on the base of the worked out prompt calculation of
thermoelastic stress technique.
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The system being developed consists of two main parts: hardware and
software. Hardware includes:
— personal computers such as IBM PC/AT;
— measuring system, containing:
* cable communication with the NPP sensor system;
* connection arrangement;
* analogue signals communicator;
* analogue — digital conversion;
* controller;
* charging unit.
Software system contains a number of applied programs, the most important of which are:
— data compacting obtained by the measuring system;
— thermoelastic stress calculation program;
— load cycle selection program;
1
— damage calculation program;
— some other system programs, ensuring parallel measuring and calculation process operation.
Software systems are combined by the common program providing operative configuration systems, their parts adjustment, the element under the
control and modes monitoring choice, graphic data plotting.
At the function level the system's work goes on the following way. Sensor's
signals, measuring thermal hydraulic parameters are received by the communicator, then they are conducted temporary digitalisation and analogue —
digital transforming. This process takes place through the cable communication and connection arrangement realising impedance consequence and
heat noise filtration.
The thermohydraulic, heat conductivity and thermoelastic calculations
made for each equipment element in every operation mode for the project
ground takes a lot of time. So such approach is inadmissible for real regimes
considering and analysing .during the time of unit operation. Therefore a
methodology was offered which use databases prepared beforehand and
containing information about behaviour of stress in monitored equipment in a
condensed form.
The main hypothesis used in development of this methodology was the
assumption that the heat transfer and stress kinetics may be described in
terms of linear thermoelastic theory. In such case to obtain the solution of
initial thermohydraulic heat transfer and thermoelastic equations the mode of
coolant temperature and pressure transients have to be represented by sum
of simple effects. Then having a beforehand calculated responses to every
simple effect and using the superposition law we can add together all this
simple solutions.
As an example here on the Fig. 7 is shown a reactor vessel feed nozzle and
critical points from the view of circular tensile stress are marked . Here are
presented also basic functions of changes in stress with time for one of the
critical point (N°62) which are obtained beforehand as simple solutions. The
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on time at the point N°62

Fig. 8a shows the result of actual stress change calculated for one of standard
transient operation mode.
The final goal is to make summarised assessment of damage factor in the
critical points after obtaining stress values for each moment during the unit
operation. And then predict the residual lifetime.
If the thermocyclic loading would be of an equal amplitude the situation is
comparatively easy (see Fig. 8b). Here is shown breaking stress versus
number of loading cycles. As a damage factor we can get the ratio of real
stress amplitude to breaking stress. For the real situation, when the loading
cycles have very different amplitudes there proposed more complicated but
clear enough formula.

320 •-

300 •-

280 --

Fig. 8a. Stress 'depending on time during the real
temperature transient process

x

a

Fig. 8b. Damage Factor depending on cyclic load
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FREE PARTS DETECTION SYSTEM
This system is destined for detection of tearing of slackened equipment
parts or foreign bodies entrained by coolant stream. When this parts impact a
wall in the place where coolant flow turns, there appear a characteristic
acoustic signal (Fig. 9) which have to be revealed when observing permanent
the acoustic noise in circuit equipment in appropriate frequency range.
The systèmes designed according to the modular concept shown on the
Figure 5. As a sensors are used piezoelectric accelerometers processing high
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sensitivity in the range to 20 kHz. These sensors transform the acoustic noise
in this frequency range to electric signal which is transferred to the preamplifier with high level of stray pick—up and common —mode interference
suppression, and then out of the containment to system cabinet containing
the electronic equipment. Here takes place filtering in the frequency range
up to 10 kHz, analog to digital conversion with high resolving power. Then
initial data processing is performed which include finding the signal RMS
(room mean square value) with short time of integration and then further
data processing.
The system permanent measures and records noise levels in all channels
comparing short RMS with its threshold values. Simultaneously current short
RMS and initial signal value are writing continuously in buffer storage. If
current RMS in any channel exceed permanent or temporary threshold then
it is fixed as an event. Information from the buffer is transferred to the head
microprocessor, documented and transferred to external memory, at the same
time alarm is given.
Acoustic noise in analog mode can be listened in any channel and
visualised on light annunciator (simultaneously on several channels) in
parallel with continuously data processing.
The channel calibration and functional checking are carried out periodically in automatic mode by two ways:
— Feeding white noise or sine mode signal to preamplifier input
(calibrated the whole measurement circuit except sensors).
— Actuation a special device —impulse hammer, mounted at the pipeline. This device consists of hermetically closed chamber containing inside it
a free mass (130 g). This device don't loose its serviceability in conditions of
severe accident and need not maintenance.
Further data processing and interpretation of events in the head computer
is made in two modes. In the automatic mode is made a protocol and
diagram of alarm for each event and main information about event is displayed at the screen and. printed: date, time, status of channels being
switched, peak amplitude for all channels, alarm signals, background level,
amplification factor etc. This information is necessary for quick survey of
events and first appraisal.
In the interactive mode special programs of data processing and event
interpretation are accomplished . Besides that every of recorded signals can
be displayed at the screen with event given in appropriate parametric representation (pulse delay, rate of pulse rise, shape of the initial area etc.), and
can also be listened through phonomonitor.
Localisation of noise source is estimated by difference in impulse delays in
different channels (Fig. 9). The pattern of initial area of the signal determines
also the free part's mass.
Besides analysis of individual events the system can produce statistic
information about all file of events at a certain time (distribution in time,
distribution in peak value or in delay etc.).
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LEAK DETECTION SYSTEM

When appearing a crack or seal failure in coolant circuit the stream
flowing out creates high frequency noise in the range of 100 — 700 kHz which
may be separated from common operation noise in circuit. This separation is
possible due to difference in frequency spectrum of these two noises. The
leak noise even of small value in the frequency range 400 — 600 kHz precede
the operational noise and can be identified.
This system permanent monitors the acoustic noise on the frequency over
400 kHz and if its level exceeds definite threshold then the situation is
considered as an event. The signal arriving from the sensors undergoes
amplification, analog —to —digital conversion, calculation of short and long
RMS, comparison with thresholds and forming of alarm.
The system has possibility to selfdiagnostics. Calibration unit sends
periodically a band width —durated noise signal what permit to test self—
functioning and sensitivity of system instrumentation.
The leak detection threshold is determined by operational noise value in
the area of sensors location and by the distance between sensor and site of
possible leak.
The leak location is ascertained by comparing the level of noise produced
by leak on the section of different sensors location. The algorithm is clear by
viewing the Fig. 10 where is shown the scheme of sensors disposition along
the circuit loop and the point of leak source. The signal strength is inverse to
distance from leak, if the signal attenuation straight line related to distance.
This relationship really is more complicated. Knowing of this relationship also
is necessary for calculating the leak value.
Nevertheless it is ascertained by many experiments performed with water
gas wet steam that at certain distance from leak point the noise level approximately proportional with leak value in a sufficiently wide range.
NOISE AND VIBRATION ANALYSING SYSTEM

For this system differ from two systems examined above the operational
noise created by coolant flow and operation of several devices in the normal
operation mode is not a disturbance but an object of observation itself. More
exact the objects of observation are the small oscillations of equipment and
structure elements induced by low frequency components of this noise. These
oscillations takes place on the resonance frequency and arouse in common

spectrum resonance peaks at specific frequencies.
Separation of these peaks and determination of its characteristics is main
function of measuring part of system. There is performing Fourier transform
of input signal and obtaining power density spectrum (PSD spectra) in the
range up to 50 Hz simultaneously by all 48 channels. It provides us with
ample opportunity to study correlation between channels.
The system includes 4 types of measurement channels measuring several
physical parameters and using accordingly different sensors:
— absolute displacement of equipment elements measuring by inductive

sensors with free mass;
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— relative displacement circuit elements relative immovable structures;
— circuit pressure fluctuations;
— neutron flux noise in reactor.
PSD spectra implies a large number of resonances. Each resonance is associated with appropriate main component of primary circuit — reactor
pressure vessel, steam generator, main coolant pump, piping. Except these
structural resonances can be recognised also fluid resonances which may be
understood as standing waves in the pipes and tanks. One must also separate
the forced vibrations of the components. The relation between oscillation
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mode of particular component and appropriate resonance frequency is shown
at the Fig. 11 [7].
The system designed according to the same modular concept as the
previous systems (Fig. 5). Automatically under head processor control
performed all other functions besides main measurement function: calibration, amplification adjustment, alarms generation, events and processes
recording, documenting etc.
An example of information displaying is given on the picture 10. The main
algorithm consist in determination resonance frequencies and identification
them with natural frequencies of definite components in definite mode with
giving out a protocol of comparison. The main way for comparing is observation of resonance peak displacement from its initial position and fixation of
the events exceeding its tolerated limits.
CONCLUSION

All Diagnostic Systems described above are really implemented at Nuclear
Pcwer Plants. The Systems of Regime Diagnostics are in experimental operation now at Kalinin NPP with WER-1000 type reactor. The Noise Diagnostics Systems are mounted at Novovoronezh and Kola NPPs with
WER—440 type reactor-and are in permanent operation. The Analytical
Simulators except their application for aim of diagnostics are widely used for
training of NPP personnel at several Russian NPPs.
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GOAL-ORIENTED FAILURE ANALYSIS (GOFA)
J. COLE
AEA Technology Consultancy Services,
Risley, Warrington, Cheshire,
United Kingdom
Abstract

In the framework of the IAEA Coordinated Research Programme for Development of Safety

Related Expert Systems, it was agreed to develop a knowledge-based tool for hazard
identification.

It was further agreed that the knowledge-based tool would implement the Goal Oriented
Failure Analysis (GOFA) methodology developed with the aim of providing a hazard
identification methodology which is more efficient and stimulating than HAZOP and FMEA.
Since the GOFA methodology employed a number of novel concepts and therefore could not
be compared directly with Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) methods (in order to
determine which of these were more efficient and stimulating), AEA Technology
reconsidered whether GOFA was an appropriate project to be continued in the framework
of the IAEA Coordinated Research Programme,

A project to exploit a diagnostics toolkit capable of providing information, that is useful for
hazard identification, and where the approach could be illustrated with reference to an
application encountered in the nuclear power community, was selected as an alternative.
This project was entitled SOFIE (software for the Simulation Of Failures and Interpretation
of Effects).
1,

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH CAÄKIED OUT

In the framework of the IAEA Coordinated Research Programme for Development of Safety
Related Expert Systems, it was agreed to develop a knowledge-based tool for hazard
identification.

1.1

Objectives

Specifically the objectives of this project were as follows:
i.

To produce a knowledge based tool for hazard identification based on a systems
analysis approach to failure analysis.

ü

To document any experience gained through designing, building and operating expert
systems intended for use by the nuclear power community.

1.2

Background

Goal-Oriented Failure Analysis (GOFA) has been developed with the aim of providing a
hazard identification methodology which is more efficient and stimulating than HAZOP and

FMEA.
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GOFA adopts a structured, top-down approach, with a particular failure goal being

systematically analysed. A systems analysis, approach is also used, with the analysis being
organised around a systems diagram of the plant or process under study.
The top-down approach ensures that the analysis is JBOte focused and the use of a systems
diagram helps pull the analysis together at an early stage. Another advantage of the GOFA
approach is that it encourages the consideration of factors such as the likelihood of events
and also common mode effects.

1.3

Applying GOFA

GOFA can be carried out at three levels of analysis:
GOFA Level 1: To identify the type of hazardous events which apply to the hazardous plant
or process under study, eg fire, explosion, radioactive release, missiles, etc. This level is
very much a checklist approach- la general, checklists are prepared in advance of a GOFA
Level 1 group session and help to guide the analysis thereby avoiding unnecessary time being
spent on identifying obvious failure modes, or failing to identify certain hazards.

GOFA Level 2; This is a high level GOAL ANALYSIS which is used to identify the range
of goa!s required for the full study. The goals which are identified represent hazardous events
that fall within particular consequence categories, ie catastrophic, serious and marginal.

Tbis level includes consideration of the system as a whole, with hardware, human operator
actions and management factors being covered. To facilitate this a high level system
description is developed during this stage.

GOFA Level 3: A particular failure goal is analysed in detail, with a structured and
systematic format being followed. The analysis is based on a formal system description of
(part ot) the plant or process under study. The aim of this analysis is to study the goal m
depth to analyse the potential cause whilst also determining the (subjective) likelihood of
the failure goal. This latter information can then be used to determine the critical ity of the
failure goal. Safety protection features are also considered and actions noted during the study.
1.4

Examples

The GOFA methodology was applied on a variety of risk analysis projects including the
analysis of an off-shore Oil and Gas Platform Pipeline Isolation System and an electric

vehicle powered by a sodium / sulphur battery.
2.

RESULTS OBTAINED

In the framework of the Coordinated Research Programme for Development of Safety
Related Expert Systems, a prototype of the knowledge-based tool has been developed using
the expert system toolkit GoldWorks E.
The prototype provides an interface for the user to enter and browse data describing the
system under investigation.. The user is able to save the current system description and to
recover saved descriptions from previous sessions.
As data are entered an underlying hierarchical object structure is built up to reflect the
system diagram
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The user can also browse and. select from checklists when the prototype is functioning in

analysis mode.
3.

SIGNIFICANT DEPARTURE FROM THE MAIN ACTIVITY FORESEEN BY
THE AGREEMENT

Although the GOFA methodology was applied on a variety of risk analysis projects, none of
these were of relevance to the Nuclear Power Community. This caused AEA Technology to
reconsider whether GOFA was an appropriate project to be continued in the framework of
the IAEA Coordinated Research Programme.

A project to exploit a diagnostics toolkit capable of providing information that is useful for
hazard identification was selected as an alternative. This was considered appropriate because
the toolkit comprises a number of tools that facilitate construction of causal, qualitative

models of systems. When faulty behaviours are introduced into the model, the system
generates diagnostic information that may readily be encapsulated wilhin a safety related
expert system. In addition, the concept could be illustrated with reference to an application
encountered in the nuclear power community; namely an Excess Flux Trips Channel (EFTC),
used with mean current ionisation chambers to initiate a reactor trip. This project was entitled
SOFIE (software for the Simulation Of Failures and Interpretation of Effects).
4.

CONCLUSIONS

In order to evaluate SOFIE, the toolkit was applied to a system encountered in the nuclear

power community.
In addition, the work carried out to evaluate SOFIE involved researchers becommg familiar
with various Artificial Intelligence (AI) approaches, including qualitative reasoning and rule
induction.

This departure from the main activity foreseen by the agreement, therefore served to achieve
the second objective, which was, to document any experience gained through designing,
building and operating expert systems intended for use by the nuclear power community.
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INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE ON NUCLEAR
SAFETY RELATED EXPERT SYSTEMS: THE ROLE OF
SOFTWARE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION
B.K.H. SUN
Sunutech, Inc.,
Los Altos, California,
United States of America
Abstract

An important lesson learned from the Three Mile Island accident is that human
errors can be significant contributors to risk. Recent advancement in computer
hardware and software technology helped make expert system techniques potentially
viable tools for improving nuclear power plant safety and reliability. As part of the
general man-machine interface technology, expert systems have recently become
increasingly prominent as a potential solution to a number of previously intractable
problems in many phases of human activity, including operation, maintenance, and
engineering functions.
Traditional methods for testing and analyzing analog systems are no longer adequate
to handle the increased complexity of software systems. The role of Verification
and Validation (V&V) is to add rigor to the software development and maintenance
cycle to guarantee the high level of confidence needed for applications. Verification
includes the process and techniques for confirming that all the software requirements
in one stage of the development are met before proceeding on to the next stage.
Validation involves testing the integrated software and hardware system to ensure
that it reliably fulfills its intended functions. Only through a comprehensive V&V
program can a high level of confidence be achieved.
There exist many different standards and techniques for software verification and
validation, yet they lack uniform approaches that provides adequate levels of
practical guidance which can be used by users for nuclear power plant applications.
There is a need to unify different approaches for addressing software verification
and validation and to develop practical and cost effective guidelines for user and
regulatory acceptance.
1. INTRODUCTION

Since the emergence of expert systems research for nuclear power in the early
1980s, enormous progress has been made to transform academic research to
engineering applications. As often considered as a part of the general man-machine
interface technology, expert systems have recently become increasingly prominent
as a potential solution to a number of previously intractable problems in many
phases of human activity. The industrial sector has identified expert systems as a
means of preserving expertise, distributing the knowledge of experts to less
experienced workers, increasing industrial reliability and productivity, and improving
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plant safety. Numerous research and development efforts in the expert systems
technology have been devoted to the support of operation, maintenance and
engineering activities related to safety of the nuclear power plants.
Researchers around the world have particularly examined expert systems for
potential benefits to increase plant safety and reliability. For example, the extensive
application of Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) studies to nuclear reactors leads
to the use of these studies with expert system techniques to produce operation aids
which may provide tangible benefit to enhance plant safety and reliability.

Expert systems that have been implemented are largely in the areas of engineering
advisors or aids where the systems can be proven to improve human performance
and productivity. While there are successes of impressive prototype demonstrations
for a variety of operator support systems, implementation of safety related expert
systems in nuclear power plants are rare, particularly those designed for on-line and
real-time applications in the main control rooms. One of the biggest challenges to
the acceptance of expert systems for safety applications by operation and regulation
is the issue of software verification and validation (V&V)
which is an important
aspect of software reliability.
2. EXAMPLES OF EXPERT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

Several examples of expert systems are described to illustrate their functions and
demonstrated benefits. These are (1) control rod sequence advisor, (2) welding
manual advisor, and (3) emergency operating procedure tracking system.
2.1 Control Rod Sequence Advisor

The control rod sequence advisor is developed jointly by the GPU Nuclear
Corporation and the Electric.Power Research Institute (EPRI). It deals with the
control rod withdrawal sequence for each startup of a Boiling Water Reactor plant.
During startup, the movement of rod group must satisfy rules for relative rod group
positions and maintain local power conditions within limits. For a typical
withdrawal sequence, there are over one hundred individual rod group movement
steps. The sequence of withdrawal steps affects overall rate of power ascent, local
power conditions, and fuel burn-up.

The control rod sequence advisor automatically generates and verifies rod
withdrawal sequences for the plant. It checks against rules for allowable rod
movements and stores input parameters and resulting sequence in database. The
output of the expert system prints out verified rod sequences on existing plant forms.
The expert system has been proven to reduce the labor necessary to develop and
verify rod withdrawal sequences and the time of developing a typical sequence
from three days to thirty minutes.
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2.2 Welding Manual Advisor

The welding manual advisor was jointly developed by the Northern States Power
Company and EPRI. The expert system stores the logic of welding procedures and
inspection selection methods. It tracks the weld history and repair record as well
as welder qualification and performance. The system address welding code
requirements and performs defect analysis and tracking.
The welding manual advisor has been proven to reduce the effort necessary for
engineers and maintenance personnel to select and document the correct procedure
for weld by 50%. In addition, it improves the accessibility of the corporate welding
manual and reducing errors made by human.
2.3 Emergency Operating Procedure Tracking System
The emergency operating procedure tracking system (EOPTS) was developed jointly
by EPRI and the Taiwan Power Company for use on Boiling Water Reactor nuclear

plant training simulators. The system notifies the plant operators of entry into
conditions which would require the use of the EOPs. It guides the operators through
the EOPs, providing directions and prompting as necessary.
Written in C language and used forward chaining software processor, the expert

system compiles and processes rules files and controls iterative logic cycles. In a
real-time and on-line environment, it communicates with the simulated plant process
computer to receive the instantaneous data and parameters from the plant.

During operation of the EOPTS, the expert system runs in the background,
monitoring plant data from the plant process computer database. When plant

parameters exceed an EOP entry condition, the inference engine activates various
rules that cause a color-coded EOPTS target box on the display to turn on, notifying
the operator of an abnormal plant condition.
Human factored man-in-the-loop testing was performed on the training simulator of
Taiwan Power Company's Kuosheng BWR. Improved operator performance was

measured by improved operator response times of taking key actions and by a
decrease in the number of errors of omission or commission made during simulator
emergency scenarios.

3. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

The concept of verification and validation (V&V) has been applied extensively in
the nuclear power industry to ensure the quality of the software product.
Considerable effort has been spent to develop V&V methods for conventional
engineering software codes, such as safety analysis codes and reload methodologies
as well as on-line and real-time systems such as the safety parameter display
systems and digital protection systems.
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Verification is the process of (1) reviewing system requirements to ensure that they
reflect a complete decomposition of the problem, (2) review of the design to ensure
that it meets design requirements and (3) documentation of activities and results to
endure communication of information from one phase of development to the next.
In general, it is a process to ensure that software developed is consistent with the
requirements and specifications.

Validation is the process of testing and evaluation of the integrated hardware and
software system to determine compliance with the functional, safety, reliability,
security, availability performance and interface requirement. It provides overall
assurance that the capabilities specified in the system requirements are in the system
hardware, software, and firmware. In general, validation is a process to ensure that
the software developed satisfies the functions of the users as it is designed.
In simple words, vérification is to "do things right", while validation is to "do
right things".
Without adequate software V&V, the present state of the technology provides no
definitive after-the-fact confirmation that the system is reliable and adequate. Only
through advance planning and performing V&V in parallel with development can
a high confidence level be assured. Thus, the V&V approach must be established
prior to the system design and implementation.

4. CHALLENGES AND CONCERNS
There already exists a variety of U.S. and international standards covering digital
system V&V, software design and testing, configuration control and other topics.
Over the years, V&V guidelines have been developed focusing on several classes
of systems including safety parameter monitoring systems, expert systems, control
systems and Class IE safety grade systems. Nevertheless, there is still a great deal
of uncertainty within the nuclear communities about whether, when, how and to
what extent to perform V&V".
Major challenges and concerns to the use of software for safety applications in
nuclear power plants are:

•

The power and flexibility of digital technology opens numerous possibilities for
applications, design approaches and choices of components. Relating the general
guidance of standards and guidelines to the needs of a specific project whether
it is used for monitoring, diagnosis, or control is quite difficult. Determining
which V&V techniques are more or less applicable for a given system may be
a daunting task.

•

Although there are information available from research and development and the

existing standards and guidelines, there is a lack of available information on realworld industry experiences with digital system V&V.
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•

Recent development of regulatory guidance on the use of software based digital
systems for safety applications has been slow and tentative in nature. The
industry does not have definite rules to follow, as such, they may be faced with
ambiguous or unacceptably conservative regulatory requirements.

5. CODES AND STANDARDS
During the planning and development of software projects, one key activity is to
adhere to appropriate V&V practices by following best applicable codes and
standards. Different experiences with digital technology in industrial and safety
systems have led to different codes and standards as illustrated in Attachment 2.
Driven by different application needs and regulatory requirements, the codes and
standards call for different levels of involvement and commitment which can cause
very large differences in manpower and cost. Furthermore, many software standards
and regulations are under constant revision due to the rapid progress of emerging
technologies, techniques, and good practices.
The regulatory requirements around the world are neither uniform nor stable. Each
new digital safety system application has to face ever changing regulatory review
and approval process. At present, there exist no uniform regulatory guides for
reviewing and measuring the reliability and V&V needs of digital safety systems.
Regulators around the world, such as the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, the Canadian Atomic Energy Control Board, and the French IPSN are
using different requirements for the review process. This created constantly
changing environment for regulatory reviews which led to large uncertainties and
risks in costs and schedules.
Judging from these considerations, it is clear that there is a strong need for a

common and standard basis for verification and validation methodologies to be
applied to software systems for nuclear plant safety applications throughout the
world.
6. COST AND BENEFIT CONSIDERATIONS

As the nuclear power plants are facing competitions against other forms of power
generation, capital investments and expenses are important business considerations
for the management and operators of nuclear power plants. As such, the benefit of
an expert system for real applications must outweigh the cost for developing and
implementing it, including the cost for delivery, user acceptance and regulatory
approval, if required. It is therefore necessary to consider in detail the costs and
benefits associated with the development and implementation of a safety related
expert system intended for use in nuclear power plants. In the following, the
categories and items of possible cost and benefit are listed.
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6.1 Costs for Expert Systems
•

Cost for Planning
• user requirement specification
• scoping for the project
• feasibility study
• Cost for Development
• hardware
• software
• codification
• rapid prototyping
• Cost for Verification and Validation
• documentation of user requirement
• documentation of design specifications
• design reviews
• documentation of knowledge acquisition
• factory testing
• documentation of factory testing
• user testing, including the use of full-scope simulator
• documentation of user acceptance testing
• Cost for Implementation
• production software
« production hardware
• software maintenance
• configuration control
6.2 Benefits of Expert Systems
•

Tangible Benefits
• increase of human productivity

•

reduction of manpower time

•
•

increase of power production
increase of plant availability

• reduction of hardware cost
• Intangible Benefits
» improvement of regulatory compliance
• increase of human reliability
• reduction of human errors
•
•

reinforce learning
training and education

To perform cost-benefit analysis rigorously, it is essential to convert benefits to
measurable quantities. It may be required to use some accounting techniques to
quantify benefits. It should be noted that the items listed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 are
generated from business practices.
These business considerations may be
outweighed in some regions of the world by social, cultural, and political
considerations.
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It is also important to notice that although a cost-benefit analysis is essential for
commercial implementations of expert systems, cost-benefit should not be the only
criteria with respect to research programs. Only continuing research will allow
refinement and improvement in methods that will ultimately allow the development
of viable commercial solutions."
The cost-benefit evaluation is complicated by the fact that it is not possible to
quantify the intangible benefits. Depending on the culture and conditions prevailing
in each country, these intangible benefit may carry an important weight in the final
evaluation of specific projects.
7. CONCLUSIONS

Verification and validation are key activities to ensure reliability and quality of
software for safety related applications to nuclear power plants. Verification is the
process to ensure that software developed is consistent with the requirements and
specifications and validation is to ensure that the capabilities specified in the system
requirements are in the system hardware, software, and firmware.
Codes and standards for V&V and digital .safety systems reflect different
experiences in developing digital systems worldwide. There lacks uniform ones that
provides adequate level of practical guidance which can be used by users for
different nuclear power applications. A consistent international framework for
digital safety system verification and validation methodology and licensing guide is
needed for reliable and cost effective implementation of software systems in nuclear
power plants.
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